
INSIDE : Punk in Canada, South Africa, NJ, Indiana, Texas, Calif ., NYC, Oregon,
Boston, Philly BYO, Chicago, Arizona, Wisconsin, Montana, North Carolina, England,
Plus Quincy, False Prophets, Code of Honor, Crucifucks, Poison Idea, Crucifix, DOA,
Toxic Reasons, US History, Reagan Youth, Neos, Nihilism, Feederz, and lots more!
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, . I S.records

tapes; 1982
ANTISOCIAL- SCREW U (TOTAL ANARCHY, LP)
ATIIA THE STOCKBROKNS- AWAY DAT (DI 4 LP)
ARTICLES OF FAITH- FATHER'S DREAMS (BP)
ANGRY SAMOANS- MY OLD MAN'S A FATSO (LP)
ANTI- I DON'T YANNA DIE (LIFE IS SO UGLY, LP)
ADRIIYLIN OD- NEW YEARS EVE (NY TTE► SH, TP)
BLITZ- NEVER SURRENDER (45)
BAD BRAINS- HOW IOW CAN A PUNK GET (RAT LP)
BEASTIE BOYS- BEASTIE BOYS (RP)
BLACK FLAG- RISE ABOVE (LP)
BAD RELIGION- VOICE OF CAD IN COMMIES? (LP)
BATTALION OF SAINTS- NO MORE LIES (BYO LP)
BVITHOLE SURFERS I HATE MY JOB (TP)
CHELSEA- WAR ACROSS T1R NATION (45)
GRASS- HOW DOES IT FEEL (EP)
CHAOS UK- NO SECURITY (EP)
CHAOTIC DISCRORD- FUCK THE WORLD (SP)
C I1UCIFUCDIS HINCKLEY HAD A VISION (TP)
CODE OF HONOR- LE FIGHTING STILL (LP)
CRUCIFIX- PREJUDICE (RP)
CHAOS 2- ZWANG (LP)
CORROSION OF CONFORNLTI- SWISS IK(NO CORE TP)
DIET-HIROSIMA (EP)
DISORDER- SUICIDE CHILDREE (12)
DISCHARGE- HEAR NOTHING . . . (LP)
DESCENDECTS- I'M NOT A PUNK (LP)
DIE KAEUZEN- FIGHTING (MASTEETAPE LP)
EXPLOITED- ALTERNATIVE (45)
ESS- FIGHT (TP)
FASTBACKS FAST ENOUGH (EP)
FITS LAST LAUGH (RP)
FALSE PROPHE'rS- GOOD CLEAR PUN (45)
FLIPPER- LIVING FOB THE DEPRESSION (LP)
F TROOP- LAST RITES (YOU CAN'T . . . SUCXCESS, LP)
FYAR'LZ- PEOPLE UMAIRU (LP)
FO'a- RADIO UNIX BOSTON NOT U . LP)
GBH- GUNNED DOWN LP)
GANG GREEK- SNOB BOSTON NOT L, LP)
GOVERNMENT ISSUE- HEY RONNIE (FLEX YOUR HEAD, LP)
HUSKER DU- IN A FREE LAND (EP)
INSANE- WHY DIE (45)
I.NTENSIFIED CHAOS- INTENSIFIED CHAOS (MAX RMR, LP)
;FA- OUT OF SCHOOL (MEATHOUSE, TP)
JERRY'S KIDS- MACHINE GUN (UNSAFE . . . RP)
KAAOS- POLIITITOA (PROPACAND► , LP)
LOS OLVLDCIX)S- PAY SALVATION (MAX anN, LP)
LOST GENERATION- RIND OONTEOL (RP)
MAD ?NUS- OAT% (EP)
MAYHEM- PATRIOTS (EP)
MOB- COMM CRIMINAL (tP)
MISGUIDED- STATE OF WAR (EP)
MAD- HOLOCAUST MNX REE, LP)
MDC- DEAD COPS LP)
MINUTEMEN- WORKING Mml ARE PISSED (AMER. TIN REPORT . LP)
MEAT PUPPETS MELONS RISING (LP)
MINOR THREAT- IN MY EYES (SP)
MIA- ANGRY YOUTH (LP)
NIHILISTICS- YOU'RE TO DIANE (RP)
MACROS BAD DREAM (PROCESS OF ELAN . ,F.P)
NEGATIVE APPROACH- CAN'T TELL NO ONE (SP)
NO CRISIS ABUT FACE (EP)
LECATIVE FX- HAZARDOUS WASNE (TP)
NEOS- CHURCHGOERS MOTIVE (RP)
NUKKETEATTERI- JOS SOU TUIEE (EP)
ONE WAY SYSTEM- JACEIK VAS A JUNNI (45)
OUTLAWS- CHOCOMEL (AL JE HAAR . . . LP)
OHIO SEGO- GRITO SUBURBAN) (EP)
DEL- SCHREI SQIREI (LP)
PETER AND TEST TUBE BABIES- BANNED FROM PUBS (SP)
PARIAH- LEARNING PROCESS (MAX HER . LP)
POISON IDEA- THIS THINC CALLED PROGRESS (TP)
RAllIA- B ALARM (UNDERGROUND HITS, LP)
RUDIMENTARY PM- SACRIFICE (SP)
REBEL TRUTH- ALL I KNOW (MAX RnR, I.P)
RED }CROSS- KILL SOMEONE YOU HATE (LP)
REALLY RED- NO MORE ART (RP)
REJECTORS- CO DIE (EP)
RIISTETYT- PAINU HELVSrIIIN . . . (PROPAGANDA, LP)
RAF PUNK- SARO ANGER PACIPISTA, MA . . . (SCHIAVI, EP)
STRAPS- BRIXTON (LP)
SuBHUMANS- IT'S coma GET WORSE (EP)
SOCIAL UNREST- RED WHITE AND BLUE (EP
SIN 74- NUCLEAR WAR (SUDDEN DEATH, II
SOCIAL DISTORTION- 1945 (RP)
SUBURBAN MUTILATION- MENAGNIM BEGIN F .U . (TP)
SS DECONTROL- BOILING POINT (LP)
SADISTIC EXPLOITS APATHY (45)
7 SECONDS- ANTI-KIAB (EP)
TOXIC REASONS- HOW DO YOU Fffi, (LP)
TAR BABIES BE HUMBLE/NEW POOR MEATHOUSE, TP)
TERVEET KAIET- OUTO MU (EP)
URBN OK- WORLD CONE CRAZY (BP)
VARUKERS- MO MASTERS, NO =sass (EP)
VANDALS- ANARCHY BURGER, SOLD TEE GOV'T . (BP)
VOID- THINK (13)
WILLMUL NS;IELT- ABORT TEE MISSION (LP)
YOUTH BRIGJADE- FIGHT TO UNITE (LP)
YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH- CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE (TP)
ZERO OEM- LIAR IS WORSE (THERE IS MORE, TP)

YS- DRUG FARE YO

1/8/83—Hollywood Police swept
down on and tried to close yet an-
other punk gig in L .A., and hun-
dreds of punks fought back . The
show, which featured TSOL, SO-
CIAL DISTORTION,REDDKROSS,
TOXIC REASONS, and LOS OLVI-
DOS, was proceeding as planned and
was incredibly orderly, until the po-
lice arrived . Mike Vraney, TSOL's
manager, reported that the door
opened at 7 PM, and the first band
was playing by 7 :30. By 10 PM,
there were 2000 people inside of the
SIR Rehersal Studio on Sunset Blvd .,
with another 200-300 outside . TSOL
went onstage at 11 :15, with the show
scheduled to end at 12 :15 .

Meanwhile, outside, a kid hanging
out apparently chucked a bottle at a
passing cop car, which was enough
provocation for the police to call for re-
enforcements . They sealed off Sunset
for two blocks in each direction, and
also called in helicopters and fire
engines . Some other kids outside then
proceeded to break a few windows
nearby, and lit small garbage fires.

At this point, a staff person from the
production company, got on stage and
told the crowd the police would be
entering the building, and the house
lights went on . Jack, the singer of
TSOL, probably remembering the
famous "Elks Lodge Massacre", told
the crowd " . . .to stick together . If a cop
comes at you, hit the floor and go limp.
Everybody sit down ." Amazingly, 2000
people did sit down, while TSOL,
played on through 3 numbers, but dur-
ing, "Abolish Government", the power
was pulled, and Jack then said,
"Watch yourselves, be careful, — let's
go get 'em."

One half of the crowd,, 1000 people,
were able to get out of the building,
before it was sealed with the other half
inside . Those who did get out were met
by club-wielding police, most of whom
just came on shift, and seemed overly
energetic and eager to "enforce the
law" . There were many injuries and in-
cidents in the melee that followed,
which included the burning of the ;
police barricades, as well as 6 arrests.
Finally the other half of the crowd was
able to escape, and met the same
response, which lasted until 1 :30 AM.

Police reports, which the media used
as the basis for their coverage, stated
that it was a case of "punks throwing
rocks and bottles at each other",
which prompted their intervention.
Eyewitness accounts belie that, in-
dicating that the show was extremely
orderly, by any standards, and that it
was just another case of police harass-
ment of punks in Southern California .



SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL DEAD COPS

New Pressing Now Available On Red Vinyl
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RADIO STATIONS: MAXIMUM R'N 'R RADIO SHOWS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR RADIO STATIONS ONLY. CASSET-

TES ARE $5 PER SHOW . CONTACT RUTH SCHWARTZ AT

P.O . BOX 988-S .F.,CA 94101-(415)621-4307 DAYS

BANDS : WE WANT YOUR RECORDS, CASSETTES(DEMOS

OR GARAGE) FOR BOTH AIRPLAY AND MAG REVIEW .WE

ALSO WANT PHOTOS FOR USE IN THE MAGAZINE.

WRITERS: SCENE REPORTS-IF YOU'RE ON TOP OF THE
RAPS IN YOUR AREA, SEND US A REPORT, ALONG WI-

TH PHOTOS & FLIERS . PLEASE KEEP 'EM SUCCINCT.

NEXT DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 15 .
ADVERTISERS : NEXT ISSUE IS OUT MARCH 15 . AND
WE NEED AD COPY BY MAR . 1, BUT NEED TO KNOW

IN ADVANCE WHAT SIZE TO RESERVE . AD RATES ARE:

	 NEW AD SIZES 1/2(71i "x5")$54
1/6(2/"x5 " )$25

	

2/3(5 "xlO " )$75

1/3(2'/ "x10)$40

	

1pg(7/x10 " )$90

SUBSCRIBERS : U .S .A .-6 ISSUES FOR $5

CANADA-6 ISSUES FOR $7

EUROPE-6 ISSUES FOR $12

DISTRIBUTION : ROUGH TRADE, SYSTEMATIC, FAULTY,

IMPORTANT, LAST GASP, GREENWORLD, DUTCH E. IND

MAXIMUM ROCK 'N'ROLL

P.O . BOX 288

	 °f0{KELEY,CA 94701	

SURVEY FORWOMEN,
we have cried to present the .. questions as objectively
aad Cr . . of attack as possible . These are problem welch
ee feel affect women, possibly a• a result of pressures
directed towards chew ocher by our culture or by ourselves
Please try to make your answers as honest to yourself is
you can.

1 . Are you happy etch your setf•L .aaet Is your content -
ment or lack of it due to the male dominated society In
which we live or do you feel that you are independently
responsible?

Z . Have you ever been afraid to play an Instrument? Have
.ou ever been intimidated to join a band?

3 . Ace you afraid to slam? Why or why not:

. . 'ould you like to be eons involved In the music scene?

5. Do you chink there is such a thing as ' women ' s suite'?

6. Are y u ware of any sexual oppression Ln punk music
and/or your scene? Do you feel any pressure to go along
:lth stereotypical female behavlorT

7. Do you feel pressures from within your punk scene to
behave dress, or act In • stereotypical 'female punt'
router?

Do not feel that you must answer all of these questions:
all e. want are your opinions as a woman . There are
luny more related issues that we have not addressed,
please Include anything that you went to say . We would
llke to print your response, as well as any others we
receive, in Maximus Rock M Roll magazine.

Please address all correspondence to.
Survey
c/o Maximum Rock M Roll

Anna Chapman
Erika Umbers.
Lynn 4andel
Ruch Schwartz

SURVEY FOR MAG BUYERS
lot of people have written and comp ne t.

eir local store runs out of our mag before

ey can snap one up . we would like your help
n remedying this . Please fill this out, and
it it back to us . If necessary, ask someone
o works there for information we need .Thanka

)What store do you buy Max RnR at?Give city

and address if possible.
)How many copies of any given issue do they

order?

T)How quickly do they sell out of it?
Do they re-order it, are they asked to by

any distributor(what distributor), or do the

just wait for the next issue to come out?
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AIR
WMUR MILWAUKEE, WI 750 AM MON . 101'M

WQFS GREENSBORO, NC 90 .9 FM AT. 3PM
WMUC COLLEGE PARK, MD 88 .1 FM SUN . 7PM

XWCW WALLA WALLA, WA 90 .5 FM CALL STATION/

XJHK LAWRENCE, KS 91 FM TUES. 11PM
WUSB STONEYBROOK, NY 90 .1 FM MON . 5PM

XDIC GRINELL, IA 88 .5 FM MON . 9PM

RUGS BELLINGHAM, WA 89.3 FM WED. 11PM
WFRC FRITCHBERG, MA

	

THURS. 4PM

WZRD CHICAGO, IL 88 .3 FM SUN . SAM

WMEB ORONO, ME 91 .9 FM FRI . 9PM

WJRH EASTON, PA 90.5 FM MON. MILK.

WKIA1 PHILA ., PA 91 .7 FM TUES. MILK.

KHSU ARCATA, CA 91 .5 FM SAT. 10PM
KPFA BERKELEY, CA 94.1 FM TUES. 9PM

KFCF FRESNO, G 88.1 FM TUES . 9PM
WMHB WATERVILLE ME 91 .5 FM TUES . 10PM
NY LISTENERS--OUR SHOW WAS TO BE ON PAT

DUNCAN ' S WFMU PROGRAM, BUT HE WAS SUSP-
ENDED FOR 30 DAYS--WILL LET YOU KNOW NEXT

ISSUE WHAT'S UP.

COd TRIBUTORS

KEN B
MARY CURLEY

GERRARD COSLEY

CARLY
CLIFF CARPENTER

ERIC COPE

DAVE MDC
DAVE 34

DIG
ERROL ENGELBRECHT

RAY FARRELL

GLEN FRIEDMAN
LYLE HYSEN

PAUL MAHERN

RAW HEARTLESS
COURTNEY MICHELLE

ell, granted, we do have a serious side;

erhaps the one that we put public most
frequently . But, as demonsrated during these
11-righters, there is more to our approach

than straight politics . I think those die -
ussions reaffirmed in myself the other areas

of Interest I have --outerspace, inner space,
the absurdity of life, etc ., and the basic

need to keep everything in perspective, main -

taining a balance between committment to
whatever one decides is important to fight

for, and a knowledge that you can't really
know enough to be 1007 sure of anything you
do. We spent a lot of time arguing about

materialism (that through scientific means
eventually all can be understood and

changed), and another perspective questioning
how we can 'know' anything when we are lust

little ants clinging to a piece of rock, hur-
tling through 'what'? -Infinity! What is

this universe, somehow emerging from a big

bang, spreading out forever into what, and
then maybe shrinking hack, and what the fuck

are black holes anyway? It couldn't have
been dreamed up by anyone less than a total
psycho . And, as any intrepid innerspace ex-

plorer can tell you, that as vast and complex
a d inftrire as nuters ace is, so it is in-

side our consciousness . And speaking of

dreams, how do we know that any of this is

real, that we aren't just experiencing our

whole life in just the 5-7 minutes of a dream

(that's how long most dreams are) . A dream,

within a dream, within a dream, etc.

Anyway, given the total irrationality of this

'life' we lead, the fine balance of 'sanity'
between the madness of contemplating the in -

finity of the Universe and where it comes
from and is going, and the schizophrenic

reality of the human inner mind, it's no

wonder one can't he very self- righteous in

declaring anything to he true . Yet, if one

can accept the stupidity and sadistic nature

of this world we are horn (?) into, is it
possible to go forward at all, with any

self-assurance, in advocating change, or is

that just a ridiculous exercise of ego, as

the cynics would have us believe?

'Ty conclusion, which I share with you

because, in a sense, It explains where this
magazine is coming from, is that --O .K ., we

can't know shit about - these gigantic
questions, hut given that here's where are,

then one either commits suicide (honest), or
tries to make it through life with personal

integrity, trying to make this little iota a
more satisfying situation (also honest), un-
til death (whatever that is) plays its little

sick joke on us . So hasicly, yes, we can he
serious about what we commit ourselves to but

we can also maintain a perspective of the ab-

surdity of it all .

	

There's a quote from
Joseph Heller's Catch-22 that is appropriate

here. The main characther, Yossarian, is
talking to a highly God-fearing person on the

subject of God: "And don't tell me Cod works

in mysterious ways . There's nothing so mys -

terious about it . He's not working at all.

He's playing. Or else He's forgotten all

about us . That's the kind of Cod you people

talk about--a country bumpkin, a clumsy,

bungling, brainless, conceited, uncouth

hayseed . Good Cod, how much reverence can
you have for a Supreme Being who finds it

necessary to include such phenomenon as

phlegm and tooth decay in His divine system
of creation? What in the world was running
through that warped, evil, scatological mind
of His when Ile robbed old people of the power

to control their bowel movements? Why in the
world did He ever create pain?" She answers:

"Pain is a warning to us of bodily danger ."
Yossarian counters, "And who created the

dangers? Oh, he was really being charitable
to us when he gave us pain. Why couldn't He

have used a doorbell instead to notify us, or
one of his celestial choirs? Or a system of

blue-and-re d neon tubes right in the mtrldle
of each person's forehead? Any jukebox

manufacturer worth his salt could have done

that. 'Then you consider the opportunity and

power he had to really do a job, and then

look at the stupid, ugly little mess He made

of it instead, His incompetence is almost

staggering,. It ' s obvious he never net a
payroll . "

Yossarian's acquaintance cautions him to hush

up or Cod might punish him for talking like
that . Yossarian says, " Isn ' t He punishing me
enough? You know, we mustn't let Him get

away scot free for all the sorrow He's caused

us. Someday I'm gonna make him pay . I know
when. On Judgement Day. Yes, that's the day

I'll he close enough to reach out and grab

that litte yokel by His neck and--"

So, to those of you who feel we only care

a}out politics and are too serious, I hope

you can see that we do indead think about
lots of other things, and that we do indeed

have a sense of humor and perspective on our

serious side . It may he a pretty warped and

sick sense of hummor, hut it is there . By

the way, if you've never read Catch-22, you

are missing a real treat . For me, it sums up

all the sickness and stupidity of life and
mankin d , and vet concludes on an optimistic

note of hope and freedom . Sneaky hook

review, huh? ----Tim Y.

Thank you.

f
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TIM TONOOKA
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PETER URBAN
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12/6/R2- For the last week-and-a-half,
ARTICLF.S OF FAITH from Chicago have been
staying at our house, and we've been staying
up to 4,5,6 or 7 in the A .M. every night,
discussing and arguing about politics, music,
life, death, genetics, socialization, LSD,

lod, dreams—you name it . It's been great,
stimulating, and exhausting .

	

The reason I

bring this up, though, is to comment on some-
thing that comes up from time to time; a

question or accusation put to us by some
readers: 'You guys are too serious!"



V

LETTERS
K E E P ' E M C O M I N

Pear Maxi run Rockers:

lieu! T dip ver map a lot . . .Thanx for the plug

1r the "fanzine" section ; except that hasicly
Tl'ISTEn IMA':E isn't a fanzine . . .Actually
we're just a traditional newspaper, with

traditional news features . . .except that most

of us workinp for the paper are nut cases.

Anvways'lA Y T"l"' R E R is great . . .It's nice to

know there are minds out there like Tin and

Jeff . . .I feel sort of a spiritual, political

kinship with the whole paper even the I'm not

a "punk". The only groups I've ever really

identified wit h are cartoonists and hike

messengers.

I think "punk " is mostly a response to

"fetnem . . . The nEP i VE"+FnY'S rea lly drive
that h nrr . . .it ' s

	

li"e after "tetna',,

	

the

sickness of America le so fucking obvious

that you have to he a complete moron not to

see

	

it . . .

	

Phtch

	

is pro bably why most

Americans don't.

" Cei l ty o r Refer " b ite " . . .face it, we ' re 1!l.

a 'uncba hopnless fuc' U^s . . .dress en in

our hip inapes and proselytize for this so-
cial cause play our minx' tames an d art-me d ia

trips . . . hut th is reality/drear is so hope -

lessly soiled that t h ere ' s nothing left to d o
but have a sick laff as we slow l y drown in
this sea of shit called n .S . of A . . . . Poetic

bastard, ain't I' . . .T'r' sorry Tir Y . I hate a
hard time seelnr " non '< " as this treat social

nnverent,

	

raisin'

	

conscinu'ness,

	

etc . ..

Ceezer! If anvt bi np it's the last nail driven

in

	

t he loop-dead

	

cornse o f	Jesus the

Superstar Christ . . . Christianity's been one

lone death trip, and hey punk is the pi-and

clinax.

Sure, pun' is better than mindless disco, or
such-up-to-the-snorts-lock-here bullshit net

her, what isn ' t'

T dunno' . . .T like the re bellion, I life the
new styles, T like a 1otta ' the rusir

('specially the sic•- humor of the D .'' . ' s.
" '"on firer'' to stair' "	ravhe if we sores,-

and chant and thrash lot,' ennue b aroun d the

tri ba l cnrnfire we car exorcize some of the

demons, but hey, tin paraphrase Cinshere : " t h e
world is a nnurtain of s h it that bas to he
moved with a teaspoon . . .if it ' s to he moved
at al'

Ya krow, the whole underground movement has

always attracte d the brightest rinds in

America, vet look at what a lane hunch's'

fuckheads IT arr . . . Dirk was right when he

said the punk movement would he destroyed

from within; !DC vs . °An PPA.I"S, let's blow

up Howle's car, English nunks are trendies,

the CLAS" Sold out . . .our comron hatree of
n eagan unifies us only in the sense that we

momentarily forget how much we hateeacb
other.

Still, if you guys weren 't out there, there
wouldn't he many people I'd feel like writing
to.

Peace and Love . . ..
(payhe someday I'll feel it )
-ice "ackwords

LETTERS

CaIVE ' EM EN00GN moPE ! !
Dear "ax 'ot R tot Fuck you . I know you

third, we really suck . Ba d reviews aren't in-

ttridating cuz I really don't give a fuck.

no you hear me, max piece of shit? I really

don't pive a fuck how you review our tape.

'We ' re mother, brother, father, sister,
prandnother fuckinp proud of it . I am Mikel

Pndolak the singer/song writer for SACRED

ORDER . Ard no,l am not a nazi . After all, I

only have one swastika arm hand . Every per-

son or group of people that I hate, I have a
reason for doing so . And now I have someone

new to dislike, you the self-righteous

critic . I will not change my attitude be-

cause someone thinks it sucks . Doesn't

anybody have a sense of humor anymore'
Couldn't you see the humor in any of our
snnrs? Take "Bongs" for instance . Do you

actually think I prabbed some broad's hair
and threw her dawn because I was blitzed on
hones of rainhnw done? now man, where's the
carh' Oh, oh I've rot a boner, I've gotta
tuck .

	

I mean really . now shout a thousand
mikes . A thousan d mikes is a measurement in

L .S .P . eotentcv .

	

L .S .D	 will take your
life .

	

I've quit taking that awful chit and

I'n lust saying "Friends he eare f el " .

	

" S h e

Fills '!e " is a parody of love son g s . "Th e

!l ight to he Poor and 'aeical " is lust one of

nosy songs that I have expressing my hate for

the monetary system .

	

Mon-i-tary .

	

"Icky

°itch" parodys eirts for being girls or not.

Yes, I hate lesbians (and the male type of

her)) . Because I've had personal had ex-

periences with that sick side of society.

Like I had a girlfrien d that turned Curbing

lesho under the influence of alcohol right in

fuc k inp front of me in a tavern . My brain

went snap . Well, there's only one song left

to explain . "Erik Estrada", there's a man

who everyone should spit on . The motherfuck -
er pets pai d millions of fucking dollars for

b ein g a piss poor actor and then he quits the

series demanding a larger salary-then they

get 'truce Jenner .

	

Well, anything's better

than P ruce lenner . . .except Erik . Well they

give him more money and he comes hack . I
mean it's cool man, to knock someone, isn ' t
it , T knock Erik, or lesbians, or other shit
and you knock re and we knock the world and
the world knocks us . And on and on . So

like, fuck you . I'm roing to keep on doing
what I'm doing . And You ' ll pro bably keen on

ke p elne on .

	

Ind the world sure isn 't going
to c hance because "we" want it to.

Sn like, let's have a laugh and a bong and act

like the self- righteous animals that we are.
And also lets have some pothers-milk-Miller
beer. Love on va!!'ikel nndolak SACRED OPDER
1 .S .-I'm 21 years old .

	

And In the past 11
years of ',nip and alcohol consumption I've
lost a lot of brains .

	

But obviously I'm
a till smarter than the whole fucking hunk
scene . Pa Ha .

LETTERS

The articles were written in ways that made

them core across as what they were - in-

dividual observations and opinions . There

didn't seem to he much preaching or attempts

at persuasion involved . As well you included
a rood range of opinions in different ways -

columns, reviews, Interviews etc.

I pot my copy when MDC played in town a while

ago . They seemed to have gotten a favorable

response from those that attended which was
as

	

is

	

usual

	

in

	

Ottawa

	

-

	

quite

	

a

cross-section .

	

New music in town draws

people ranging from those wearing mohawks to

those in cardigan sweaters . Althouph this

sometimes results in quite a clash of styles

and opinions . I think the mix is beneficial

- 'cause we can learn from each other . In

the small amount of time I talked with the
hand the next day, I gaianed a favorable

opinion of them. They were nice people who
were willing to learn and progress because
they liked what they were doing . ----Derrick

m ean, Ottawa, Canada.

near Tin Y:

I listen to your show pretty often . I'n 34 -

of the generation that was put "on the road "
by Bob Dylan's "Positively 4th Street" and

"Desolation Row" around 1965.

I tuned in on the end of your show last

week . . .Tuesday, 16th November .

	

Don 't know
the name of your speaker (ed : Frank

Discussion), but he was saying how putting a

brick thru the window improves your sex life.
Which I wanna point out was discovered away

hack in the distant past by our ancestors who
discovered it was more fun to screw your
neigh Mr's wife and kill him and take anyth -
tnr you need from them.

it's no dif ferent than ordinary garden

variety rape and war . Your speaker thinks

he's among the elite discoverers of this
reality, but the military discovered it a

long time ago and made it a solid

institution.

"so, - I'm no different . In my heart - I 'lean

my heart can en that way . It's just that I'm

not rotor that way in life . T ' d rather stand

with the freedom and independence of men and

women and of little people and windows that

aren't throwing bricks at me.

Put I'm not into rape, if you know what I

mean.

That's it . I lust wanted to say this. Tt

took a while to figure out what he said meant

to me.

THIS CARTOON IS FROM THE GREAT

REAGAN DEATH Z N E

114 W GILMAN #114
MADISM, WI 53707

11i, I pot a copy of your premier issue and

congratulate you on the energies and thoughts
put into it . I find the layout of it pretty

good and conducive to reading from beginning

to end . (i.e. sequence of articles, balance

between ads and articles .) Some zines and

'papers are laid out in a way where you tend

to read certain articles rather than reading

like a hook where you go from the start until

you reach the end. That way you don't miss

anything.

IOl the-road, again ..- The phone numbers we print- peopli- have abused that by making crank calls.

ed last issue of promoters, bands, and clubs in Please respect the value this kind of informat- PAT-IF YOU HATED THAT
our 'How To Tour' article and the Wes Robinson can have for us all, or we will not be able, in ' DISCUSSIQ1 ' ,WAIT ' LL YOU READ
interview are there to help the scene grow . Some good conscience, to print numbers in the future ;;

ABOUT FEEDERZ ! ! ! !
Thanks, Tim Y
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P .!" . n,. T . v .

I flipped through the T1 Cn 1& and an aever -

tisement caupht my eye . mere was a stupid
picture of this chick "punking-out, man" with
leopard akin clothes, wrap-around glasses,
spray coloring in her hair . . .need I say more?
Under the picture read : "THE PUNK PUZZLE : HOW
CAN IT EE SOLVED? Watch Eye qp L .A . at 7 :30
to find out . . .special guest Serena Dank."
Since I love comedys, I made sure I watched
this one! The " Chips " episode on hardcore
penkers was the funniest thing on TBV since
Tbg Partridge Family . About a year ago, on
anther stations, they had a report sue lar to
this one on "Eye On' LA", but we didn't have
the beautiful m s . Dank then .

	

Anyhow, I
watched it . It was more than funny . It was
stupid . Shit like this being pounded into
the minds of mindless viewers, I guess the

' only thin}, I can do is laug h . A few days
later, a friend told me to watch " Square
Pegs", anot h er pussy sitcome, 'cos DFVO was
on . :'hat can I say? I just LOVP to laugh.
On this show, I watched the characters dieing

their, hair purple and talking s h out slamming,
punk rock, new wave, etc . etc . Last night,
my mother was watchinr "q to5 " , another
sitcome (sit and come) UA"A'IA, and T over-
', care ore n e the actresses on t h e show
Talking about her daughter whoinst pot Flue
mohawk . Later, I flipped through the evening
paper and saw an a d for the film "Class o f
i nn" .

	

The next day at practice we were

talking about the episode of tonight ' s
"Ouincey", yes, you guessed it, those
terrible, fucke" up punkrockers . PUre TS nN
TV *IOnT THA T' I SFr IT LIVE TUFSF DA Y S"!
Looks like the media has FCLI nN pra h hed
aho'd of punk rock, and is writing it into
EVE ry SCFTP" .

	

You can't watch "Facts of
Life" even, without punk being mentioned.
PTt-' "AVr r ! o ink/Few rave . Punk Wave . The
media is eating it up . Cameras are filming
me at shows . On the cover of fucking U .S.
magazine it reads : "FA P A P 'S GO•'r T' ' NK! " !Mr".
Next on channel 4 : The Serena flank Talk Show,
this week's guests : meet the nice guys in
PLACv FLAG, learn the latest stare dive, find

out the latest in nice new wave fashion, and
meet Parhv Crash and Sid v icious . FUCF7"G
STt' r I n	TV.

	

AWIV A'i, rr' nlcr.rrrT, T ,nt
TPry'Pr~ngNArrms•rpnpv'p^CG~n'AGFT!^ !' ! -lave

FUN IN THE SUN
A week ago I was kidnapped by the Jewish
Defense Association and forced to watch
"Victory at E.ntelhe", "Colds", and "Exodus'

constantly on a Beta-Max for 4 solid days . I
was able to escape when my captors went out
to mail some letter bombs . However, when I
read the article in the October 14 issue of
Rolling Stone (11 390) by Peter Hellman about
traveling with the Israeli's in Lebanon,
something clicked in my head, and I lost con-
trol of myself, writing the following letter.
No doubt, the point of view expressed below

is a result of my previous conditioning while
I was a captive.

(Ed . note: The following letter is a sarcas -

tic response to a ridiculously pro-Israeli
article that appeared in ROILING STONE 0380
(Oct .14,1iP2) .)

Dear Rolling Stone:

I must congratulate Peter Hellman and
commend You for printing the article "Diary
of an Unholy War" . Finally, an article that
takes the Israeli point of view . It helped
me realize what it's like to fight a war
where it seems that you're fighting an entire
people . That part about the Palestinian kids
in the house who were armed with weapons and
killed by an Israeli soldier reminded me of
all those Viet Nam War stories I have read
about our boys having to kill 10-year-old
Viet tongs .

Evidently Mr . Penman and your magazine
realize the importance of Israel to our in-
terests in maintaining a stable Middle East—
Cod, can you imagine all those wild
Palestinian kids roiting and rebelling out of
control-- it would wreak havoc on our
friends, like King Hussein, or the new
President of Lebanon, Amin Gemayel, the
leader of the distinguished Phalange .

	

lust
look at all the problems of our own we had

dealing with riots like in Miami . The hard
facts are that thanks to Israel and the time-
ly assistance of the Marines and the French
and Italian troops, a large part of the PLO
has been cleared out from Lebanon and
deposited in various camps under the watchful
eyes of their host governments, at least the
ones the Israelis didn't get . Just think
about what would have happened had PLO sol -
diers p een in Sabra and Chatilla refugee
camps when Israel helped the Phalange clean
up the place . Now many good Christian boys
would have died then?

What palls me is why Palestinians can't
accept the fact that Israel took their land
fair and square-it's just tough tittles.
like John Wayne said about the Indians, they
were selfishly trying to keep the land for
themselves instead of letting the whites have
it . (By the way, General Sharon reminds me a
little of good old Duke, don't you think?).
Weren't the Puritans persecuted, weren't the
Boers in South Africa persecuted, and didn't
they have a right to a place of their own?
So why should the Israelis have to put up
with these terrorists complaining about how
they were driven out of their homeland . Hey
its the survival of the fittest you know.

Let's put it real simple, I was looking
at all the photos in the articles, and they
had this one of some Israeli soldiers hitting
the p eaches when they came back home, and in
my hook, anyone who surfs is right by me.
Neck, you know Charlie didn't surf neither.

I'd like to see more of these 'soldier's

point of view' articles, maybe do one called
"Traveling with the Phalange through
Palestinian refugee camps", or "My adventures
in My Lai", or even "Fun in El Salvador" or
"Ivan in Kabul" . I'm sure that they will he
as uplifting to others as this article has
been to me .

Yours Truly,
Virus K, Chicago

TYRE TYPO
In Issue 1 ', there was a tvgn in Tan's D .C.
column, and instead of reading :

	

'P r !' CPOS",
it got printed :

	

Mn'' C P OS, .

	

Mere ' s their
reply to our letter of apology:

Pear Tim,

You and T will proba b ly never see eye to eye
on just about anvt h inn, as our previous
"encounters" w i l l testify . However, I just
want to tell you how much I annreciated your
note to me an" t h e hand . w hile T took no of-
fense in the first puce (it was ohvinusly an
error and not a cheap shot at us , your anal-
ogy settles any dou bts t h at could ever arise
frog' it .

	

Actuary I thought it WAS pretty
funn y — it only hanpens to us i t seems.

yours

SAP GREY

Iron Cross

P .S . If you want another example of typo
errors, check out our lyric sheet for the 45
- ah my Cod it's embarrassing . . .

BANDS-WARNING!!!!!
Hello

It has come to our attention that when
hands tour thru Milwaukee the hooking agent
sets up a date thru a promotor known as D .H.
r aw O .H . .sakes a few calls, sets up a hall or

bar, a P .A . and an opening hand . This sounds
good except he rips off people by charging
too much at the door and rips off national

hands as well as not paying the local bands.
The money that he rips off from the bands and
people he keeps for himself.

We (DIE KREUZEN) started using contracts
that pave us a guarantee based on what D .H.
said we would get paid . No% D .H . didn't like
this so now we never open for any hands in
Milw . He is using a new hand SACRED ORDER as
his "opening band" because they don't have a
contract and don't ask for a guarantee.
SACRED ORDER recently opened for the MEAT
PUPPETS and got paid ten fucking dollars by
D .H . We don't think this is fair to S .O . or
any other hands that he might use for his own
wealth . We would like to stop this before it
goes any further.

We (O .K . R 5 .0 .) are now setting up our
own shows with touring hands . We have access
to a P .A., a hall or bar, and can find a
place for the hand to stay . We have done
this for hands such as M .D .C ., CRUCIFUCKS,
"IITE TRASH, ARTICLES OF FAITH, MECHT MENSCH,
TA" PAPIES, HUSKER DU, ZERO BOYS, SUBURBAN
MUTILATION and other Midwest hands . We would
like you to give us a call or write, and we
will he more than happy to set up a gig, a
place for the bands to stay, equipment (if
you need is, let us know in advance) and we
would make sure everyone gets paid . We would
also take care of advertising, such as radio
ads, posters and handbills.

Please call or write as soon as possible
and spread the word! We would like to stop
thieves and unfair people . Avoid the
middleman, lets all help each other! We are
sending letters like this one to other hands
across the country, including Canada.

Die Kreuzen/Dan & Mel
634 W . Wisconsin Ave . 021
Milw ., WI 53203

Dsn(414 272-7108
Mel(414)277-7658

HUH???
DMRNR,

Fuck off . heh heh heh No Paysports! No

m ay Video Games (free)! No Military anywhere!
25c bus system! No Alcohol commercials on
TV! No meat commercials on TV! Deregulate
the telephone company! Deregulate the
Electric Company! Free world contraceptives
if you want them here! Vote anarchy!
Legalize marijuana! Start making one world
language! See what they are doing to people
in mental institutions and old age homes.
What is that shit not food? its hahyloncum!
Puree the court system! Anybody who is spend -
ing over 1 million dollars is a thief,
nrobahly, who moves efficiency, running
fingers of feathers up and down your white
blood cells . How many people have U .S.
elected . Why can't children vote? Do someth -
inp with medical industry, Dive Satan a
break . Cod put him (her) in charge of earth
and never told him (her) . What does that
sound like? Social consciousness uher alles.
And how could I forget the school system?

-Milwaukee Amy D .A .D . art Efficiency
Prezhnev Lorre Theory of Intelligent

Anarchy

Dan Dahlquist economics punk
1754 N . 73st Wauwatosa, WI 53213
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Dear Mauoroewr RonuaBdl,

I wish to correct a few errors of fact in s.roan, F .'st . to = :: r oar .-his
column on Northern Ireland : no, it is not areligto,.s.0 to 'ate set . of a jihad, vat,
fanatical armies on both sides fighting to the death for their oolieis . Yes . the too
sides are outlined by their religions . The net, . Irish never t.
Reformation and remain Roman Catholic's ; the Scottish settlers came pat after the
Reformation and are all Presbyterian. Sin. the govemsant of independent Ireland is
pro-Catholic the settlers Justifiably wish to remain with Bntam . According to the
1974 census 31 .4% of the population of Northern Ireland is Catholic ¶3 .1% is
Protestant. Repeated referenda on the subject of independence nave said that the
draina with.. to ranaln ceder the Mont Governns,t.

'Itt11 occupied by the British Army , The Array was brorgnt in to pull terrorist
anion by grows like the provisionAi I .R.A., a violent prop mnde'tned by the true
Irish Republican army, a major force in bringing about Southern Irelands
independence.

Would you have thou Scottish settlers thrown out of the province' they settled in
the seventeenth century, long before most settlers came to the U.S. If you argue for
this you must also logically argie that control of the US . be returned to the Indians.
a minority titre similar to the minority of true Irish in Northern Ireland.

Secondly, I must reply to Casey Beers letter in issue I . The issue at stake is not
Britain or Argentina, but the Falklands. The Falklanders themselves have the right to
decide which country to belong to . or another to oecmw :ndepenoent . Again, a
referendum stated that they wished to nemam with Britain . Mot surprising, for
Argentina, not a'small county' as stated nits population is 23,00.000:n-ore than
half of Britain's 41 .000,0001, is one of tho .most repellent, opressive, nilitaryafascist
dictatorships in the world, an, is junta kept supplied with weaoons-y our
government . the Argentine settlers may have been farnb :y removed . Jot that's past
history . It's unlikely 'net anyone mold be found or Argentina now who would wish to
live in that godforsaken place: any settler s' would prwauy be farad thereby
Argentina's repressive government . The people to side with are not the Argentines or
fM British, but the Falklanders, vino have chosen to enlist the aid of the Bntisn.

Despite the occasional leak-in of propaganda as in these tap oases, MRAP 'emains
• of the best punk maps in the country . Its editorial polio, of iettotg many andd verse opinions to be stated is admirable and, in my view . Sicken boss . Goad aork.

Patrick Amory
Brookline . MA.

Max R h R:

Thank you so much for printing the interview
with Dirksen . If I believed In require d
reading, I would require every hodv who ever
goes to a hardcore gig anywhere to read it.
The points he brought out were vital . They
were made especially effect ive after I rear,
the interview, and then read the scene
reports .

	

The

	

inevitable cn"'n'ainrc from
every town were the sane :

	

not rant, airs,
nowhere to play, etc .

	

I hone it is ob vious
to everyone that if you tear up a place, the
manarer/owner/promoter is not gonna invite
you hack . Rebellious youth should attack the
guilty . The Kennedy 's said it t he best In
that Pont Nazi Punks " . . . " trash a hint: if
you've got real halls . "

of course one pro b lem is that most of the
bozos responsible for t h e damage are too
stupid to read anyway, thus Dirks words will
he of no use to then . I believe a hip con-
tribution can come from the peer pressure
suggested in the article . Pont he afraid to
tell some jerk to cool it if you see bin
destroying property .

	

P unk is no popularity
contest .

	

"v motto,

	

as a hardcore gin
promoter, was :

	

"Make enemies but influence
peoal e . "

Jeff-
Say yr fine article on "Rockstaritis'- still
don't you think that what we really need to
battle this sort of thing are more truly al-
ternative promoters, more all-ages/no alcohol
spaces and halls, more hands that share the
same line of thinking as you do? Bands have
to get away from relying on 'over-21' type
pars for gigs + to make sure that even if
they do get popular they won't end up playing
overly hig halls + losing contact with the
fans .

Sincerely,
lobby D.

P,oh-
I agree with you completely on the need for
hands to utilize honest promoters - a rare
breed - and consciously attempt to play

LETTERS
under-2l shows, hut my focus was geared
toward inspiring the fans to pressure bands
and promoters into being community-oriented
by threatening to boycott fucked-up gigs . We
do have the economic power to influence these
things if we join together.

JEFF BALE

NEW WAVE SHOULDN'T BE
RECORDED ON PUNK TAPER

Tn : i,AVT .'TTt °OCK' s"ROI .L
THE C1TIIEP nAY T PEA n A MAGAZINE AND IN ONE OP
IT'S p 'r'FS I FOUs'D TIIE ADVERTTSEMF,NT I
F"CInSFD ' 'ITE 'TITS LETTER . IT PELn"'CS Tn THE
NICE TIL E S I" THE *,Y E LL CO RP . OF A"EPTCA.

CAN YOU °E I.TEtrE ^'ioSF. AESIIIPFS?
TT WnULD BF GREAT IF SnMEHOtd WE COULD TELL

n T"FE PU NY TO BOYCnT THOSE A!CKERS' PRODUCTS.
TUTS COMPANY MUST THINK WE HAVE Nn limp%
P n ! t VR TN TO DAY'S MARKET TF THEY PRINT SUCH
P ' ' i LSHTT.
"ELL IN NOT GOING Tn TAKE IT AND TO SNOW THEM
UY PISP! .EASUPE I SEND TPEM A LETTER OF WHICH
I SENT' YOU A COPY.

PL'''XS DON'T FTGHT . . .UNITF.!!!

Mick Scahino
SACRAwENTO, CA.

TO : THE seAr ELL co.P E OF AMERICA I DON'T KYnW
IIILAT KTNn OF AN IPInT YOU PEO P LE HIRED Tn DO
'than° Antr cRTISTt'G, BUT THANKS TO ETM OP IIEP OR
' mi n 'T.CPR YOU HAVE JUST LOST A FAITHFIULL LONG
TT?T. CUSTONE.R.
'n!r'pp nn ynl' 'TINY YOU CAN C ET OFF BY

n"--PPG sec PC" uvv P01.17?
T

	

'ANY FEIF'TS IN TIT ' t'('SIC BUSINESS
'" t !'.T PC 'TCII CASSETTE RECORDING AND YOU ARE
"n4! P01MG TO LOSE. T'!EM ALL RECAHSE OF YOUR
PPEJUPTCIAL STAND AGAINST PUNKS.
'PICT "E '.t NAVE S'!OULdDN'T °F. RECORDED ON PUNK
TAPE " LOGO TS THE "OST SIM ELFINDFD
''TPTCI'LOUS 'tTNCU OF BULLSHIT T HAVE FI VER
R E AP"!
EE O , NOW ON WE'RE STICKING TO TDK.

FUCK YOU ASSHOLES!

GET OUT YOUR PENS

near Max Rock 'n' Roll:

Hello there, Pow are you?? I'm in a real
wood mood . The other day I went to see MDC
and the DEAD KENMEDY's and T thought they
were excellent . 'specially "OC who I thought
were really Fucking Excellent . they stayed
at my mate's house and we had a real good
laugh . Talking about USA and Brit . We
talked all night and they seemed like a real
nice hunch of guys . They played a real ex-
cellent gig the best songs . I HATE WORK,
VIOLENT REDNECKS, JOHN WAYNE WAS A NAZI,
COPPnRATE DEATHRURGER, BUSINESS AND PARADE,
and DEAD COPS . Dave went mad. His acitions
on stage were real good . I suppose you like
!MC???

Well anyway I bet you're dying to find out
how I got your 'zine . So I'll tell you . I
got it off Len Morgan, Idle Thoughts Delta,
B .C . Canada .

	

It's No. 1, the one with the
'tnC

	

and MTF'nR THREAT .

	

I

LETTERS
thought it was real good 4 especially the let -

ters and the record reviews . The other day I
got No . 2 off M)C, and I thought the HUSKER DU
and REJECTORS interviews were excellent.
Your 'zinc is really informative and I enjoy
reading every minute of it . How long does it
take to do??? !tow many people contribute to
it??? Does it cost much to get printed?? We
were thinking of doing one . But it costs so
much to get printed . Anyway, I'll tell some-
thing about Birkenhead which is the part of
England I live in . Most of the punks are in-
to the old type punk bands, i .e . PISTOLS,
CLASH, RU7_Z000KS, and UK SUBS, etc.

There's 4 of us who are into newer punk, i .e.
DISORDER, DISCHARGE, CHAOS UK, CHAOTIC.
DTSCH nRD, VIOLENT UPRISING (mates band),
DIRT, CRASS, AMEBIX, ANTHRAX, FLUX, CONFLICT,
AD-NAUSEUM,

	

ASYLUM,

	

MINOR THREAT,

	

SOA
(R .I .P .), YOUTH BRIGADE (R .I .P .), VOID,
FAITH, GANGREEN, MOC, BLACK FLAG, OK's,
TERVEET KADET, NEOS, SUBURBAN MENACE, KAAOS,
RISTYTT, SITU, TASTUS, APF,NDIX, LAMA, and RAP
RELIGION . I really love American hardcore.
As you can see from my list, I only like Fast
Punk . Tomorrow I'm gonna order the SS.
DECONTROL L .P . and CNSAFE AT ANY SPEED E .P.
Could you recommend any good fast bands? How
would you feel about trading UK for U .S.
stuff??? You know Demo's, live tapes, and
records . The stuff I'm interested in is Past
Punk . What do you think of British punk? I
think it is quite good hut I hate bands like
FKPLOITEO, V-SQUAn, and oil, oi! bands.
They're just out to rip you off . Whereas
bands like CRASS, etc . aren't . They care
about people, and don't look up on them as
pound notes or dollars . Plus what they say
is really good . Do you like CRASS??

MDC played a gig at London a few days ago and
CRASS came along . They thought NTT were
quite good, both lyricly and music . MDC want
to do an EP on'Crass Records . CRASS offered
them a gig at Stonehenge near XMAS . The MDC
LP is really good . My fay tracks are VIOLENT
E EDNECKS, I HATE WORK, DEAD COPS, RUSINE.SS ON
PARADE, I REMEMBER, AND JOHN WAYNE WAS A
UA7I . They were excellent live.

what's li f e like, there in Berkeley? Do you
have many pigs (shows) in San Francisco?? In
ltverpool it's real shit . Hardly any bands
play . The DEAD KFN cTEnY'S was the first show
for mont h s . I really enjoyed it . Although
St . Helens has a few gigs on . THE SYSTEM
are F rom St . Helen's .

	

Do you like THE
SYSTEM? I like the way you sell records
cheap and that's what it's about . Not rip-
ping your own kind off . What do you think of
straight edge? I think it's alright hut I
reckon you shouldn't pack a drink in . I only
drink about 2 pints a night . I don't touch
drugs . no you?? Do none of the punks drink
in D .C .?? Has it caught on in any other
states? Has D .C . got the hest scene? Are
there any good fast hands starting up in your
area?

	

In

	

Birkenhead,

	

there

	

is

	

one,
1!ERE1ITAPY DISFASE,whn are practicing soon.

I reckon Finland has some good bands . I
wrote to Vote and he sends us tapes . I reck-
on KAAnS and RIST[TYT are excellent . I love
FAST PliNY.

Anyway, I'll say hire for now . Please write
hack . I would have enclosed the money for
S .!. .S .F . but I wasn't sure on the money
situation.

Cheers,

Cranny

(ed . - I've written to Cranny myself, but
thought some of you might want to also.
Here's his address : Granny, 1° Arley Close,
Fordestate R . rt ead, Merseyside L499UR England)

Crain Underworld

Cirmingham, Alahara

A cassette tape is the pa-fect plain to hide plunk Horiunartshp
Something you twit fad in a Ma eB tape

Because at Maseli we build cassettes to stardardsthat are 60%
than the industry calls Ix

ordinary cassettes, Masai tapes am node 'al
anti-jamming ribs to present 3lrking, Uidsirg
and

So ask fit Masten castles And the next
tore youth

	

dui new sate loo amt
get3a owfha inkµ tape IT'S WJR11I II:

29NnVR7
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POISON IDEA are a 2-year old 4-piece band

from Portland, Oregon, with a tape frequently
heard on max	 r ' n ' rp They are frontiering

alone (along with the FAP.TZ from Seattle) in
the Northwest devoid, where a punk is still a

spectacle and hus harassment is an everyday

occurence . Absent at the interview was Tom
Pig who lives miles away from Portland in the

suburbs.

`MR: What's it like to be POISON IDEA In

Portland?

Chris : Portland was, until about two years

ago, totally art-oriented, then POISON IDEA

started and slot of kids got into that be-

cause they couldn't get into someone heating

on a drum with an elephant tusk . Now its a

little better scene, but more people need to
actually be involved & not just watch. WE

need more bands, more magazines.

Dean : We couldn't get a gig at first because

there wasn't anyplace to play, and all the
established rockpunk hands hated us because

we're so raw, hut the kids couldn't get into
them either. Now we have our own following.

CHRIS: A VERY young following . The scene

here is very young and very enthusiastic

We're up here in a huge vacuum. One club --

two blocks away from the major police

precint . We play a show a month maybe, and

we make no money and drink no free beer. The

club (The Met) brings in slot of hands, but
we need more hands coming through . Portland

is totally ready for it . The scene's really

growing . I'm glad more kids are getting into

it . When I see a new kid on the street, I'll

go up to him and talk to him, no one should

say, "oh, he's a trendy, he's a fucker ."

MRR :

	

WHAT ARE YOUR SONGS ABOUT?

Jerry : Being youth today, with a lot of per-
sonal innuendos . There's no point in saying

"Fuck Reagan"- Reagan's not going to hear it

and we alread s_id i
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`1RR : YOU SEEM PRETTY PISSED AT THE MRDIAS
CONCEPTION OF PUNK

CHRIS : I don't know what's with the media.

If punks weren't represented as total munster

lowlife who only want to kill, then more kids

would become aware . As it stands, it's the

ultimate evil to he into hardcore .

	

There

aren't

	

enough

	

punks

	

to overthrow

	

the

government-perhaps there never will he . I

don't know what people are so afraid of.

There are stupid punks, hut there are also

stupid people .

	

I've never heard of a punk
getting on top of a building and shooting at

passersby . These type of things haven't

happened, hut still were shown as total

losers.
Dean: I don't like to get shit on the bus
from some gearhead calling me names, and I'm

sure they don't enjoy some idiot with a

December mohawk telling them to cut their
hair . People are people.

MRR: What bands do you like?

Dean : We love the FARTZ.

Jerry: And DISCHARGE . They played

and nobody came, but it was packed
because everyone'd seen the movie.

CHRIS: Old punk, new punk-not really everyone

In particular . Bands influence us to keep

punk and to keep going . We try to keep in

touch with what's happening all over because

we're isolated . It's such a big country it ' s

hard to tell some punk in Miami what's going

on in Portland.

MRR : COALS FOR THE BAND?

There's nothing I'd like more than to live

off of this hand . I don't want to he rich,

but I'd like an apartment, I'd like to eat
meat more than when I go over to my mom's . I

don't want to be a star— I can't be a star.

I'd like to say that we are America 's ugliest
hand .

	

a

m

0

Jerry : Oh well, make a record

Chris : Yeah, it's a nice thought.

Dean : We're such assholes, and we treat each

other like shit . This is the seventh reunit -
ing of P .I . Somehow we stick together.

Chris : We're a mood tight hand, and we will

play anywhere . We want to play D .C ., we want

to play Louisiana, LA, Texas, Mexico, SF,

Conyers Georgia-anyplace there's a scene, I
want to see it . Our tape's in San Francisco

and hopefully it's on the radio.
Subterranean is our big interest In a label.
They seen to be a label that really know's

what's going on. Last word's the only thing

that died in '78 was Sid, and who needed him
anyway? We're gnarly and we 're not wispy . We

shred.

In a town with a scene as secular and divided

as Portland's ., POISON IDEA (who share pool

space with Neo-Fascist LOCKJAW and

SADO-NATION) have tread 'water alone for a

long time . New hands come and wilt as fast.
Recently there have been stronger

developments-- the ever constant BRAPHSMEARS,

who are great when they play . Mostly Walla
Walla cliquey immigrants DIRGE sound good

too . FINAL WARNING have played three and a

half gigs so far and noisy HERB may develop

if they try . S .F. hands : we would appreciate

seeing you . Numbers to call are BILL HICKS
(the Met) (503)223-3438 or Courtney (503)

222-7491 .

	

YOU can contact POISON IDEA c/o

Dean Johnson 2359 NW Overton Portland

interview by Courtney Michelle

Portland

for FEAR

Dear Max Rock 4 'loll,

There's lots of pro blems with the scene
to day and many punks are complaining . What

they don't realize is how lucky they are to
have a scene at all . We (my friend and I)
live in a medium sized town (40,000 people -

"edfor d, Oregon! and its probably the Moral
Majority capitol of the universe. There is
no scene - no clubs, no hands, no other punks
at all . Well, there's a few in a town about
1O miles from here and about two non- punks

at school who will talk to us (Are you happy

Dave? Your name's in print now) . Our parents

are -upstanding citizens" and the only way we
, get to concerts at all is hyrunning away.

Well enough complaining- here's the good

stuff . We ran away to go to the FEAR/ CODE
OF HONOR gig in Eugene and then Portland and

it was great to see how really friendly and
cooperative everyone was . We had practically

no money, food, transportation S no place to

stay but like we said the punks were really

nice . We got a place to crash for the night
and a ride to Portland and hack . The con -
certs were Food- I didn't like FEAR that much

but COOS OF IWiNOR was terrific- really honest
and up front with good political values.

F°AP should have opened for them not the

other way around . There was good slamming
and stage diving with no serious fights-

hopefully it will stay this way .

	

it was

• surprising to see how few other hardcore
chicks there were, especially out slamming

but maybe that will change in time- its j ust
hard for us females because occasionally
you'll net some 250 pound euy that lands on

• you and if you're pretty small you can get

• flattened.
w el l , this looks like the end of this

letter. A word to punks everywhere: Pont

get bogged down with an 'Image'- remain open

minded, that's what punk's all about, right??

Be grateful that you have a scene, but don't

stop trying to improve it . Don ' t listen to

• the government or the media- they lust try to

brainwash you.

Terminally Yours,

'lox & Pint
P .S . Tinny to Eugene people who put up with

wm us- especially v.rskine S Damon (how are your
ti• box-sprin gs lately?) Hi to Skunk

	

Rafer
u, (Abel, Andy, Slash-who is one marvy persson

(we love you Rob ) and many, many others



HUMBOLDT COLN TY
Th ings have really picked up since Humboldt

State started at the beginning of October.

Several local hands have formed or reformed
and there have been a lot of encouraging

events that have helped rejuvenate the scene.

X played 3 shows in the area (1 in
"arberville, 2 in Arcata) in mid-October.

Unfortunately, 2 really lame top 40 hands

opened for them . The point is though, that

there is enough of a scene to sell-out the

local 500 capacity club . Also, the former

punk mainstay, The Rose, will be opening

again soon. This 150-cap bar will be a big

boost to the scene. Garherville is a really

cool place, too. A gond scene that carries

over into Arcata.

There is a local fanzine, COUNTF.RPEACE, and

the local colleoe station, KHSU-FM, has 2

hardcore shows : Wednesday and Friday nites.

re want and need hands to come up here and

play If interested contact the local

hooker, Redwood Curtain (707-445-3121) or me

at Counterpeace Magazine (PO Box 4954 Arcata

CA 95521) or for any info on tapes of local

hands .

chance and distribute the openings around

more fairly. T don't wanna sound like an

Ingrate, ' cause we have a real cool set-up

here; it's just that I can see so many ways

to improve it . I guess I'll just never he

satis c iee.
Anvwav, new hands include : THE BRUCE'S from

San lose, THE FACTION also from San Jose,
pOPBLF CROSS from Sonomas, and LIVE NUDE from

S .F . Also, instead of all the ZERO BOYS
movin' out here, we just pot one, Tufty, who

now plays bass for our newest addition, TOXIC

REASONS . I'm totally stoked that we get yet
another rad hand to relocate out here!

JUVF'.EL JUSTICE nets 2 for the price of 1,

losin g their old guitarist and adding 2 new

ones . Will this make them twice as fast?

On the deficit side, we lose BAD oOSTURE,

T'AR'AGF, and the infamous TNTF.P'STFTFD CHAOS,

the hand everybody must've played in at least

once . Out of the ashes of TC rise EVERY

''nT'1FR'S nPFAM. And 13, another new hand,
also seems to have a Chaotic relation.

'took for a new CODE' OF '!ONOP slnp'e in your

local record shoppe, it's due out soon . Also

new DE's album and single on the way.

A sa d note must he added . THE VATS, located
in heuttful Brewery Cardens, S .F., the only

true "Hunk" hoesinp, is being close d down.
The fell story should he in the next Issue.

VAT—EYE VIEW

Wandering through were PTL, 3 O'CLOCK, BAD.

PFT,TCI nN, DOA, S^CIAL DISTOPTION, ARTICLES OF

FAITH, TSOL, 'IASSACRE GUYS, BLACK FLAG, RED

K"OSS, P .K. SUBS, and FEAR . ARTICLES OF

FAITH with their self-proclaimed "Dredcore"
style were the best of the hunch (sorry BLACK

FLAG) . These guys' sincerity and committment

really impressed me .

	

If you're ever in

"hicaro, look them up .

	

They'll do all they

can to help you, and talk your ear off as
well! Another hand that deserves more

pu blicity is HASSACRE GUYS from Ptah . Their

jazzy approach to hardcore was quite a relief

from all the stereotypical "we can play the.

fastest" hands that seem to he around now.

Patch for these two hands when they return.

'TI1 next time .

	

-Prian Edge

Tool 6 Die, S .F . 11/2R!R2 TPTST AND SCPEAM

JUVF.NIL JUSTICE, ARTICLES OF FAITH, DOA,
TOPIC REASONS, SOCIAL UNREST by Brian Edge

Another hip night at the Die, loads of people

and quite a line-up! The Tool d Pie is truly

the last of the underground clubs in this
area, and I mean underground! When was the

last time you had to go through a trap door

in the floor to pet to where the hands were

playing? Small, 2-level building, no

bouncers, low entrance fees, no stage, and no

mandator' shutdown time adds to the unique

anneal of this club .

	

Sounds like a erect

place to see a show, right?

	

` T ell it is if

the peonle there make it great . I've seen

shows there where everything was cool,
everyone Navin' a rood time, but there've al-

so peen times where the whole atmosphere
sucked, even if the hands were excellent.

"avhe if we pot rid of this blase, ho-hum

attitude, things would change . Remember,
people make the clubs, clubs don't make the

peop l e.

A local hand, the SEA !ZAGS, have found some

success in taking their hard-pop sound into

some local anti-punk clubs. The PSYCLnNES, t

an experimental sypth hand, have released a

single and 2 casette LP's on their Clonetone

Records . CORRUPTED YOUTH a hand of 14-16

Year olds from Garherville, are a really hot

hardcore hand. The ALTERNATE BAND play
hardcore, too, and veterans AGENT 86 have

released a tape .

TPTST AND SCPEA!i opened the show with their

F l ipper-like dirges . I don't like

Fitpperesnue ohnnxtous noise so I'd he biased
in making an opinion about these guys . My

only question is, how do you tell if they ' re

playing well or not? Also a new vocabulary
must he devised in describing hands of this

nature . Surely, they can't he described as

having shredded or cranked . They can 't he

hot or gnarly . ue'll pro bably start hearing

things like : Man, they really droned tonight!

"ere they cold! Way to irritate! Those guys

really put me un der! Totally draggin ' !

BAY AREA
I can't believe all the shows we're having

here . I'm not talking about rambv —pamhv new
wave nutter's either, I mean hardcore shows.

('e had 12 in November and 13 so far in
necemher as of this writing . I never thought
T'd say this, but I think we have too may

pies . All of them can't be supported, so
usually lust a couple of the Fig shows get

rood d raws .

	

Ind with so many hands around,

it's real hard to net on a hill unless you

are in tight with the promoters . It seems

like you see the same hands all the time . I

wish promoters would give the newer hands a

Bet to brig hten thin ps up, a new club to on

the way, Minor Rock, in Berkeley . This club
will try a unique approach in t hat it will he

only repro 21 . Should keep out most of the Ji'1'FNILE JUSTICE has a lot of things to say

marines and bikers and eliminate the legal and not much time to say then so they cram 2

problem of selling liquor on the premises. hours of lecture into 20 minutes of music.

Pope it works out, sounds like a good Idea . ' Pesult : !What is this guy saying? "ay he they

Also, tool I die will continue to have shows, should band lyric sheets out or somet hing.

All charges resulting from the recent bust The only time you can make anything out is in

(see live reviews) have been dropped . The hetween scrips when Chris (the singer) starts

Die lives on!

	

h is vehement diatribes (look that one up! l .



Is this what it takes to get S .F. hack on its

feet? I hope not 'cause people resent being

ragged on, but something does have to he

done . I admire the fact that he's so commit -
ted to bettering the scene here, maybe, if
more people had that committment . . . ARTICLES

OF FAIT1l showed once more that the hest hands

use influences from all facets of music.

Rands that lock themselves into listening on-
ly to one type of music quickly run out of

interesting material and sure don't have much

variety. Pegpae, soul, funk, and even heavy
metal (heaven forbid!) influences were ap -
parent in A .O .F .'s ahbrieviated set . Both at

this show and at Berkeley Square, their

frontman, "ic, played with such intensity and
raniacal drive that memories of early Henry

(BLACR FLAG came driftng hack . Not since

FALSE ALARM have T seen a singer physically

assault an audience . His frenzied rips

through the crowd, mac in hand, shocked most

people

	

out

	

of

	

their

	

l ethar gic

	

daze.

Recordin gs alone cannot give the impact that
this hand has live .

	

From tension-building

hend-wrenchers, to all-out attacks, this

group and its four highly talented members

give Chicago one of the hest hands around.

DOA AT TOOL & DIF
D.O .A. turned out to he the "special guest

from Canada", surprise, surprise . These guys

never cease to amaze me with their great

brand of punk 'n' roll . !Highly accessible

tunes for all ages, proving once again that

music doesn't have to he played at the speed

of sound to he immensely enjoyable.

TOXIC REASONS played their first pip since
moving here from Dayton, Ohio . )We've struck
gold in getting these guys 'cause they are
one heckuva hand . Fast, slow, fun, serious,

they've got 'em all and do 'em well . I just

hope they pet the support they deserve out
here.

SOCIAL tNP°ST closed out the show, or tried

to . The police decided that that was enough

and closed it down . There has never been any

problems at any of the shows here and they

usually po on til 5 in the mornin g or later.

So why did the police pick tonight for their
"big raid"? They searched in vain for a

reason to close the place down and, not find-

lop one, they came up with some curfew law
passed in 1'102 and rousted everyone out . I

guess they must have thought we were dan -
gerous or something 'cause they had 2 paddy

wagons and 7 patrol cars, with S .F .'s finest

just wnitinp for one false move . Dan of the
AFFLIC TED got slammed around before being
thrown into the paddy wagon for "assaulting

an officer ." Another youngster pave some fat

slob a run for his life before it took 2

other cons besides Lardo to bring him down.
Don't they have physicals for these guys

anymore? I mean this guy looked like the
Pefore Bart of a commercial for a weight loss

plan . They hauled Bruce, the club owner,

away but lust for appeatrances because they

had nothing on him . They even gave me a
bleedin' ticket for double narking while

trying to load some equipment! C'mon, it was

3 in the morning and they had the street

blocked off anyway. All in all though, the

crowd was real cool and there were no major

hassles . "avhe we opened a few eves amongst

the "mice there who were expecting everyone

to act like the caricatures they see on CHfPs

or Quincy. Whenever you have a chance to

represent the scene, use your head, 'cause
You're representing us all.

Jost another kid killed

one Friday night on way home from show

cop in his sight, night stick then flies

No way no way

Just leave us alone

rid nothing wrong

Just let us rove on

Chrome armor too hrieht, handcuff too tight

thrown in the truck, then beaten to fuck

no glace to hide

Over-abuse, head in a noose
Nothing to pain, nothing to lose
out of their cage and on the loose

they do it for fun, cause they never lose

Social Hnrest
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n istortion,

	

LOS OLVIDADOS RTP?Y U"'A" .ARE,

LIVTNC ABORTIONS THE FACTION,

by Brian Edge

San rose has its first big show in a long

tire! The skate kids seem to really have it

together here . Cood, loose atomsphere, lots
of people and no hassles, combined with five

of San Jose's hest, made for an alright

night . Because the show started pretty early

(F o'clock), I missed the first two bands,

(no, I wasn't out getting wasted), which I

sincerely regret now. Talking to people

larer,lt seems that THE FACTION, in their
first pip ever, are one radical, knockout,

loopin', wahoo hand . Having not seen them

myself, I can 't sa p for sure hut it seems
that they've won quite a few people over

already. LIVING APORTTONS were reported to
have been the faster of the two but not much

else was said a bout them.

Now for t h e hands I did see .

	

The C"'A".ARE

started things off (for me) . There's some
thing odd about this hand but I can't quite
put a finger on it . One theory has it that
they are all 3F year olds who shave twice a
day,

trying to relive their youth while cashing

in on the new punk fad . I mean, when was the
last tire you saw a punk rocker with a hollow
body guitar? And where are their mohawks,
ripped shirts with circle A's, wrist weapons,

hoots, c hains and spurs? Somebody he tter
clnethe^e pugs in before people start

thinkin' there's not a dress code . And the

songs they plaved ; more than 3 c hords! What
is this?

	

I got lost after the first guitar

solo! '?ho do these puys think they are?

'' hen I no to a s how, I wanna hear punk rock.
Yeu kenw, ^usic to thrash peorle ' s heads in
by . Accent something different? No way!

PIP"( is without a doubt one of the hest

hands in the area . Their songs are quite

unique, very hard to describe adequately .

Fast, yet not mindless thrash . Fun, yet not

staple . Different, yet still really good.

This band shows that there are still very
creative people out there not letting them-

selves he put into any kind of mold . I sure

missed Poo poo's sneering depth guitar

though . It added that extra dimension to

their sound, created by Creg's 5-string

machine, the lead vocalist 's (sorry, I don't
know his name) classic sneer,

	

Sharon's

tit-piercing S75 bass, and Fat 's rolling
drums in jaded gowns . Let's hear it for
women in hands, YEAH, YEAH, YEAH! Women are

a vital part of the scene, and should
definitely not he afraid to pet involved.

Despite the complaints I have heard that

they're too rockstarish, too 77ish, etc ., I
still think that LOS OL VIDADOS are great.

They've pot some of the catchiest songs
around and are supertight . So what if the

lead singer spends most of his time taking

off his clothes? So what if the only pair of

pants he owns are black leather? It's the
music that courts and that's where they 've

got the Edge.
SOCIAL DISTORTION closed the show

with their very familiar style of rock
n ' roll . A lot of people put them down
they ' re not my favorites either, but
I ' d rather see them than any of those
pathetic mainstream hairstyles who can
only claim to play rock n ' roll.
Things went smoothly as a whole.

Police were on hand throughout the
show,but never came close to being
needed . Glad to see more girls dancing
also, led by the Young Ladies in Red
(could dresses be making a comeback?).
I ' m also glad to see people promoting
swiveling (to swivel simply balance on
one foot and twist like crazy : Many
interesting variations are possible :).
Since thrashing has been mutated into
a thinly disguised street fight, any-
thing would be more enjoyable . Why not
try and ewivel,or skank, or do the
Hokey Pokey,or even Leapfrop,anything
where fearing for your vital organs
doesn ' t enter into it . This would get
a lot more people out on the floor
(the more,the merrier.),and make shows
a heckuva lot more fun . The energy and
intensity would not be lost,just chan-
neled into a non-violent form . Think
about it.
Here ' s hoping that San Jose has lots

more shows:

THE BUST

	

Photo by George Senko

handcuffs too tight



CRUCIFI
DO YOU FEEL ITS IMPORTANT TO HAVE A JOB IN
OUR SOCIETY, BEING EMPLOYED AND MAKING
WAGES?

It's not important to us right at the moment . Sooner or
later though, well have to find some way to make a living.
None of as are really qualified to do anything, except for
Sothira because he's a chef . None of us graduated from
High School.
Have you ever had to eat a free meal in a soup kitchen?

Yes, twice.
What about the increasing Unemployment here in the United
States? How does it make you feel?

All these people are so dependent on the government.
No . All these people—they' re not getting anything from the

government . It's so hard to get support from the government.
Do you think it would he good for the government to insti-
tute more jobs for minorities and youths?
Yes . Especially for youths.
Is this something the individuals and businesses should take
care of, or is it the governments responsibility to create jobs?
The government can say, "You have to give minorities and
youths jobs . " But it's basically up to the employers them-
selves.
If you

	

, want ajnh you can go nut there and find a jh . If
you really want it bad enough.
As far as you're concerned, do congressmen and other offi-
cials really care about your livelihoods?

" All they want us for is to use us, to draft us, and to send us
to war . That's all we 're really good for in their minds.
Do you see music as being a career for you?
No it 's not a career. We're not doing this to make money.
It ' s because we want to get our message across and play
music and because there' s a future in Punk-Rock.
When you're thirty would you like to be making a living in
a hand?
No, definately not.

i What will you be doing when you're thirty.
Running a small business. Not a big enterprise shopping
mall, but a break even small business . A record store or a
T .shirt shop.
You released you last single by yourselves on your own label.
Was there any reason you didn't go through someone else?
Because no one else knows how to do it fuckin' right . No
one can do it the way you want it to be done . You have to
do it all yourself if you want it to come out your way.

" We've done records with three labels now . We've done Uni-
versal, we've done the compilation with Alternative Ten-
tacles, and we 've donne Rat Music on Go Records . You get
put on a compilation record with a hunch of hands that
you don't politically agree with . People won 't take you as
seriously if you're mixed in with a bunch of other bands.
You don't do much good on a compilation anyway, you ' re
just with forty-seven other bands, and it 's a Blaaah . It' s not
like putting out your own record . Your own record is your
piece of artwork, your own vinyl, your own songs . We did
it because we wanted to see if we could do it ourselves, and
it's better that anything we've dune yet.
What are you thoughts about the dangers of Nuclear Wea-
pons?
There's only one thing you can du in a Nuclear War, walk
to the cemetery.

1 What about the belief in deterrence? That if we put a mis-
sile defense that makes a < is , Soviet attack unlikely,
chances are they will never attack?
It's all a load of bullshit . You can't trust the government,

whatever they' re telling you is most likely a lie . This deter-
rence and the rest of this shit is just increasing the tension
between as and the Soviet Union . The only way we' re ever
going to have peace is if there are no missiles.

i There are people out there that believe these things . Are
these people just totally misguided?
They're just not being realistic.
Do you feel that the Nuclear Freeze (stopping increases in
weaponry but not eliminating them) is somehting that will
ever work between the U .S. and the U .S .S .R .?
The thing is that the Nuclear bombs are still there . They
could still blow up the world many times over.
You have to do away with all Nuclear weapons.
Is a Freeze a positive step?
At least it shows people are concerned.
Is it important to you to educate the public about the hor-
rors of Nuclear war through your music?
Yes, very much.
It's more through our attitude and interviews and things,
because the way I write the lyrics it's more like songs and
not propaganda . It's a song when I write it.

: Is educating something that Punk rock bands should do?

Left to Right:
Matt, Sothira, and Chris.

Not just go and play gigs for the fun.
The reason we're doing this band is to get this message
across.
It's not to educate, it' s to get people to,realize that if they
don't du something now they're not going to have anything.
We don't want to say "This is what we believe, you have to
believe it too ." We just want the kids to know inure about
things, and be more aware.
Would you like to see the Punk community yet involved in
organizing and particivating in anti-arms rallys and protest
marches?
That's an individual thing to do . You go by yourself and
you find out what you can do as a person, then you tell
your friends . It's not like, "OK, we need 500 Punks in this
one area, OK, and a band over here, and the guys with the
banners over there ." The 500 people won't know individ-
ually what they are doing . They 'll just know they are at
some anti-nuke thing.
The more people that knew what was going on the more
people would go to these things on their own accord.

7 On these rallies help?
I don't think they have a whole lot of effect actually . They
make more people aware though.

7 In what way would you like to see the billions of dollars
that are spent in this country on Nuclear arms used?
Providing food for starving children.
Should this con rrtry take a role of helping out other nations?
Definitely . Because we ' re the richest nation iii the world.
The money should be spent on the people not on the
power . The people are what's important, that's what the
world is about . The people in government positions don't
give a fuck about the people, they just care about what
power they have over the people . The U .S . is so fortunate.
If we had all that money we spend on Nuclear Arms, we
could take it and spend it helping starving nations.
It has been said that twenty years ago the most you ' d hear
about God was "Is God dead? " Why do you think there has
been such a resurgence in religious beliefs in the United
States today?
Because people need hope, because the world has becume
so fucked.
Religion is OK if it comforts the people, but actually they're
not putting much faith in themselves.
Do you see any faults inthe ultra-conservative Christian or-
ganizations such as the Moral Majority?
They ' re against anything that's an alternative . It has to be
totally their way, if it's not about God it's wrong . They ' re
trying to make

	

hoick and white.
I went to Catholic school for nine years, and I saw it all . I
think the organized Catholic church is a load of shit . It
makes the kids so they can't do anything the way they
want to . It makes you afraid of everything . It makes you
afraid of God . If there is a God, I'm sure he doesn ' t want to
be feared.
The Catholic church as a separate thing from Christians in
general has been making a strong stance against Nuclear
weapons . How do you react to this?
It's very well they do that, but still it's what God says . It
shouldn ' t be what God says, it should be what we say . The
people are the ones that are going to get blown up, not
God .

I Is Punk still an important youth movement as you see it?
I think it's the most important youth movement.
It keeps the kids thinking . Every kid that conies into the
Punk scene starts thinking more . At first when we gut into
Punk it was the Sex Pistols, and "Anit. Social " , break every-
thing, let's start a band . Then we started realizing there are
other important causes . Before when the Sex Pistols came
out, they didn't tell anybody about anti-war.
All they said was, "Peace . What a load of shit . That was for
the hippies ."
It kept the kids from thinking what the hippies really did.
What we can learn from them.
I think Punk is growing in a more healthy way right now.
People are becoming more politically aware.

I Crucifix has been accused of being many things by the um
derground . Too fashion conscious, too English in its influ-
ences, too preachie, and being a hype band with nothing to
really hack up its popularity . How do you react to these.
Clothes wise we're evolving from what we liked then to
what we like now . That's part of what Punk is to us . The
clothes are still important, because people 's first judge-
ment is the way you look . We flaunt it, we be it.
We feel that if you're going to be a Punk you might as well
look like a Punk . You ' re not going to say anything to any-
body if you just walk down the street looking like nothing.
It makes people think . If they see someone looking like
that they say, "What is he thinking?" They see a strange
looking Punk and they see him with a Peace sign on him
and they go, "Oh, I see . "
We look like the people you see in the audience . A lot of
bands they thing, "We can get up there and look like any-
body off the street ." We just want to be like the audience.
We don't want to set ourselves apart.
Why he in a Punk band and consider yourself a Punk, and
not look like a Punk? It doesn ' t really make any sense . Why
try and fit in if you are trying to say something different.

I What about too English? Some people say, "Crucifix,
they're just like Discharge . "
Anybody can listen to our set and if they say we sound like
Discharge they're full of shit . They're just looking at the
way we look . What's most important is what we are saying.
The old people, the "leaders" of this scene seem to support
political bands, and we're a political band yet they con-
demn us . Just because of the way we look . There are a few
English bands we like . Crass and Discharge, they 're our fa-
vorite bands. It's because they have the most to say . Not
because they are horn England.
What about the ridicule from people that say that you are
too preachie.
We don't preach to the audience at all . We don't tell people
what to do, we're telling them what they could do, what is
happening, that there are alternatives to what's going on.
We have a song "Blind Destruction" . The chorus is, "Youth
violence . Youth don't fight ." It's really simple. We don't be-
lieve Punks should heat the shit out of each other, but
that's up to them . if they want to go and kick each other's
heads in, go right fuckin' ahead . They deserve to get their
heads kicked in if that's what they want.
People should realize that the songs we write are songs with
a message, not songs that preach.
Some hands used to say, "We don ' t tell anybody anything .



They can go beat the shit out of each other when we play,
they can tear the place down, they can all kill each other,
but we don' t care . We're just up here to play ." If we're
playing and there' s some huge fight we 're not going to
stand up there and not say anything . We care about the
people and don't want them to kill each other.

Ll What about Hype?
S We 've been around onger than a lot of other bands that

have just popped up over night and become really success-
ful.

'.! Any band is going to have to hype themselves if they ' re go-
ing to want people to like them . That 's the reason we put
out posters . No bands put out posters or fliers anymore, no
bands really care about the artwork . A lot of people came
from the Art Institute in S .F ., a lot of the Punks put effort
into the artwork . It wasn't just let 's go out and thrash and
drink beer . They were trying to do something creative.

C This single, we all did part of the record . It was like a big
art project.

S I think the hype is very minimal with us 'cause all the hype
is actually good artwork . It 's all work done by us . Any
band that wants to get known has to put effort into get-
ting there.

7 What about hardcore thrash music vs . other types of music
that is coining out today?
I like any band that has good lyrical content but I might not
like their music. If the lyrics have something to say I respect
that band . Music is just personal opinion but lyrics go so
much father than that.
Parting comments?
Whatever we' ve done and will do we try and put quality in
it . We don't want to just do throw away stuff.

1 I want to say that Freak Records is our label and we did it
ourselves with our awn money out of this house.

INTERVIEW AND LAYOUT : PETER MONTGOMERY
TYPE : Regent St . Type & Design
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Oririne'ty from Dayton, O hio, this band has

been on the road constantly for the last 2

years, with many changes of personnel, the

latest hieng the addition of former ZERO BOY

Tufty on p ass . He recently talked with these

three mer hers of the hand -Sinner Ed Pittman,

drummer J . J . Pearson and rhythm pultarlst
Poh

	

Snot

	

--

151!' :

	

ow's the scene in the "idwest these
days?

F d : Pands are pnppin' up all over the place,
but it's the Pihle Pelt . Jerry Falwell is

President there . There's complete control of

t he media . Clubs open, and get shut down in
a 'lash - tile C .O .D.'s in Chicago .

	

Two

sound hoards torched in two days•

	

very
mysterious .

	

The people are there, but the

`ors aren't.
JJ : All Midwest hands can do is sit in their

basements, and practice, practice, practice.
Pob: You've not co rang radio stations on

the coast to express yourselves
p d : You don't 'now how lucky you are . Out

there, the TALKING HEADS are too hard for

JJ : Rut in the "idwest, once somethinp grabs

hold, you know it ' s for real, not a fad . But

it takes a long tine.
Pd : Yeah, it's much more oppressive .

JJ :

	

nh io is pretty redneckish - like
in "Deliverance" . You can't understand 'em.
They do sopors and smash up cars and fix

cars.

Rol, : And kill their moms and children

rob : That song's about hip business selling

arms all over the world . And the ironic
thine is then they'll send American kids

overseas to get shot with puns saying "Made

in ! I PA".
'.dell, have people in the Midwest caught

on rn anvt h inr vet?

.1T : People aren't that pissed yet . I was

watching election returns, and in the 'ii

where there's the highest unemployment, they

still, voted conservative.

^d :

	

T hat ' s 'cause they send Mr . Puppetman,

"r . Reagan, out on t hese tours .

	

T hey hol d

them in a hip silo or somet hinp, and they

ha'" people American flaps at the door, tell-
inn them t h ey're gonna he on TV - "edia Hype.

Po h , I can't believe they've got someone 72

years old running things.
.T.T : 72 and an actor. Dom De Louise could d o

the same inh.
)CtP : Sn people are snowed?
Fd :

	

Sort of . You lay a nerson off for 1
ronthn, someone who was raking S7pn-BOO a

week, and now he's gotta mortgage his house,
and buy vans . It ' s like " Crapes of !wrath "

hot now they're all out in vans travelling

the country trying to do housework for SP a
day .

	

Feed 4 kids on that! Mith that many

people out of work, they go crazy.

TJ :

	

Chen they can't afford to entertain

thecselyes, t hey rn nuts.
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q TELL ME ABOUT COMRADERY.
Johnithin : We feel that the youth of today should

stick together, more than they are now . They ' re
falling apart, fighting with each other, and causing
violence for reasons they don ' t even know. They
don ' t direct their violence in the right way . They ' re
just destroying for the sake of destroying rather
than directing their angers where they should be
focused.

Mike : Every youth has to direct their anger somewhere.
q The Youth more than the rest of the Country?
Dave : The youths are more important than the rest of

the country.
Mike : They are the ones with Vitality and Energy.
q What about Self Pride.
Johnithin : Well, you've got to believe in yourself be-

fore you can believe in anything else.
Sal : It ' s not like thinking your better than any-

body else . It's knowing when you do something
wrong that it was wrong . So you won ' t do it again.

Mike : What it is is choosing what you ' re doing. Once
you choose to do a certain thing and you take the
responsibility for it, it ' s good to believe in yourself
enough to go through all the way with what you
chose.

q Believing Strongly in what you believe in.
J : Everybody knows inside what ' s right and wrong no

matter what they 've been educated for in school.
or how they were brought up.

M : It ' s not universal what ' s right and what ' s wrong,
though . It ' s what ' s right and wrong for you . There
is something, but it ' s not totally what ' s right and
wrong . We feel that you should go for what you
believe in, make a choice . Think about it, decide
for yourself what 's right and wrong and make a de-
cision . Then following up by feeling good about
yourself for doing what you wanted to.

J In a lot of our songs of course we complain about a
lot of things and state what we feel is wrong . I
think it all basically falls back to education, the
way kids are brought up in America today . They' re
taught to Lie . Cheat, and Steal . That ' s the Ameri-
can way . That ' s about what you get out of the
American educational system . People are brought
up so fucked that they don't really get much of a
choice, they don' t realize what they ' re thinking.

q What about following through with these feelings
and not compromising?

J : We ' ll always say what we feel . Feelings always
change though . We ' re all growing boys.

q Do all these various things Pride . Comradery, etc.
all add up to Honor?

J : Honor is more of a personal idea, though . Code of
Honor is a personal thing.

q What is this "Honor " then . Some people think the
Code of Honor is the little part in the song " Code
of Honor".

J : Well that ' s something we all believe in . But it 's a
personal thing, that's what we believe in.

D : It ' s like every line in that song represents some-
thing at least one of us believes strongly in.

q So it ' s not just a theme song.
S : It ' s not like a fuckin ' hail Mary or something where

we go into confessional and say "Oh, I got drunk
last night and I hit my best friend . . . OK, we ' ll
say ten Code of Honors . "

J : We were talking about Comradship . We ' re not say-
ing all Punks should stick together and fuck every-
body else . We want everybody to get together.

q Everybody°
S&M&D : Everybody!
J : Because it ' s not just us our whole society is fal-

ling apart.
q What ' s this I hear about "Kiss America Goodbye"

All this California stuff?
J : It 's an idea . It's nothing new . Other people have

thought of it before . Separating California from
the United States . We personally don ' t believe in
what our government is doing in the rest of the
world . With their warfare and politics and decep-
tion . We would rather not have anything to do with

CODEOF
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that . If we could separate from the United States
we wouldn ' t have to have a system where people
are taught to he liars and thieves . We could build a
society out of Honesty and Peace.

S : I think the boarders would have to be fairyly well
patroled . People would think we were being ultra
right-wing for sto p ping them fro in coming in . or
kicking them out.

q Do you really think California could become its
own Nation . or is it just a dream?

J : Well everything ' s a dream until you make it a reality.
M : It ' s kind of like wishful thinking.
D : It ' s kind of like the size of Sal ' s Toni-tom . He' s

dreaming that the rest of his drum set fits his Toni-
tom.

q You went on tour this last fall across the country.
What were the immediate differences of a band like
Code of Honor touring and . . , let ' s say the Who.

D : The biggest difference is we didn't drink any Schlitz.
S : No backdrops, no fireworks.
J : We didn ' t get on MTV, and we didn't give anybody

guitars or microphones or drum sticks.
S : I wouldn't give them my drum sticks.
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q The money to support the tour came from what?
M : We started with no money at all when we left

San Francisco.
q And you made it across the country on the money

you made night to night, show to show?
J : Yep . We would have come back with some money

except we had a couple problems on the road . We
had to get a new radiator and then a new clutch.
We would have come back with several hundred
dollars otherwise.

S : We came back with two dollars each.
D : What? I didn ' t get mine . I want my two dollars

now.
J : Dave, Richard (Manager) took it to L.A.
D : I want my cake.
q At the different clubs you played at, did you find

anything in the audiences that you feel those in
San Francisco could learn from?

D : The people in Baltimore were a lot frieldlier than
out here.

J : Yeah . The least friendly Punks were in New York.
S : That's because there's so many of then and they're

all differenty . They ' re all weirder, they ' re all Arty.
D : There weren't any kids in Chicago . It was all older

people.
M : Everywhere we went there was a scene.
J : Mostly everyplace we went people already heard of

us. Either they had our album already or they had
the Maximum Rock N Roll compilation.

q Did you eat at any particularly good or bad res-
taurants?

S : This pizza place in Chicago . that was the best.
J : Mafia ' s private club house.
1 : White Castle . Twenty three cent hamburgers . The

burger was green and it was paper thin.
S : It looked like it had big maggots eating through it,
it had holes in it.
J : It was in Minneapolis.
S : A cat pissed on my sleeping bag in Minneapolis and

it stank until we got to New Jersey.
q Sal, how long ago did you come over here from

England?
S : February 1980 . I lived there for seventeen years .,
q Is there anything in particular you miss about the

English Punk-Rock scene?
S : The Beer . That' s about it . I mean there ' s a lot more

violence in England . The way all the little cliques
stay together. I was more of a skinhead person

than a Punk.
q There is a big difference in the sound that conies

across on your album vs other Punk-Rock bands oil
the Punk-Rock records . Have you ever been ridi-
culed by anybody for sounding overproduced or
not "Punk" enough?

J : We ' re not trying to get the "Punk" sound.
S : I like to play fast when I ' m fucking around every

now and then . But we don't play much straight
Thrash music.

J : I never really heard anybody ridicule our sound.
D : I heard somebody complain about my shorts once.

They said that the color was a little bit too bright.
q Are you trying to open musical horizons with your

record and your music.
M&J : Definitely!
M : The only reason we sound Punk-Rock or any

where near it is because of where we play . We are
definitely experimental.

J : The next album is going to have a horn section and
piano.

D : Right now we' re more Funk Heavy Metal than
Punk-Rock.

q How far would you like the popularity of Punk
music to go? The basic idea of politically aware
lyrics seems to be to educate the greatest amount
of people . So that they can hear what you have to
say about government, war, etc . Would popularity
destroy the Punk scene and Punk music'?

M : No Way . As long as it ' s got a message the more
people that hear it . the better.

q Is the message important enough? Is it good to get
this music to more and more people?



D&S&J&M : Yeah . Definitely . We want to share this.
q Even if it makes you guys or whom ever get on AM

radio.
M : Oh Yeah we 'd love to do that.
J : Yeah if we could put something on AM radio, but

would they accept it?
D : Ha Ha Ha
q Your laughing because it ' s like against Punk morals.

I mean, in your head you say "AM radio? "
J : It depends if you look at it as a Punk or as a musi-

cian.
S : No Way! Never!
M : You wouldn ' t? You wouldn ' t like to hear our

single on AM radio?
S : It wouldn ' t get on AM radio.
q Are there any lasting bad feeling between the band

and Niki Siki your old vocalist?
D : No, not at all.
J : We ' re buddies . We just had sex the other day.
S : Niki asked me yesterday if we wanted to do a Sick

Pleasure show.
M : No.
J : Sick Pleasure will never play again.
q OK, one of the most important questions facing us

today. Are video games destroying the youth of
America?

D : Yes they are . Well they ' re not destroying them but
they are making them get into this computer age.
The computer age is just grouping everybody to-
gether so that a select few have total control.

q What about video games vs . network television?
Atari vs . CBS or whatever.

M : Atari would be better.
D : I 'd rather be able to watch old movies.
q Well what I was saying was network television.
M : I hate network TV . Network TV sucks.
q Are you all truly anti-violence?
J : Well Sal 's pretty violent sometimes.
M : Not at all . One of the Codes of Honor is "Never

fear to hurt another man as long as you know it 's
in a just cause . "

J : We ' ve all been provoked into fighting before . This
again is a personal thing, though.

S : We will get our two van loads of special buddies
and we ' ll go over to their house and we'll bust their
fuckin ' heads in . That ' s kind of the East Bay way
of doing things . It ' s that gang mentality .

q It remains true that many of the kids in this cur-
rent Punk generation are blatantly violent.

J : A lot of people are forced into it . They read this
and that and they see these big kids coming in and
slamming and hurting people, and they think that 's
the way it is to be. They ' re forced into it by peer
pressure.

D : It starts really young . It starts when kids are early
teen agers and their big brothers have got this thing
that they got from their dad . This kind of attitude
that you ' ve got to be tough and the bigger man.

q Did you see a lot of violence on your tour?
M : No . San Francisco is the most violent of any place.

Except for L . A. Across the United States every
place we played everybody was really friendly . All
the Punks were really political and into the music.

q So all this "S. F . is the greatest scene" stuff isn't
true?

M : Well it ' s great, except we have a bunch of little
violent boys and girls running around with bald
heads and mowhaks in S . F . and the East Bay and
Santa Cruz that are dumb shits.

q Should a handgun licensing law be passed ''
M : No . I ' m against any federal control whatsoever.
S : I reserve the right to bear arms.
D : If people are going to say, 'Hey . we don ' t wany

any part of guns, we don ' t want any part of vio-
lence . " If they put themselves away from it,
they're making themselves extremely vulnerable to
the people who really have the control of all this
violence and destruction.

M : If the technology is there you have to use it.
D : I don 't believe in having a gun . But if I need one I

want td be able to get one.
q Do you believe that if there was an anti-gun law

only criminals would then have guns?
NI : Yeah sure that would be true as far as the law goes.

Because if you had a gun and it was against the law
you'd be a criminal.

S : It would be a really distressing situation where the
only guys in the whole city who have guns that
they can use are the cops . And you don ' t.

M : One of my best friends, Steve Thompson, got his
head blown off by the cops two months ago.

1 : That part on the record where I say disarm all po-
lice, that could only come after a long term thing
with the educational system . Because if we just

went on and disarmed all police there ' d be panic in A
the streets . There 'd be all these crazy people rob-
bing and hurting others . It ' s an evolving process.

S : Now that 's what I miss about England . The police
in England don ' t carry guns . Unless someone' s
shooting out a window or something, then they go
back to the station and get a warrant and then
withdraw the guns and a certain amount of rounds.

M : I ' m against regulations even for police.
q Why Skateboards on the cover of your album?
D : Because it flows.
q What makes Skateboards such an important part of

the Punk-Rock scene?
D : We ' ve been all over the states and everywhere

we ' ve been people skate . We played with a Skate
band in Minneapolis . Skating is where it ' s at . A Lot
of the kids' problems now are they don't even real-
ly skate that much . They just, like, ride for trans-
portation . The kids used to skate all the time . I
used to see them up at the pool and now they're
just totally drunk.

J : A lot of kids are taking drugs and drinking all the
time now because they ' re got nothing else to do.
They 're tired of going to shows, they don ' t go to
school, they don't work, they're bored.

M : So that 's why we put Skate Boards on our cover.
It ' s so there is an alternative to drugs and alcohol.

S : My Skate Board is actually the only surviving board
that was on the cover.

D : That Skate Board appeared in a Pheonix newspap-
er . It was a picture of Chris Stagg doing a hand
plant . It's doubly famous.

q If Code of Honor had S50,000 dollars between the
four of you, how would you spend it?

M : We'd probably O .D.
D : Buy some equipment . go to Europe, that would be

it.
J : Record a new album . Build a new studio.
M : We might spend some of it on fun.
S: Buy a roadster . Build a Skate Park.
D : Start a club and a Skate park.
J : Help feed hungry people.
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MINUTEMEN (LP) : WHAT MAKES A MAN START FIRES?
Bob Dylan Wrote Propaganda Songs, One Chapter In
The Book, Fake Contest, Beacon Sighted Through
The Fog, Mutiny In Jonestown, East Wind/Faith, Pure
Joy '99, The Anchor, Sell Or Be Sold, The Only Min-
ority, Split Red, Colors, Plight, The Tin Roof,
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Maze . Definitions, Sickles And Hammers, Fascist, Joe
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We've Got Something Against You', White Minority,
No Values, $4.00 SST 003

MINUTEMEN (LP) "THE PUNCH LINE" : Search, Tension,
Games, Boiling, Disguises, The Struggle, Monuments,
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BLACK FLAG (7") SIX PACK : I've Heard It Before,
American Waste $2 .50 SST 005

SACCHARINE TRUST (LP) PAGAN ICONS : I Have . .
Community Lie . Effort to Waste, Mad at the Company.
I am Right, We Don't Need Freedom, Success And
Failure. A Human Certainty . $6 .00 SST 006

BLACK FLAG (LP) DAMAGED : Rise Above . Spray Paint,
Six Pack, What I See, TV Party, Thirsty And Miserable,
Police Story, Gimmie Gimmie Gimmie, Depression,
Room 13, Damaged II, No More, Padded Cell, Life of
Pain, Damaged I. $6.50 SST 007

MEAT PUPPETS (LP) Reward, Love Offering, Blue-Green
God, Walking Boss . Melons Rising, Saturday Morning,
Our Friends, Tumblin' Tumbleweeds. Milo Sorghum
and Maize, Meat Puppets . Playing Dead ._Litter Box,
Electromud, The Goldmine . $6 .00 SST 009

WURM (7") We're Off. I'm Dead, Time Has Come Today.
$2 .50 SST 011

BLACK FLAG (7") TV PARTY, I've Got to Run, My Ruies.
$2 .00 SST 012

SOON TO COME : Black Flag (new LP), Subhumans (LP),
Stains (LP), Dicks (LP), St. Vitus (LP), Overkill (LP).
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CAPTIVE CHAINS : Featuring Pettibon's ash-can epic
"City Kids, " starring Clot Wilhelm . Paulie Manson. Sid
Sawyer. and Red O'Grady. 68 pages . $1 .50. SST p1

TRIPPING CORPSE 1 : 2nd big printing of this wildly
successful (over 300 sold) magazine . Art, poetry.
politics and music for the tuned-in generation . An
interview with Black Flag. a psychedelic trans-
lation of Allen Ginsberg's Howl, as well as the
usual acid-etched drawings. New low price for this
revised . numbered edition $1 .25 . SST p2

ASBESTOS : More malicious missives from Pettibon's pen.
"Taut with tension ." "Should've been printed on
asbestos ." Numbered. $1 .25 . SST p3

OTHER CHRISTS: Pettibon's prophet-taking religious
testament. a financial blessing . "In Gold We Trust ."
Numbered. $1 .25 . SST p4

A NEW WAVE OF VIOLENCE: "Over a dozen corpses are
littered throughout these exciting pages . " "More
action packed than even Asbestos ."Numbered. $1 .25.
SST p5

TRIPPING CORPSE 2: Pettibon's provocative . long-
awaited follow-up to TC-1 . Candid, revealing
interviews and socially relevant drawings . Drop
acid and experience the full-color version . Num-
bered . $1 .25. SST p6

FREUD'S UNIVERSE : Whit drives a man to cruelty.
murder - and desperate love? Documents Pettibon's
courageous journey into the dark . hidden recesses of
the human (and subhuman) mind . Numbered. $1 .25.
SST p11.

MY STRUGGLE FOR LIFE AFTER DEATH : Shocking?
Perhaps . Daring? Maybe . Enlightening? Certainly . But
most of all, entertaining. Numbered. $1 .25. SST p12

(POSTERS)
PARENTS OF PUNKERS POSTER : Pettibon (Uncle of

Punker) lets his hair down . Signed and numbered.
$1 .75 . SST p8

O .D . A HIPPIE POSTER: Needle a hippie . Signed and
numbered $1 .75 SST p9

BLACK FLAG POSTER : Black light quality . Signed and
numbered . $1 .75 . SST p7

PATTY/TANIA POSTER : Is it Patty (Hearst) or is it Tana
(leer)? Revolutionary sex for the ""Armed Love"
brigade. Signed and numbered. $1 .75 . SST plO.

MANSON POSTER : Kind of now, kind of WOW . Charlie'
Numbered. $1 .75 . SST p13.
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FRANK : Yeah, computer crime is a many-splendored
thing. Also, when I was working at American Express,
my job was to check people's finances . So every time I
got an application from a cop or priest, I just wrote down
that they had lied about their Income and they wouldn't
get their credit cards. On the other hand, if I found
someone who only had 8 or 10 dollars in the bank, I'd
write down that they were making the $12,500 a year
minimum and they'd get their cards . I hope they put 'em
to good use!

Also, there was the time I showed up at another job
one day in drag . That disrupted the place for hours.
V: Were you fired?
FRANK : What do you think? Also, I heard about a
woman who was working for a bank, filing student loans.
She happened to be near an open window and . . . . her
workload was cut down drastically . You see, you can be
creative at any job . And have fun.
V: It seems like this kind of activity is the only thing
people can do now—cause as much disruption in your
personal life as possible.
FRANK : Well, there's always rioting or making a brick
become one with a window.
V: You mean achieve cosmic unity?
FRANK : Truly a spiritual awakening—"self-realization
through vandalism. " By doing things like that you break
out of all your conditioning and banal morality for a
moment . Then it's up to you to make that moment last!
V: What about conditioning?
FRANK : That's called "repeat a lie often enough and
they'll believe it ." By the way, did you know that at one
point there was a flood where Pavlov kept his dogs?
V: What was the result?
FRANK : The dogs that lived through it refused to sali-
vate anymore—they were deconditioned because of the
trauma . The same thing happens in riots—ever notice
how happy everyone is when they drop all that trash
known as polite behavior? During the Watts riots, Mayor
Bradley complained about the "festive atmosphere" and
said it was "like laughing at a funeral . " The only problem
is, just when things start getting real fun the "responsi-
ble " revolutionaries step in. They ' re as bad as the
police—what happens is, they join in with the media and
"tell" everybody why people are rioting . They define the

The tr to make ever one including the rioters

The FEEDERZ are one of the 'originals' (from Phoenix (meaning the State Police) had been called in to investi-
1978) formed on the 10th anniversary of the Paris riots . gate . Since the police had confiscated the original in a
Their EP, Jesus Entering From The Rear, finally ap- raid a little bit earlier, I suddenly decided that "San
geared after 3 years; a new EP, Soon To Be Picturesque Francisco is nice this time of year."
Ruins, is due shortly . After Phoenix recently got too hot V: It seems the basic Idea was to get other people to
for them, they moved to friendly San Francisco, where start thinking creatively
they just want to be loved by all . . . .

	

FRANK : And to question things . A point I'd like to
Interview with Frank Discussion by Vale . . . .

	

make here is that anyone can do things like this, maybe
do it one better . Schools aren't the only place, either.

V: Why did you leave Phoenix?

	

There's work . . ..

FRANK: Officer Friendly wanted to make love to V: Ah work—that's a whole other area of play
Sure.Sure. Sabotage and stealing are the onlyme . ' ' '

	

ways of keeping any self-respect on the job . SomehowV: ?
FRANK : The police wanted to give me a new home . you don't feel so helpless anymore . And suddenly you

You know—the kind with bars on it . I wasn't as big on it have a reason to show up for work every day. For

as they were, so . . . .

	

instance, when I was working for American Express

V: What happened?

	

V: You worked for American Express?

FRANK : What happened was : I got hold of the official FRANK : Yeah. Anyway, I stole a bunch of memo

seal of the State Department of Education and the signs- forms, typed up my own "orders" from the higher-ups to
Lure of the Superintendent of the School Board, and did the supervisors and put them on the supervisors' desks
some creative writing with them. I came up with this while they were out to lunch . Watching them "follow"

paper called "Bored With School?" I had 5,000 of them the orders was good for a little entertainment . It made

printed, then got some normal-looking high school stu- the day go by a lot faster.
dents to deliver them to the teachers at 5 high schools . V: And made things a bit less humiliating.

The teachers passed them out to the students FRANK : You bet.

themselves . V: 1 just realized how easy It is to forge a signature

The next thing I knew it was on the evening news . The these days and produce fun projects like that. You

people from the Dept. of Education were complaining simply cut it out, paste It down on the master and put

about how terrible it was and how it interfered with the white-out on the edges to keep shadows from showing.

credibility of their "legitimate scholarships ." The idiots FRANK : Exactly . All you add is love.

even showed the entire text on the screen .

	

V : Of course, a lot of fun can be had with word

Then they said the Department of Public Safety Processors .

believe that they're rioting over a few silly "issues," like
"We want our own space, man" or something equally
ridiculous . Just read the papers. The trouble is, people
end up believing that shit . That's the beginning of the
end, 'cause all the government's got to do is make a few
reforms and everyone goes home . It's not until later they
realize they've been swindled. Leaders can never be
trusted.

Which brings me to the question of violence, if I may
babble on for a while
V: Sure.
FRANK : Well, personally I'm not against violence, I
only question Its uses . Face it, violence Is there, whether
you like it or not. When I was in elementary school, at
one point I decided to be a pacifist . I found out the hard
way it accomplishes nothing . If I didn't "behave" as
some of my fellow students wanted me to, I was
attacked . As a pacifist I ended up eating my fair share of
the school lawn, etc . Sometimes, just the fact that I
wouldn't fight back made people violent towards me. My
only alternative was to go to the principal, which I
wouldn't do, so 1 was helpless . The word pacifist comes
from the same place as passive, and you know what that
brings us . Or doesn't bring us .



I realize groups like the Crass see violence as a way
that people demonstrate one person's power over
another . And I agree that's usually the case . But once
again, it comes down to what uses violence is put to.
Violence is not abstract . When you ' re punched in the
mouth, you bleed.

When violence is taken as abstract, all sorts of prob-
lems occur. One—if you totally refuse to use violence,
you have two choices : run or submit. Two, the other side
of the coin . Groups like the R .A.F. (a West German
"terrorist " group) also had an abstract view of violence,
only in their case they went to the other extreme and
decided it was "time" to "start" a Civil War . Of course,
that was only to be done with guns and bombs—like Che
Guevara 's own little mod squad . They turned the whole
thing into just another military question.

It didn't work for Che and it didn't do so beautifully for
the R .A .F ., either . All they accomplished was more
"love " from the police . Now, if you even just call yourself
an "anarchist" in West Germany, you can get dragged
off immediately to jail.

The R .A .F . actually tried to play the game by the rules.

And not surprisingly, the police and army were better at
it than they were . In fact, police infiltrators gave them
their first weapons . If that doesn't say something . . ..
Anyway, both the Crass and the R .A.F. look at violence
as a concept instead of a reality.

But violence can have other effects . During riots and
some "wildcat strikes," violence has given people power
over their lives and their surroundings, if only for a few
hours . Only because they violently took what's rightfully
theirs .

V: Some people say that violence hasn 't produced

anything lasting
FRANK : That's a valid point. But A, it at least has pro-
duced something, if only for a moment . And anyone
who ' s been in a riot will agree with me there . At least it
produces a "moment of freedom ." Not long ago I talked
to a woman who was involved in the Paris riots in '68.
She said, "For once I was able to really communicate
with people." That is, communicate without all the social
forms that serve to "mediate" between people—for
once, they were really talking to one another, not repeat-
ing a bunch of useless idiot banalities at one another.
Which is pretty major in itself . That "moment of free-
dom" remembgred gives one a clue to what could be and
the means to get you there.

And B, the only thing that has lasted is this fucking
society and ifs forms of violence.
V: Such as?
FRANK : Such as the violence done to us in our daily
lives . I mean, what's the difference between being
forced to one's knees by a billy club or being forced to
one's knees by having to pay rent?

Anyway, violence is just a tool. It 's not good or evil,
right or wrong in itself . Obviously, it should not be used
in the way society expects . They know how to deal with
that . But like any tool, if you are the master of it, you pick
it up or put it down when you decide . And use it as you

wish, for what you wish to use it on . The thing is to figure
out how and when to use it . The clues are there. How has
violence produced these "moments of freedom" and
how do we make them last? What kind of violence has
worked? What hasn't? And what, besides violence,

helps?
V: What do you think about violence at shows?
FRANK : People kicking the shit out of each other on
dance floors is a different story. As far as that shit goes,
what Crass said applies . I don ' t see much difference
between that and what the jocks and rednecks do as a
pastime . And we know how hardcore they are . I mean,
what do you get out of it? Whether you win or lose,
usually you ain't going to come out of it feeling too
wonderful . Standing up for yourself is one thing—
fighting it out to see who's higher up on the ladder when
we' re all in the shit, is another.

Sure, I know how it feels to be powerless and want
power over something . Even if it's just some guy over
there. But just what is it gonna buy you? Fortheshitdog
society, it certainly is better to have you fight each other
than to fight it . By fighting each other, you are playing
"their" game by keeping power going . You're just doing
what you were taught. Like any good soldier.

Other than that, it's just a fact that there's going to be
violence as long as there's something to be violent
about . When we get rid of systems that need violence to
survive, we won't need violence . Oddly enough, it seems
we need violence to do the job.
V: What about all the 'punks ' that make a fetish out of
"living on the edge? "
FRANK: You mean like this mystique of shooting up
speed and junk? I'm not necessarily anti-drugs, but it's
true that the stupider ones think that by running speed
or junk they 'll be somehow streetwise and "hardcore ."
That ' s bullshit . If anything really goes wrong they can
always go home to mommy .



V: By the way, what do you think about parents?
FRANK: They squirt you out, do their best to ruin you,
and then expect you to feel grateful to them for it! At
least my parents had the good graces to die when I was
young.
V: What about politics?
FRANK : The bottom line is our lives . Not just politics
or the economy or any of that boring dribble . I'm not
spouting off any stupid ' party line. ' All you have to do is
look at the world and see what's going on, what it's doing
and who it 's benefiting and figure it out for yourself. It
doesn't take very long to figure out that "they ain't doing
it fo' me." It's definitely not making my life one big joy
after another . So I get my lollies in other ways . Some of
the best "critiques" are made with bricks . Or with
L'Cocktail Molotov . They call everything into question.
V: Have you heard of Constantine Raudive—he wrote
a large book about research done with tape recorders in
empty rooms. He claims he was picking up the voices of
the dead
FRANK : Voices of the dead—you mean the R .C .P .?
V: What about the Nazis?
FRANK : They're just silly . I don 't see why they 're taken
so seriously . Can ' t anybody see that pissing and moan-
ing about them only gives them credibility? If that's
possible . They're about as worth worrying about as the
latest Beverly Hills coke and snickers diet.
V: What about urban guerrillas?
FRANK : There's some problems with them . For ,
instance, here they are sacrificing themselves for "the
cause" or "the masses" or some such. I don't want to
sacrifice myself for anything—I don't think I look good
on a cross! Whenever you steal or sabotage at work or
pillage and loot a store you ain't sacrificing nothing!
You' re just having good clean fun . There's no better way
to say "I ain't buyin' it."
V: What about people who might not be up to all this?
FRANK : Well, there's those hints from Frank "who
wants everybody to love him" Discussion at the begin-
ning of this interview. You can "play" like this, or you can
go to work and keep telling yourself that the world really
does need another inside-the-egg scrambler. Or
whatever.
Patty: If you can 't change society change your clothes.

GAMES ANYONE CAN
PLAY

The Feederz are a 'group' that is an attempt to
question everything in society, without conces-
sions . We say without concessions because we know
that once you start making compromises who knows
where it will all end (except in more and more
compromises until you can't tell the difference
between us and what we claim to be fighting).
We're as sick as you are of people who indulge in the
"politics of submission" while claiming to be
"fighting from within ." When, in fact, they end up
just working at modernizing the domination of our
lives.

One might ask, "Isn't dealing with club owners
and record companies a sort of compromise?" Well,
it would be if we gave up anything to play at clubs
or be on records . As far as 'dealing' with them, we
realized a while back that club owners and record
companies are more than happy to go as far as to
present something whose aim is their very destruc-
tion (which is exactly he case with us) for a few
bucks . Fine. But you won't find us licking the ass of
any club owner or record company with our fine
rough tongues in order to be allowed the 'honor' of
being 'produced' by them . Therefore, we are an
'item to destroy all other items .'*

You may also notice that we don't take on `issues'
(such as El Salvador, nuclear energy, war, women's
or gay rights, etc .) . It is only because we figure that
by attacking a few little lies you at least call a truce

with, if not actually support (knowingly or
unknowingly) the big lie that is 'our' society . In a
society that dominates every aspect ofour lives, from
conversation ('have a nice day') to our time (work-
ing, shopping) to the things that surround us (oster-
izers, tract homes) and control us (cops, priests,
politicians, leaders), we can't afford not to dispute
everything that's disputable . Especially when the
alternative would he a lifetime subscription to ever-
ything that keeps our lives petty and dull .**

We live in a society that makes us conform and
enslaves us for its own purposes (to keep itself
going) for the benefit of a few. It also tries to absorb
everything that attacks it (look at punk rock) . The
ony defense is to attack it totally, watch its every
move and to keep one step ahead of it.

Instead of society mastering us, we want to be the
masters of our own society . A society and LIFE of
our own making (even if we fuck it up, at least we
won't be living someone else's lies and mistakes).
We don't want to just be the managers of the same
fucked-up society. We want and need to change
EVERYTHING!

We are not 'entertainers .' We find playing
'music' (?) and our other games (such as the 'Bored
With School?' circular) a more tolerable (and a lot
of times more fun) way ofgetting our point across,
than most.

We also are not 'leaders.' Therefore, we do not
want 'followers' or 'converts .' We also do not like
people gazing lovingly at us from afar (love is so
much better up close). We want no power. We have
no 'party line' for anyone to obey . In fact, we don't

want anyone to have power over anyone else (that
includes bosses, teachers, mommies, men over
women, women over men, presidents, leaders, etc .)

You also might ask if we're doing all this out of
our great love for the 'masses.' Hardly. We have a
vested interest in gaining our own freedom and
running our own lives . We don't want to sacrifice
ourselves for you or anyone else . Do you? We do
what we do and have fun doing it. There's a big
society out there just waiting to he destroyed . And
we don't see why we can't have it ALL right now!

Lastly, our game is .one anyone can play—you
just have to decide to do it, that's all .

—Der Feederz

* If and when that would happen, our usefulness would
be up, and we'd he more than happy to dissolve ourselves as
a group.

** We sometimes feel that somehow we are more than
objects to he used at will . Instead, we want to use objects as
we wish . We can't help it if sometimes that means destroy-
ing them.

IN OTHER WORDS . WE'RE TIRED
OF BEING SWINDLED .
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Dear "R'' P : T pot your No . 1 Issue in SF and

it's great! I thoupht T'd write and fill you

puys in on ' the fast-growing Sacto Scene.
The Scene in Sacramento is prnwlne really

fast with °rrrl TPFTH TFF VACA"T (frnm "est

Sac`, THE' LA"PD, and some other earape bands.
T'IF S°DAR" C O LS hroke un,hut those puns
shoul d he apncarinr it some new hands soon.
purl TRUTr still sounds pond, and TOF t'ACA"' T
5o Ods better t han ever with a new cassette
out . I hope they sent you a cony . THE 1 .A:'OS

are pretty new, but sound great and have a

lot of potential . J .I .A. and DEAD PLFnCE al-

so often venture from the Foothills to play

here,THF HANDICAPPED, from Yuba City played

once here, but they need some more people.
We've had about 10 shows in the past months

with loca l hands and also hip we l , -known
groups such as ELACK FLAG, CT°CLF JERKS,

TSOL, FEAT, DOA, FLIPPER, O .K .'s and more.

JL'VENIL JOSTICF. played here in a small pip

Out on by REPEL TP.L'TH, and the LAMPS . They

were stranded in Vacaville when their car

hroke down, so they hitch-hiked to

Sacramento . I don't know how they pot home.

We have a couple of places to play, the in-

famous Oddfellows Hall still is availab l e (I
think' and Clunie Hall may be used some more

in t he future .

	

SOCIAL DISTOPTT°H and THE
LEWD played in a "exican Culturel Center ; I

we have one cool radio station, Y n"F in
Davis, an d they let any hand play live on

"The H .C . 'lour " or T hursdays.
lIe shon]d have some pond shows corvine up, T
hope some small loca l shows, those are really
fun. They aren't as crowded as a BLArP FLA T
show, and the music is just as pool . S
Mnle

No rea l hip snowsin town these days, now it ' s

smaller clubs and parties that host L .A . H .C.
There is no "club" to po to to see new hands,

except maybe the anti-club witch occasionally

has decent hills . We also have our monthly

"out-of-the-way-one-shot-dives " t hat are
mainly in undesirable parts of town . Shows

seem to he taking place only in roller rinks

these dayz .

	

This 1s the winter, when the
crowds stay home by the fireplace and listen

to records .

	

Speaking of recor d s . . .SOCTAT.

DISTORTInW L .P . is duesoon . BLACs FLA^•

double L.F . with Thom Wilson . . .second RAP

P.FLIGInN el pee out by sprinp? . .,ST',̀  14 L .P

in the works . . .CIPCLF ONF will record soon

with their new lineup . . .MIN1'TE`^'h' first

"real" LP nowt by the tire this mar is to he
printed . . .CTPCLF TF°K^ new Fn wil l he wit h us

soonest . . .

	

newest

	

FEAT

	

sinrle

	

maybe

outrow . . .JODY FOSTER'S ARbO' album coming out

on LA's Smohe Sever records alonp with a RF7
17 "	FP . . .new hard, "'I'PTETS

	

to putout
sinrle . . .nore,"r ore! " more " ' "aeazlne
news : ' fr '°T ° "r ° ' Year honk 1 00 7 ' nut . . .new
issue of M'TCFV . . .FLIPSIPr ' 1A out . . .Coirphack to PDrPT PO"Yr, the WrP 7" mu lti-hand
corp F° is taking a while to producedue to

lack of funds!

	

Send donations'!

	

L'E GOT
Pot :P 9 010 Santa Monica Plvd ., 07 10 Santa
Monica C4 0n 404 . Hul; .!h' h. LA radio : sucks
ma for rubber hose! How are we to pet our-

music out to others when therez nodamn decent

show? Tim, we need Maximur Fork hack down
here,' ruck! Actua l ly there are some cool
shows on "Y1" (colepe station ) , there's al-
ways rodney, and YPFE has live hands saturday
nine atone like n°PA" SI"DAYTT, FL r SlTFATrr .,

Yr nLP s. y ' t' up' ., etc . etc . See Va.

Dave 34
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Pell here's a sorryasa excuse or a exas
update . . .latest vinyl are the BI0Y BOYS

FunFunFun E .P ., REALLY RED's New St rings for

old Puppets E .P ., the INANIMATE OBJECTS E .P .,

and the soon to be released DICKS L .P . Also,
Houston's U .S .d .r .i . have a great cassette

out.

Aside from the records, the hot hands to

watch for are ; DISCIPLES OF CHRIST, FUDGE

TUNNELS, BURN CENTER, THE OFFENDERS, and the

newly reformed PAGANS, in Austin.

Down San Antonio way, boners are poppin for
the maniacal MARCHING PLAGUE, and the Heavy
Metal grind of the MYSTERY DATES, an d (of

course) everyone is anxiously awaiting public
debut of the revised BUTTHOLE SURFERS.

In Houston, DRUG PUPPIES are the newest rage
since their debut with MEAT PUPPETS . Oh, I

almost forgot new vinyl from MYDOLS and I'LL
BE ON THE FONE 2 YOU.
I don't keep up real good on Dallas/Ft.
Worth, hut my personal faves are THE HUGH

BF,AUMONT EXPERIENCE and STICKMEN WITH RAY

GUNS, but I have heard from reliable? sources
to watch for a new Dallas hand, MINDLESS

THRASH . . .good name!
Billy Sinatra

Dec. 8, 1982

The Dallas/Ft . Worth scene is really only a

few months old. We always had a number o f

hands and a few factions of punks, but we

could never organize ourselves into a "scene"
until Studio P set un the f irst all-hardcore
venue during the sumner of 'P2 . The scene

gradually picked up after that, local kids

had a place to go to see national and local
hands that finally had a Place to play . Most

o f the shows we would only get around 15
rerUlars, plus ra~'be a few "stuehle ies " .
The DEA" ,""s'ew'n attracted about An ,

people, mostly crossovers, b ut after that,

the same 15 regulars . Since then we've had a
let of cool shows with SO FA*', CPUCIAL TPUT?',

CODE OF MONOP, YOUTH P°IGA mE, PIC BOYS, MEAT
PU PPET', POA, LFCAL WEAPON, and quite a few

others . Panes in P/FW are totally hot . 11°C"
urAUMONT Ev Prs!IFNCE is one of my personal

favorites with a self--proclaired "Hillbilly
°unk" style, but they pia,' a full snectcur of

music, a l ] wit h fantastic tunes . Their LP

was on P uSEE^ DP's "Reflex" label . Look out

for these buys, they're hot . F°"' '1'pD

brings t h e hest aspects of O1! and hardcore
tnrether for a really powerful sound . They

have a 4 —sons El) that von can pet by sendlnp

5 1 . 1 0 to Johnny Maslow/20 50 Latham

Dr./Dallas, TY/7522° The sours are pond on

the EP but most of BOND SDUAP 's power is lost

In Pro d uction ; the drummer soun ds like he's

n l aytnp a tvperwriter! Put it ' s otherwise a

cop) record .

	

Look for an B-song 12" next

snrinp . . .PD T S00An Is CREAT live . THE

ASSASSI"f have been around and finally set-
tlinp don,' on a fast thrash/psychedelic fu-

sion , if you can imagine that) .

	

They've pot
a ton of oririnal material but are only put

tine 2 soups on their 7" .

	

The records will

reflect more of their previous style of artly

punk . All their songs really kill, hut the
older set is not up to par with their new

stuff. THE ASSASSINS supposedly played their

last pip on October 16th, but nlan to play

another on sometime soon . STICKMEN WITH

RAYGUHS are pro bably the most penetrating of

the D/F1' hands ; seriously, these ruvs per un-
der your skin and you love every throbbing

second of it . The sound is slow, satanic,

and so danceable!

	

They've gone into the
studio for a possible 4-song 7", hut until

then, pet their single "Hate in the
80's"/"Scavenger of Death" by sending 52 .5 0

to PVV Records/3°06 Cedar Springs/Pallas, TY

7521 0 THE ONLY PLACE TO PLAY IN DALLAS / FT.

VOETH IS STUDIO P/34 n6 M4TN ST ./ DALLAS . Cal]

(214919-0000 for hookinn info. Dallas is a

must stop for ever, band! To keep up —to date

on

	

n / F"

	

send

	

50c

	

for

	

A°A./" .O .

	

Tor.

1 0 135/Arlington, TX 7601 0 or just arite me at

are T!1ROPn ICG CATTLE/4 0 2 0 Morris Ave/Ft.
worth TY 76103 . Send a SASE, it's hilarious!

Up also have S"E T'L Pr: ec/2040 i'ollandale /

Dallas, T Y 75936 .

	

-Hurry

In Arizona, the 2 cities with known scenes
are Tucson and Phoenix . Phoenix has twice as
many people as Tucson and are home to J.F .A .,
SOYLENT GREEN, JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT, and the
MEAT PUPPETS . Phoenix just recently released
a compilation album called "Amuk " , which fea-
tures songs by a bunch of the "underground "
bands from up there.

'ivi1 Death : Nick (drums), Zach (guitar) Lenny on mike.

2 hours south of Phoenix is Tucson . Tuc-
son ' s scene isn ' t huge, but it 's growing big-

ger all the time. The place to play here is
a dive called The Backstage which has been
having punk gigs practically every week for

about 3 years now . The hangout for Tucson ' s
punks is a small record store called Roads to

Moscow, located on the University of Arizona
campus . Lee Joseph, the guy who works in and

manages the store operates his Iconoclast In-

ternational cassette tape label out of there.
So far he ' s got about 10 releases, which ran-

ges from dirge to psychedelia to thrash . As

far as the bands go, we ' ve got bands to fit
the basic factions (hardcore, psychedelia,

art-noise) . In the hardcore faction we ' ve goi
CONFLICT (fronted by Punk Nurse Karen, who yot

might already know because she writes lots of

letters) and CIVIL DEATH . C .D . are the most
popular thrash band here in town right now,

fronted by the animal Lenny Mellow! C .D . are
planning to record, and CONFLICT have already
released a cassette (already reviewed in your
mag) . ROTTE KAPPELLE and LES SELDOMS take

care of the psychedelic faction . R.K. have

just released a great tape on Iconoclast, and
LES SELDOMS, who ' ve been around for 2 years
now, have some real old and bad stuff of

theirs on an E .P. out on Subterranean called
"Arizona Disease " (LES SELDOMS are a complete-

ly different band now) . YARD TRAUMA (a THROB-
BING GRISTLE-type thrash combo) and CLEAN DOG

(an art-punk-media bend who include FLIPPER

and NOH MERCY covers in their set) comprise
the arty faction . I play drums in a beatnik-

AKA for local news . O ther fanzines in P/FC^country-pluck type band called the PHANTOM

LIMBS. Not too long ago, we went to San Fran-
cisco to record an album for the Modern Mast-

ers label (made up of people who used to work

at Subterranean) . Maybe it ' ll be out by the
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DIE
KREUZEN

Wis
COh

Sire
MAPISCPVF

It ' s no haven for radicals, hut Madison's not
a cool prowinr hardcore scene . Pecent'v a'l
ages shows have drawn more and more new
faces. Pe really owe a lot to handslike
'!USKEP Pt', DIE KREUZEN, and RLA('P FLA^.

"'erlyn's, a local club on the verve of finan -

ial collapse, has in the past attem pted to

host some major shows, but have always been

,retty stuck-up toward any threatening (not

?vend local hands . Pone"Air" productions

are getting things happening with all apes
shows at the Will-Mar center . Including the

hottest and most active hands - MECi1T MFNSC1I

( a skeptic hunch of haters', TAR BARIFS,

lovable poodruysl, SUPURPA' MUTTLATTON (vou

don't know what you're missinp ) , Nn and PIE

KRFUyFN (the hottest hand in the midwestl.
The mid-west scene isn't just happening in

Michigan and Ohio . Upcoming relases by PIE

YREU7ER ana APTICLES OF FAIT" on version

Sound and MFCUT MPNSCII and TAR RAPIDS singles

on Pone"Air " records are al in the works.

Area fanzines worth seeing:
Reagan Death - 114 W . Oilman St . 'i 14
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EVERYTHING
FALLS APART

Any hands passing through the area the

aren't too concerned with money but want t
hve a good s how can contact Robin or J .J . a
5one "Air " n rodnctions : 311 S. Few St ., 51706
( A 0 7 1256-0711

REFLEX
RECORDS

WILLFUL NEGLECT

BOOKINGSINFO.: ..)J RECORDS:
"WILLFUL Nf6LECTTX . IMPORTS
Y9 BATTLE CREEK PL . Ns( UNIV. AV.
ST. PAUL, MN 55119 Sr. PAUL,,M1
Qr :

	

or :

	

SS/o4

1167 FALCON AV. FAULTY

ST. PAUL) MN 55119 GREEN WORLD
DISC TRADING

NEW ALBUM
REFLEX RECORDS

REFLEX
D

731 PONTIAC PL .MENDOTA HTS,MN .55120



v!m:S Y : They might have torched themselves

for insurance.

VIC: They found some

before it got torched .

inside C .O .D .'sguy

questions . The thing I like best about the

hardcore community is the whole alternative

network of setting things up by yourself and
doing it . rot working within the framework

of the exploiters, hut by your own rules:
That's an attitude that can catch on.

(A°F: Everyone said It got torched because

they weren't going to pay the price . They

had a lot of underage shows.

,

	

riCi-ES

	

£i"Ji

'SIC : 0Z tried doing that and the cops came

down big-time and closed It down . You can

see how the mob and the cops are in bed

together, 'cause once you go outside the
circuit, you get put down . Like last winter

when Stevie from STRIKE UNDFR tried to do a
show in a loft . Poom! Nightsticks . We're

porno try to put on shows without liquor and

see what happens . Pasically, the young kids
don't give a shit about booze anyway.

Vic Bondt - vocals/guitar Joe Scuderi -
puitar Pave Shield - Rass/vocals Virus X

Drums 'IRrP : I ' ve heard you use the word " skids " .

' ?hat does that mean?

iMP : Dow's the Chicago Scene?
PAM' : Credit NE J.ATIVE FLF.h!ENT on that one.

It ' s a term for today's long hairs . They

hasicly look like hippies, took up the
ap"earance, but don't really have the same

progressive attitudes the Hippies had in the

late '60's . They just drive around in their
Camaros with the trunks up so they can blare

their rusic and scream o b scene things at

VIC : It's small right now, but it's good he m

cause a lot of the hands are real young and

mostly straight-edge and positive mental

attitude. But actually, hardcore alternative
underground thought and consciousness is just

starting out . Hopefully . we've demolished

this line that if you don ' t " look " punk you

can't come to gigs - lots of different people

come now .

VIC: I like to get people thinking .

	

I can't

take it further than that . Our songs are

pretty ambiguous . Tf you look at the lyrics,

they're not cut and dried . We try to take a

picture of what's eotng on and show you that,

and as "c/hat es come on?" . Instead of saying

"we hate cons", we show them a picture of

cops heating the hell out of somebody, and

say "what do You think? " . We can help create

an alternative network with an alternative

system of values, but every individual has to
decide on their own values . All I can do is

suggest.

VTF"S " : Music reaches neonle in an emotional
way. I'd like to see values, emotions, and

ch aracters he radically different from what

pets put out in music and art . VAN HALEN is

the blatant example . I'd rather project the

spirit and feeling of the kid on the streets

of Poland, El Salvador,or Miami . I'd like to

see the total overthrow of the way societies

are, hut I don't think hands can do it .

	

I

think a hand can make a contribution as far

as threatening the way the art is and posing

'R"R : Talking earlier, you said Chicago was

America's most segregated city . What did you

mean?

VIRUS X :They 've done these studies —

Neighhorhoods are either like 17 Black or
onw

VIC: When we lived on Clifton, off Belmont,

our side of the street was all . White and the
other side was Puerto Rican.

iiRMP : What in Chicago enforces that division?

VTC: The city administrations, in terms of

services rendered, have a lot to do with it.

Paley was a hip-time racist, coming from the
South Side . There's a lot of that regressive

working class attitude . It's a real working

class town, and with a lot of the ethnic
racist beliefs, which the government helps

maintain and foster. The way they've carved

up the city politically, with aldermen

representing the wards, the way to maintain a
powerhase is to keep the neighborhoods as

static as possible. From Klock to Klock,

it ' s German, Mexican, Polish, Black, Italian,

etc .

a challen ge to the values of today.woven.

VTC : It's the suburbs.

TOP: An example is the Chicagofest, a big

thing they have at the Navy Pier . Now Ryrne

(mayor) wants to break it up into all these
seperate neighborhood affairs .

It's good that someone is making a dis -

tinction between what longhair meant at one

point and what it is now.

DAVE: Yeah, in my neighborhood, which is

predominately Jewish, they had Penny
Youngman, Penny Goodman . Then elsewhere they

have a Puerto Rican Festival, or BlackFest .

JOE : Like Vic said, we paint pictures with

our music, but the whole idea behind the pic -

ture is somethin g everybody has in common.

Like " 'other ' s Dream" or "Bad Attitude " .

It ' s somet h ing everyone can relate to . Also,

the lifestyle we live is an example . Going

from city to city, living in communal
situations, relying on one another . I think

individualism is a problem . We have to re-

t ete to each other as a whole.

MPNR: Do you participate at all in local

politics?

'Iih'I : A lot of han ds are not necessarily t h at

aware or interested in a wider scope of the

worl d as a whole. You seem unusual in that

respect . "ould you care to comment on the

wnr'd today, based on your knowledge of

history, what hopes you have for the future.VTC : No, we find it more important to get a

certain amount of political consciousness

raised in the hardcore scene than going out

to work for Mayor Byrne, and won't accomplish

very much .

VIC: we've taken some of the hippy thing and

incnrnorated it into one philosophy, and
that's not had . Like the Idea of being

politically committed . Or communal living.

Fvervwhere we've gone on our tour, there's
some house with B or n people sharing expen -

ses and activities. There's a lot of unity.

The idea of "community" is something the hip-

pies had that we have . If you don't have

cormunity, all you have is people going at

each other's throat, which isn't very con -

ducive to creative thought.

' r^"y : Is there a nurnose to your "community",

this h and?

MRNR : "hat about the Mafia?
JOE : There's going to he four different

nninions.VIRUS X : You can't produce proof, but there
is general knowledge of peonle being involved

in the rackets . Like they have a lot of con -

trol over clu b s . If you have a club, you're
gonna nay to keep it open, to not get raided .

m7rR : Fell, let's take one person at a time.

?R'TR : Some clubs got torched . Was

4
lated to the mob?

PTC : I'm by nature a pessimist . I usually go

ahead and do things that are the most

positive, but I have this little voice in the

hack of my head warning me . Like about

hardcore, that little voice keeps saying

" It ' s gonna go just like the hippies did.

It's gonna fall apart ." I've got this pes -

simistic attitude that the aims and means of

society's productive capacity, which right
now is in the hands of a very few people who

are very well equipped to administer it in

their interests, cannot he changed . There's

nothing we can do about it . The corporations

PAVE: I'm involved 'cause its a creative

outlet, and hopefully too we're helping

that re- people to think about things . We don't go

and

	

tell

	

them things,

	

hut

	

give

	

them



will totally take over, and you`ll . have
people walking around with a very materialis-
tic set of values . '"hey'll let it happen
'cause they'll pet nice little baubles like

microwaves, cornuters, color TV's . They'll
he man and wife living in their little part
of their little town, doing their little job,
working in their slot in society . It just
destroys creativity in the individual . The

pessimist part of me says that's the was, it's
eoinp to be. we're the last of it, we're the

d ying breed. Put then, when we po across
country and meet people who care, then I

think to myself, well then there is an

ability for people to set up an alternative
rind-set. The big problem Is not that you

can overtly he bought off or sell out, but
that your mine-set will adjust itself to

whatever environment you're In . So the idea
is to set up an alternative mind-set where
microwave ovens don't shit . Hardcore is
really rood because it's taken music and made
musical values irrelevant in music . It isn't

how well it's played or how good the produc-
tion

	

is,

	

but

	

what

	

attitude

	

is being

expressed . You've created a new mind-set for
appreciating music . Tf we can continue to

create a new set of values - and it doesn't
have to he just one set of values ; they can

be different values but a common set of prin-
ciples - then even if the majority of society

Nuys off, we'll still he able to have people

with enough creativity and exnression that

the huran spirit is not crushed . We don't
hecnme automatons . I'm not sure h .c . is the

he all and end all of it . If hardcore fails,

perhaps the human spirit will resurrect it-

self in another form . We'll see.

VTPPS T : I don't feel as pessimistic . I find

that just trying to exist, or trying to
preserve a lot of good values, or trying to

create a good value system, within the con-
fines of what we have now, is just tilting at

windmills . I support tearing it all down,
which I suppose other people might say is

tilting at windmills, too . So many goddamn
people I know have gotten into drugs, are

dead, or spend their time getting welfare and
resigning themselves to it . In a certain way
they're right . They just can't create that
alternative mind-set while being hemmed in by

that box . That's why I say you've got to
tear down that box . Otherwise, you'll always
he faced with co-optation . I agree, it's not

just a straight sell-out . People just run

into the limitations of trying to create a
pure society in an impure world, and leaving

it at th at . You know what it says on the
CLASH r-shirt : The future is yet unwritten".

I think there are a lot of possibilities, of

revolutions really changing things around . I

don't think these guys fed . : the ruling

class) are in such hot control of it . They

can't even manage their own economies . I

don't think they're Fringing on the pressure;

I think they're freaked out that they can't
manage to pet out of it . I don ' t see them as

quite the all-omniscient types.

DAVE : I don't have any predictions for the

f uture . I have my own hopes, hut I don't
know how to bring about change . Hopefully,

people can change some of their attitudes

toward themselves and society. That's what

our music is about . Things aren't that had

yet in the U .S . where people are forced to

make that decision . But, when things get

worse, they ' ll he forced to adjust their
values, and hopefully will take matters Into

their own hands . The name, ARTICLES OF FAITH

- what are you going to put your faith in?
You gonna put your faith in some promoter out

doin g it for the money, or you gonna trust
guys like you all who want to expand the
scene? You gonna put faith in yourown mind,

or are you gonna let someone else do your

thinking for You? My hope is that
eventually, people will he thinking for
themselves.

VIC: I don't think people do that themselves

by nature . You're horn into a society, which
creates a set of values to maintain itself in

a young person, so that when they become an
adult he or she maintains those values . In

order for you to destroy that, you have to

offer them an alternative, or you have to of -

fer them enough questions "that they question
it themselves . People just grow up thinking,

"yeah,microwaves, that's cool by me" or "The

Africans, they don't give a shit" or "The
Indians, they got what they deserved".
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Business majors in college, they don't ques -

tion what they're doing . Technology is at

such a point that it becomes easier and

easier to create a mind-frame in people . So

now, it's a real scary thing for people to
step outside o f the conventions they grew up

with . You're gonna lose all the rewards you
grew up wanting, that trickel down from
a b ove.

MPNR : We've been talking in eeneral terms

here, so far . Are there specific approaches
you advocate? Is punk the hest way to affect
change? or are there other ways to do it? A

lot of hands now urge people to question.

"e've gotten to the stare where a lot of

people are doing that. They'll complain

abut the Republicans and Reagan, and the

Democrats sure aren't coming up with anything

new. So, we all know it's wrong, but now

isn't it time to try the alternative? So,

what is the alternative?

VIC: You have to figure out w hy it's wrong,

first .

	

You have to he able to define the
problem clearly . I think that's the stage
we're at now with the movement . I have a

real problem with people getting caught up
with a movement or group, without knowing

what it ' s really all about . I like the idea
of raising political consciousness, creating

a unified movement, hut am real hesitant in
deciding on what specific lines that movement

should take . Because that means you're going
to have to start excluding people,

	

shaping

people.
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TOP : I don't agree . I think we have to get

out of stressing the individual . You ran on-

ly work together as a group, and you have to

subordinate yourself to that group• You
won ' t he less of a human being .

VTr: I don't disagree with that .

	

The in-

dividual doesn't have power, and has pot to

do things as a group .

	

I lust hope St's a

clear conscious decision one makes. Po the
12 year-old kids in El Salvador running

around with puns know what the hell they're
fighting for?

TPPS X : T'm sure that they don't have a fully

worked-nut political framework . But they
sure as h ell know they can't stand the life

they have now, and a damn good understanding
that things won't chance unless they do what

• they're doing now . I don't think change hap-

pens ' cause all at once everyone understands
everything so well . People shouldn't he led

around by the nose by an orcanzatlon, hut to
• wait around till there is a complete under-

standing by everyone is to wait around
forever .

	

I find t h ings, the way they are

now, quite intolerable . Not that we're all

starving here, but the whole arrangement of

things . what is done to people around the

• world, because that's where the United States

does it "hest" . Anyone who wants to tear it

• down, fine . I'm a communist, hut if an

• anarchist comes along and wants to tear It
down, fine! Obviously, there's a difference

in overall direction . Put like these kids in

Europe, who call themselves anarchists, who
are golne ape-shit in fighting for squatters
rights ; that's fine. There's i spirit of
being intolerant of waiting another day . As

far as hands leading change, or pronosing new
systems, I don't think they can do that . If

individuals from hands do that, ok.

Political art usually falls flat as both art
and politics.

VIC: You know, we're still barbarians - tech -

nological harharians . It's gonna be a long

time before we live in a society where you

don't need a law against murder, because it

would he totally reprehensible to ALL neople.
At this stare now, you have to force people

to he part of the "collective" . I don't feel

that selfishness, greed, and ohstinance are
part of
hnran nature, that t hose things can he

overcome . I don't take a Hobbsian view of
things, but I'm pessimistic about the next
hundred years . People are basicly priori , and

someday will figure out how to be good to
each other.

`1 °.N7 : Is there anything else you want to say

that we haven't covered?

VIC: yes . From what we ' ve been talking

about, it might appear that we're real dog -

matic - that AOF is an intensly political
hand with an intensly political perspective.

Well, that's true, hut there's another half

of the coin which is that what we want to
deal with people on a personal level . When

I'm saying that people are basicly good, I

mean that when I meet them I'm looking for
the poor' qualities In them . We're trying to

communicate that to our songs, like "My
Father's Dreams" on our EP, which Is all

about how your parents try to foster all the

desires and wishes they could never fulfill,

on You, so they can fulfill them through you.

It's personal experience . The point is that
we have built up political philosophies, but

the most important thing is to communicate
with anot her person, and find out what

they're thinking on a personal level, under-
stand t heir feelings, what moves them, what
drives them, what rakes them scream, cry,

etc . I don ' t what to walk into a room and

say, "Are you an anarchist ?? " and say " great,

we're brothers". I want to find out what

you're like before anything . We don't wnat

to deliver political treatises .

	

I admire

some bands who do t h at . There is a need for

that, but it ' s not us . Don't label us

communist, anarchist . As individuals we may

a l l have differing views, but we've found

common ground and t hat's what we're trying to
rornunicate, on a nersonal basis .



CHICAGO SCENE REPORT
Bad News First : TRIAL BY FIRE, an ultra-hot 3

piece hand, has broken up . They were going

to release an album - all that's left to do

is the final mix - but now it's been

scrapped. They feel its not worth releasing,
that it wouldn't get the proper hacking he-

cause they've split up. I'm certain that the

album would have easily been one of the best
records out of the midwest scene . The fan-
zine "Your Flesh" (from Minneapolis) called

TRIAL RY FIPE "Hardcore with

Diversity . . .these guys are OUT FOR BLOOD!"

Resides the heavy, booming bass 6 fantastic
drummer, 2 things really set them apart in my

eves : the vocals (which they shared) - gruff,

and sung (wrenched) from deep in the gut ; and

their live performances . They avoided the
standard rock roses - hut when they clicked

(often) they could )literally rivet your at-

tention with their Intense grimness . They
were one of the most intensely serious hands

i've seen . C'mon, guys, at least put out a

simple!

The NAKE D RAYGUN F. .P ., "Rasement Scream" (12
inch, on Ruthless) should he out in late Feb.
They've been through a few lineup changes

since they started out : they dropped the
synth, switched haststs, and quite recently
added a 2nd guitar/sax player . I think this

is their best lineup yet . Though I didn't

always like them as much as I do now (I was
in a

	

" harder core than

	

thou" phase,

musicwise) . They've become one of my
favorite hands ANYWHERE . In "Ripper" (#5)

chuck of FLACK FLAG describes them best:

"Crazy, lots of noise and wildness . Lots can

and does happen with them . . .hardcore with an
arty edge but not dry ." Categorizing, them is

almost Impossible . They're minimal 6

primitive, with noisy guitars, and drums that

appeal to your most basic instincts . Check

this record out!

ARTICLES OF FAITH have just returned from

their tour . It was cut a little short (they

cancelled L .A ., phoenix, and all of Texas)
due to a cash shortage and their van's

breakdown . Still, it sounds as if it went

pretty good . Their E .P . is getting great
reviews; its great to see them finally get a

little recognition . They really nut a lot of

sweat R passion into their music. They
brought a demo tape of the various Chicao

hands with them on tour, seeking out hackers;
so far, only rumors hut no definite plans.

Some of the hands on the tape so far are:

ANTI-BODIES, JUVENILE DELINQUENTS, NEGATIVE
ELE!WNT, SIX FEET UNDER, RICI!TS OF TILE
ACCUSER, END RESULT, and ARTICLES OF FAITH.

The AN"T-RODIES are a hand that's been play -

ing around a lot lately . They've got a
"classic" punk sound, very hard driving 6

spirited. Their singer's voice is just right

for their style . JUVENILE ^ELINOUENTS are
thrashers,

	

with

	

an enthusiastic

	

female

singer .

	

I hear they are writing all new
material now, and might change their name,

ton . SIX FEET UNDER is hack in action.

They've been throu gh a lot of shit, yet they

persist . They're very volatile & outspoken;
at one point they had a heated argument with

big shot promoter Eric Nihilist . After that,

they did not play any Chicago gigs for about

B months; instead hit a few midwest scenes,

and now they ' re scheduled to play with the

incredible HUSKER DU . They're not a thrash

hand hut play very fast, supercharged

hardcore with an intense singer who is, in a

word, gnarly . Vinyl from them is long over-
due . The upcoming 'MasterTape Part 2" album

should include RICHTS OF THE ACCUSED (don't

call 'em "R .O .T .A."!) and the sparse,

nightmare sounds of END RESULT, who just got

turned down for Version Sound's next tape

project - for being "too negative", "too

depressing " and "sexist " .

	

(Huh?!)

	

Also

being considered for the new "Master Tape " is

NEGATIVE, ELEMENT . They're in the studio

recording their E .P . (for Version Sound)

titled "Yes We Have No Bananas ; " it should

include the smash hits "Anti Pac-Man", "Media
Punk," & (my fave) ' police Beat On Me . " It's

due by the end of January . RIGHTS OF THE

ACCUSED are plotting an EP (Version Sound
being the rumored label) hut nothing definite

yet . '!eanwhile they're ad ding two new tunes

to their sonic set : "I Came To Dance" (about

jocks who slam h start fi ghts) 6 "Mean People

Suck," a disco song(!) Steve is organizing
ANOTINIR tape of most of the Chicago bands,

plus Milwaukee's SACRED ORDER and others.

Serd him a tape and 51 .50, (or just 53 .00) to

Steve Stepe at the address listed for the

Primitive Noize 'tine . Comes with a booklet.

NEW RANDS : ALL these are comprised ENTIRELY

of teenagers . Some have not officially

debuted yet but should soon . All come from

Evanston, (just north of Chicago) 6 a real
hotbet of action, especially of the skinhead

variety . THE DRILL are hootboys who will

debut New Years Eve. I hear they are great

SEISMIC 'AVE - a three-piece hand who are

just beginning to gig .

	

BLOODY *'AILS -

thrashers, I believe . VERBOTEN - Rockish

Punk with a female singer . FATAL ERROR -

From Chicago, still forming.

As you can see, hardcore is FINALLY blossom -

ing here (after too many years of power pop
hands with new wave clothes) without a doubt,
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the main reason for this LATE start is the

fucked-,p club situation here . Up until

about a year ago, minors have not been able

to see any punk shows on a regular basis.

266 Now that punk isn't a fad anymore, the

clubs have been closing left 6 right ; from

six or seven down to the current three . The

hardcore bookings are irregular, and "local "

gigs are fewer & fewer . Therefore, the "big

name" gigs are often the only oportunity for

local

	

hands

	

to

	

get

	

an

	

audience .

SEISMIC WAVES
Unfortunately, only one person seems to he

hooking those shows, a Mr . Eric Nihilist.

That means he calls a lot of the shots around

here . Though he's booked some great hands in
the past, I don't think one person should

control the scene -lust because he's got the
financial backing ; that sucks . Some of the
outstanding area hands that wanted to play

Chicago hut didn't (Eric apparently wasn't
interested) include MAN SIZED ACTION, ZERO

FOYS, CRUCIFUCKS, F. the great DIE KREUZEN.

He's also not committed to doing all ages

shows--he's committed to being a promoter so
he's reluctant to push this unpopular issue

with cluhowners . So the kids (the heart &

future of the scene) are being stifled.

(Almost worse are the stupid people who won't

see a show unless it's the DK's or anyone

English, no matter how had) . It's ironic

that the bars are going under now that there

is a wealth of local talent emerging . There

is good news though, the possibility of two

new alternative venues; one a loft, the other

a hall . It's still tentative, but if they

come through, it would he the single most
positive thing to happen on the scene here.

RANDS! If you're a midwest area hand ready

to play here (or a level-headed national act

interested in promoting the real alternative
scenes, 6 not just making lots of money)

PLEASE write for info .

	

Inquire to : NAKED

RAYCI!N c/o Ruthless Records P .O . Box 145A

Evanston, IL 6(1704 Ox RHnMDA OAKES c/o
ARTICLES OF FAITH 12 5 7 N . Seminary Apt . 2E

Chicago, IL 6°657

Think about it ; bars are a stupid place to
have gigs . Not only are there the stupid

bouncers, ape limits, 6 steep prices, hut the
owners, (who make the most profit) are ex-

ploiting your music for cash ; with very few

exceptions (here in Chicago there was "OZ")
they have nothing in common with the deals

the music trys to promote . WE DON'T NEED

DIEM!!

Sl-ank not slam, li en R.

no More Kkdlst

NEGATIVE LEMENT



Other new hands include noise makers WE'RE

JI'ZIY '(TEA . Including ex-members of L4D,
CN rFSr ROM FRANCE, JOINT CIIIF.FS OF STAFF,
and the 1 O BAND . These revs own Nardi),
Music Pecords . So I expect either record or
tape soon.
Yes it's true the ZERO BOYS have called It

quits after almost 3 years . Tufty, the hass

player, moved to S .F . with TOXIC REASONS.

Although almost totally unknown to anyone
outside the bible belt over the past few
years the state of Indiana has produced some

great hands . From the early days of "Muff
Divin'" with the GIZMOS to "I Wanna Kill My

Mom" with the PANTCS, or real noise hands
like the C!IEESES FROM FRANCE who's rendition
of "Heart of Cold" has got to be the most ob -

noxious recording ever, and the GYNECOLOGISTS
who's first E .P . "Fecies & Phycopaths " is so
sick it could make Tesco Vee toss his
cookies.

Today there are many young hands keeping in
the tradition of scurity . Bands like the
REPELLENTS from Anderson who manage to blend
D .C . style thrash with CRA!'PS style savagery.
These guys shred live . They have the hest
unemployment anthem ever with "TECllnorama":
"Tell me what fun is watching T .P . When I
don't have nothing to eat ." A real harsh
statement coming from neople that live In a
city that has 137 employment (no shit) . The
PC P ELLF':TS are on "the "aster Tape" compile-

tion L .P ., and have plans to release a 6 song
E .P . in February on Affirmation.
Another upcoming hand in the area is KILLING
C"IT .DRE"' . This hand was formed by the
PATT° .̂ ^t5 'bassist Scott Colhurn, and they hail
from Columbus Indiana . Although I haven't
seen these guys live in same time . I was
there when they recorded their new E .P ., and
it sounds great . T think this record should
turn a lot of heads in this direction . Also
to he released in February on Affirmation
TILE ST .A :^IIFS are no more after a final ap -
pearance at a place called the Chase . This
had to he their worst show ever . Sinner Stan
(Cave Prate Jerry) was so drunk he couldn't
strip any of the songs . Tt's a real shame be-
cause the rest of the hand was really tight.
Later that night when the PE PrLLFNTS were
playing Stan managed to throw himself through
a 4xR foot mirror (Srart!' .

RATTPF,FD YOUTH also split up . Steve and Rob
Schick moved to Richmond, VA with family.
It's a shame because they were responsible
for turning alot of local kids on to
hardcore.
The "aster Tape Vol . TI" is well in the

works . Some of the bands that will appear
are SAND IN THE FACE from Pine Brook, N .J .,
"PCItT !'rl'SCH from Mar'ison, l'I, KILLING
C"1T .OPEM from Columbus, IN, THE ANTI-BODIES
from Itasca, IL, SACRED OPPER from Milwaukee,

E^D pr cr'T.T from Chicago, IL and "ALTGNANT
CROITII from Louisville, KY . This should be
out next ' !arch.

t'ell that's all for now. If Your hand is in -
tereste e in playing in Indiana Just give a
call to one o f these neonle : Paul (117)

2 9 3-2635, Jni (317) P44-7164, Scott (P12)
372-4't 91 . All the above deal only with all

age shows.

Last Minute news, looks like THE CHEESES are
hack together, and the CYNECOLOCTSTS will he
going in the studio to record a new single
(look out) .

Paul Mahern

Punk rock riot by

fans of S.F. band

' HANOVER, West Germany tUPU —
About 200 youths threw rocks and bottles at
shop windows and police cars yesterday.
injuring five officers and one youth, In a
protest against police keeping track of punk

. rock fans.
The violence began when the youths.

were refused entry to see the San Francisco
band Dead Kennedys because the club

where they were playing was already full.

Police arrested 12 youths in the violence
that followed a demonstration of about 500
people, at least half of them punk rockers . to
protest "punk files" police have recently
introduced to record information about the
young people.

The violence followed a similar rampage
by about 200 youths in the northern city of
Osnabrueck Friday night, who attacked offi-
cers and patrol cars alter being denied
admission to a rock club.

The local police, overwhelmed by the
youths, were forced to cell in officers from
other towns as reinforcements. There were
no reports of injuries.

Modern Method Records
PRESENTS

A
nri`W

MX
from

GUILTY FACE
available 2,50 Postpaid

Modern Method R.00rdsB60 Newbury st.Boston, MA 02116
Other records available postpaid:
The Freeze "I Hate Tourists" 2.30
"Unsafe At Any Speed" I Band EP 2.50
. .TMs Is Boston Not L.A." 30 song 7 band LP S.
"Guilty Fag" Additional copies 2 .50

DISTRIBUTED BY B .A .D ., D.E.I., IMPORTANT, ROUGH TRADE, ROUNDER, SYSTEMATIC
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Scott (bass , 20 years old (young)

Influences and likes ; M.D .C ., 7 SECONDS,

S .S .DECO"'TROL, GIL SCOTT HERON, CRASS, ZERO

OFFER, J04N LENNON, DISCHARGE, JUVENIL

JUSTICE, JELLO BIAFRA, TIM YOHANNAN, JEFF

BALE, SOCIAL UP'REST, STARVATION ARMY, MINOR

THREAT, TESCO VEE, MOTORHEAD, TIM SCHWARTZ,

MARY, STEVE, DOC, GUS, VICKI, MARK DUBIKI

N .D .C . roadie and my buddy), TAMMY, and

especially my MOM, and anyone else who thinks

that they can give a shit about the

world'!!!!!!!

Here are some thoughts : It's as difficult as

this . Delete all discrimination from society;
keep continuous communication with allies ; be

aware of authority and make sure that all
authority figures are dealt with in a proper

manner ; don't do anything that you don't want

to; you have to he totally committed to a
cause to make it work . The world sucks in

its present state . I'm continually over -
whelmed by what "rich and powerful" fuckers
pet away with and how ignorant he "general
public" is to what their beloved leaders are

doing . Total fucking apathy all around me,
and I swear it's gonna drive me crazy until

"we" wake these people up . PEOPLE HAVE JUST
GOT TO THINK, BUT THAT'S TOO DIFFICULT, I

guess?!!!!!!!! THE WORLD OWES ME A LIVING,

THE FUCKEPS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I LOVE
YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Doc Dart (Vocals) 29 yrs . old

Influences : Ozzie Nelson and others too
numerous to mention.

Violence: It's a byproduct of ignorance-
part of our culture- If we have to have
it for now, it should be redistributed

or better yet, rechanneled.

Capitalism,Military,Patriotism,Nationalism:
Obsolete.

Cops: I bate them-there's no excuse for

them. I'd like to kill more than one.

They won't fucking leave me alone.

Religion: Worse than violence. A stupid way

of coping with fear.

Personal Goals : A new Jonestown for the

rich. A part in a movie based on Green

Acres.
High Unemployment : They wouldn't help the

poor when they had money, so fuck 'em.
They've learned to kiss ass they'll get
by.

Goals in music: None yet.
What do you hate : Almost everything and

everyone, at times . I love my dog
Scirbbles.

Do you consider yourself a radical : Is It
radical to want to live without fear?
and nauseating environment, people and
all?

Detroit?? : Worthless except L-7.

Heroes : Why not? You can get disappointed
but some men are worthy of admiration.

We live our lives from birth by example

don't we? The so-called heroes had ex -
amples to follow as well . How did you
learn language?

Drugs : Stupid but so is life .	 I like beer
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and ciggies and acid and Benzedrine and

mushrooms and THC and mescaline all in

moderation of course! Pot sucks.

Straight Edge : I heard the straight was the

testing ground for the CIA . I didn't

drink beer when I was seventeen either.

Big fucking deal-Nothing better to sing

about? A pompous Marcus Welby Trip.

Go brush your teeth and do commercials
for t .v.

I would like to see a lot more cooperative

action among all people against those who
control, manipulate and kill and torture and

starve and and	

Gus Varner (Guitar . . . new . .)-33 yrs . old

influences : Pink Floyd, Black Flag, Joe

Dart, etc . etc.

Attitude : Close minded people, macho

smashers etc . in a scene is more damaging

than cops . We could change things if we quit
defeating ourselves with negative head sets—
I haven't done much hut I would like to find
people who want to move in a positive

direction . Alot of people are cool but	
I'd like to grow, and see a "movement' arise

from all the cliques . Punk snobs bullies are
no better than fret rats or g-men . I don't

know what to say to those types . . .just wish
they'd wake up. My parents are more suppor -
tive of what I want to do than most of my
peers .

Steve Shelley(Druma) 20 yrs . old

Influences : Gene Autry, Marty Robbins, The

Chipmunks, Beatles, pizza, echo and the

Bunnymen, Killing Joke, disco Scott,

Tim Foljahn, Mike Love, L-7 people in

Midland, Saturday Nite Live, high

school, quadrophenia, Mississippi Fred

McDowell, the Jam.

Art : If you like to hear it or see it, it
could be called art or fun . If it

makes you think also— good . Not ab -
solutely necessary . For example ; emo -
tional music including love, hate,
confusion, and everything.

Violence: avoid if possible.

Government : You can live without the

government . Live without it . Any

Utopia is probably impossible but worth

striving for. Each system will destroy

the one before it-- hut we still have a

system . Maybe they will slowly get
fairer to all people.

Punk rock : If you want punk rock watch t .v.

This is beyond

everything is beyond

Karma : I know this is a stupid sixties term

but usually when I do good things, good

things happen . Everything comes hack

to you .
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Music: Good music can be found in any

genre . . .content and emotion are

priorities.

Religion : must he a very personal thing.
Anyone who claims to know the one way

is lost . All religions have good
points--you learn from any of them— I

still am. I believe in good and evil.
It is hard to separate them at times.

Immediate plans : Hope to he playing out west

this winter . . . we're working on it.

Record out soon??

Change : positively. The hest change is to

get yourself together . Only then can

society get better . Something new hap-

pens every day . . . look for it ..
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Things are bursting all
over---new fanzines in the
collectives shapes of Smash',
suburbanPuny, connect and
Concentration)C1	 potential new
gig venues in the forms of the

	

inside.

Allston Knights of Columbus Hall(site MISSION OF BURMA : The city's best

of the October

	

band as far as I'm concerned, if not

PROLETARIAT/F .U . ' S/JERRYS KIDS /DEEP

	

the best band anywhere . Their first

WOUND big 'un) and the Cambridge

	

album proper, Vs . is out now on

First Congregational Church(locale

	

Ace-of Hearts, and it's an brilliant

for the December

	

display of anger, energy and emotion.

MISFITS/F .U .'s/D.Y.S ./NEGATIVE FX

	

Hopefully they'll be touring the West

bash), plus a new spot rumoured to be coast again soon . . ..

in the works in suburban Brockton.

	

THE PROLETARIAT : an incredibly

Other than those, venues are just

	

exciting band who simultaneously
about non-existent, with the always

	

recall the FALL, KILLING JOKE and
friendly Gallery East having closed

	

first LP GANG OF FOUR . If they sound
some months back, and with most clubs slightly British, that's OK because
refusing to comprimise either their

	

vocalist Richard Brown pulls it off
inflexible tastes or their ridiculous with no hint whatsoever of phonyness.
door policies(20+,, .but skinny tie

	

They're featured on both Modern

"rockers" like BILLY IDOL still have

	

Method sampler, have released one
all-ages gigs) . Notable

	

cassette EP, and are currently

exception--the Channel(25 Necco St .,

	

working on their first LP . They can
617-451-1050, ask for Mark), who have relate to '77 political fervor better
occasionaly tried(and occasionally

	

than anyone else here.
succeeded) in putting on all-ages

	

THE FREEZE : Strong songwriting

shows with decent bills and

	

abilities, not a heck of a lot else
reasonable admission . Other than

	

in terms of originality . They have a

that, Boston is a town with an

	

new EP("Guilty Face") out on Modern

incredibly fast-growing HC audience,

	

Method.
but there's no place to play, nor is

	

THE F .U.'S: Regarded at one time by
there any consistent radio airplay or me as not much than an amusing joke,

the F .U.'S are now terribly strong,
guitar player Steve Grimes suddenly
sounding as loud as he
should've	 they can be heard on
both Modern Method Samplers, the
Master Tape Compilation, and on their
upcoming LP . . ..
JERRYS KIDS : Somebody give them a

MOTOTHEAD being faves) . Emerson

	

gig and then maybe I'll find out for

College's WERS offers a Sunday night

	

sure. Good but nobdoy'll know unless
30-mintue program, but it's pretty

	

they play out more . ..
laughable(eg . records often played at
the wrong speed, the same material
every night . . .) . ..
BANDS : SS DECONTROL : after quickly
selling each and every copy of the
first pressing of The Kids Will Have
their Say(2000), they decided not to
further promote a record they felt t
nave been less than perfect(enter,
:ollector's item status, plus pretty
sigh standards on the part of a
pretty integrity-filled band).
nstead • • i•

	

- -

	

t

NtUA'1'1VK NX : Knocked out of the box
after only 2 gigs(lead vocalist Choke
was injured at a BLACK FLAG/MINOR
THREAT gig on Long Island), FX have
recently returned in triumphant
style . . .Choke looking like an extra
from a lumber jack film . The legend
only grew during their long hiatus,
many think they're the town's best.
More tapes like the new "V .F .W ." and
I'll agree . ..
GANG GREEN : the best band from the
Modern Method records, GANG GREEN
have recently failed to live up to
the promise of their initial buzzsaw
attack . Last few gigs have been
sloppy at best, breakups have been
rumoured(bassist Bill's head
supposedly on the chopping block at
times), with a new record possibly in
the new year . Key word : possibly.
This band is too damn great to
lose . ..
DEEP WOUND: young, loud and snotty
from the Amherst/Northhampton area.
Their horribly raw live cassette is a
true howl	

DANGEROUS BIRDS : great new single
"Alpha Romeo"/"Smile on Your Face"
out now on Propeller, sorta like a
poppier version of the FALL, but much
better than that discription can
imply . ..
KIL SLUG : Unnatural acts with a
stuffed panther . Some people find
this kind of thing amusing ..
SMEGMA & THE NUNS : Mohawks and songs
called "Napalm Sticks To Kids" do not
commitment make.
CHRISTMAS : self-styled,
"avant-garage", always brilliant,
rarely booked by cowardly clubs.
FLIES : Not really a band, but a
one-shot studio-concoction engineered
by Mr. Nat Freedburg, with a blazing
new EP out now on Czech Records . ..
NOVEMBER GROUP : Highly profitable
synth-pop combo whom must rank style
over substance, 'cause either than or
they're stupid and untalented(which
is probably the case?)

NATIVE TQNGUE: Andy Schwartz called
'em a GANG OF FOUR ripoff . I call
'em better than PYLON . MINUTEMEN fans
take a look in here . ..
DEL FUEGOS: grundgeabilly, heavily
lubricated and perfectly growled . . ..
SORRY : ex-MISSION OF BURMA rip-off
teenage combo who now hope to rip-off
BLACK FLAG and the MEKONS at the same
time. Actually quite good.
BEANBAG : Makes THROBBING GRISTLE,
WIRE, the VELVETS and anything else
even remotly "influential" seem
boring . Average age: 167
BOYS LIFE : Better than most jealous
people are willing to admit . New 12"
soon come.
SICK SOCIETY : suburban "hardcore"
band not doing CURE covers . Maybe not
horrible if they ever learn to write
a song.
PEACE LOVING ECOLOGISTS : My own
revolving artsy project, named after
the French Terroist Group that shot a
missile at a nuclear power plant in
the name of ecology . We specialize in
playing a FLIPPER-like noiserush in
front of angry High-School burnout
audiences . Fun.
that's all ; If I forgot something, it
probably didn't deserve to be
mentioned . If anyone wants more info,
a place to play, scene report, or a
copy of my fanzine, write to Gerard
Cosloy, co/CONFLICT, 9 Jefferey RD .,
Wayland MA . 01778(or those of you w/
loads of cash to blow on phone calls
, call *617-358-7065).

peace, love, etc
Gerard

last few months laying low('cept for
gigs with MINOR THREAT in NYC and
NJ), writing new material, enlisting
a second guitar player, and recording
a second album . I'd rather not get
into a discussion of this band's
relative strengths and
weaknesses---because the same points
have been rehashed time and time
again, so let me just say SS
DECONTROL sing about more things than
straight-edge, nor do they
practiseany kind of facsism against
those who disagree with them . They're
an open-minded, concerned bunch who
almost single-handedly got things
going around Boston . As a result,
they also become easy targets for
those who refuse to take a look

press coverage(save for Forced
Exposure or Conflict) . Sole radio
bright spot would have to be WZBC's
Dave Smallee(also vocalist for DYS)
who has 15 minutes on Thursdays and
30 on Fridays with which to spew
forth a pretty impressive variety of
HE . noise, thrash, HM(KISS and

D .Y .S . : My current pick for world
domination . . .new guitar player plus
some great new material . . .no vinyl
yet, so I'm pissed . . .



FUN IN THE SUN

South Africa? It seemed

ru

	

essly turned into killers and
haters.
Yes, South Africa is like many

other states, only one difference
exists there . It is the perpetuation
of the mentality of the colonizer,
the imperialist, the doctrine which
became a political mania under Hitler
and his followers, the myth of the
master race and the inherent genetic
inferiority of "colored" people . It
is that one difference that makes the
South African regime so abhorent and
the focus of so much attention.

I remember my parents telling me careful planning of the authorities,
once how, when they had come to South the camp was

raided and destroyed
Africa as teenagers forty years ago, just as winter set in 1981 . Over
the country was a "paradise on earth" lust0 people were arrested, given a
but had slowly gone downhill over the mock trial, and returned to their
years because those bloody blacks respective "homelands ." Even the
were never satisfied, and continually authorities admitted that most would
wanted more and more . Don't they know
when

	

because it was

	

that

	

or
en they're well off?

	

starve . "Fun in the Sun" was written
Yes, it is sick I know, but that is at that time . A "braaivleis" is the

the

	

legacy of South Africa, the same as a barbeque, and is as much a
twisted

	

distorted

	

minds

	

of part of South African culture as
generations brought up and educated apartheid .

	

A

	

line

	

in

	

a

	

vast
in such a system . The whites- the advertising campaign of the

	

time
masters- educated to be boss, the went-

	

"braaivleis,

	

rugby,

	

sunny
ruler, with easy access to the wealth skies, and Chevrolet . . ."
of the land- the technological rape
of a beautiful country to satisfy the
greed of the few. And the blacks- the

"slaves- un- or undereducated to keep
them ignorant ; the faceless fuel of
the factories and mines. The dog Braaivleis, rugby, sunny skies, and

RIOT SQUAD thrown the occasional bone by its swimming pools
A land of flowing milk and money
Money and power
The power of a gun and stick
The power of the fools
A land of plenty- hate, fear, and war
The master race must have its
sacrifice
But for too many the wounds are still
raw.

Punk in
unlikely.
But it exists . The movement is

small, and non-punks dismiss it . But
its existence is important . The
outspoken political views expressed
on the next pages are r .>re . Most
alternative music in that country
seems to speak a sort of code,
concerned only with jols (parties)
and good times . But keep in mind, the
entire country is ruled through fear.
As one South African friend wrote,

"There is a high degree of apathy and
disinterest, people are paranoid.
Funk was never a real protest in

Braaivleis, rugby, sunny skies, and
big brother
The ever present, all-seeing eye
Playing the game of i-spy
Playing games with people's lives
One step forward, two steps back
Back, back, back to the wilderness

South Africa, because whites didn't

	

and the shack
have much to protest about since they master, a bone like the "homelands ." Back to the starvation, back to the
are unaffected by apartheid ."

	

Statistic- The whites, representing desolation

This

	

disinterest' is a chilling about 16% of the population, have In the camps of no-hope lands.
tribute to a government's ability to laid claim to about 85% of the land,

blind its citizens to the obvious the other part being divided into Braaivleis, rugby, sunny skies, and
through isolation, fear, and apparent "tribal homelands" with each black warfare
luxury

	

tribe having their own piece of land . A war on the border that cannot be
JC, the author if this piece, was In reality, these homelands are no won

the

	

drummer

	

for

	

RIOT SQUAD, a more than large scale concentration Hate in the cities that cannot be
now-defunct punk band

	

which

	

was camps/pools for cheap labor, set in overcome
courageous enough to denounce the the most desolate and underdeveloped The iron fist of destruction
hypocrisy that is South Africa . As an parts of the country . So far, four of It patrols the streets at night
observer

	

wrote, "RIOT SOIJAD were these homelands have

	

been

	

given The numbing grip of the media
lucy,

	

the

	

police

	

did

	

not " independence." All this means is shouts CHANGE, CHANGE, no change
understand what they were on about, that millions of people have been No change, no chance, only bloody,
until they were safe ." JC is now made citizens of these countries, and bloody revolutions.
living in exile outside of South been forcibly dumped there. Those
Africa to avoid service in the army . working in South Africa suddenly find Braaivleis, rugby, sunny skies, and

themselves considered foreign migrant genocide.
laborers,

	

with

	

the

	

threat

	

of
SOUTH AFRICA - What does that name deportation hanging over their heads

mean to you? Gold? Diamonds? if they dare open their mouths in
Sunshine? Cricket? Rugby? Apartheid? defiance. And losing your legal right
Yes, South Africa is like any other to

	

work

	

in

	

South Africa means
country- there are those that rule starving

	

in

	

your

	

resettlement
and those that are ruled . There is camp/homeland, or illegally entering
wealth,

	

luxury,

	

and

	

decadence South Africa and finding work with an
alongside poverty, deprivation, and employer who isn't fussy about whom
starvation . There are millions of they employ . Yes, the "Final
eople exploited to keep the few in Solution" is almost with us again,
uxury and power . There are people (If it's not here already).
ept in ignorance of a better life, Modderdam was a squatter camp in
hielded from those that benefit from the Western Cape . The people there
heir labor by the lines of police had come to find work, and despite
nd

	

army

	

conscripts,

	

carefully large fines imposed on

	

employers
rainwashed

	

at every turn, never caught using illegal labor, most did
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so rigid inside the country that you elitist . The magazines you see are

64 I N SOUTH AFRICA .

	

get very little information .

	

from the artier people, the new
Ds Having travelled

	

outside

	

the wavers, really trendy

	

and

	

upper
country, and gotten information on class . The country doesn't have its
groups that I thought were positive own culture . People latch on

	

to
or encouraging, I would go back to outside movements, whethr it's punk

TO B E PUNK I S TO

		

South Africa and think, "If these or disco . The real hardcore music is
people only knew what was happening not the order of the day . It isn't
out there, it would change their the music that is listened to.
lifestyle and make them more than MRR : But does it exist?
what they are ." But because of the Ds There are a few bands who play

P U T

	

YOUR

	

L I F E

	

censorship,

	

they

	

can't really it, the younger bands, but it isn't
understand what goes on outside . I generally accepted. The RADIO RATS
mean, you can buy a punk record, but who were considered to have punk
the strength of the movement

	

it attitudes in that when they were on
represents is shielded from you .

	

stage they didn't try to please the
Also, you're so overwhelmed with audience . . . that was considered a

your

	

immediate problems that you really punk attitude, and even they
'can't deal with anything further like weren't considered hardcore . I mean,

EDITOR ' S NOTE : Distance, history, and the nuclear problem. Every time you they had a hard look, but they didn't
consciousness

	

separate

	

us

	

50 open your eyes or look out your door, stand on the stage and say, "fuck
completely from South Africa, that it you're

	

confronted

	

with a racial you, fuck you . . ."
is difficult to comprehend what is problem, and it seems to overwhelm MAR : Can the punk bands that do exist
happening in that country . Nhat we people to the point where they're tour?
perceive as a country

	

living

	

a only concerned with survival .

	

B: There's not much room! Basically,
ruthless lie, its inhabitants regard South Africa is like a Kindergarten there's

	

Johannesburg, Durban, and
as home . Ne recently had the for white people . . . you're not Capetown, a range of about :CVO miles.
opportunity to interview two South responsible for your actions . Life is Johannesburg is real conservative,
African exiles now living in Northern so incredibly easy if you're white and Pretoria, which is where all the
California . Ne began by discussing that you have two alternatives . . . government

	

files

	

are,

	

is

	

very
the alternative music scene in the you're either numbed because

	

you Afrikaans. Afrikaans, who are

	

of
country, but this soon developed into don't give a fuck and want to enjoy Dutch ancestry, make up about 60% of
a more general discussion of life in the pleasures, or you're numb because the population

	

and

	

control

	

the
that fear-dominated country . he whole situation is so incredibl government.

• MAR : So the English are actually a
MRRs

	

haveyou been out of

	

minority too?
South Af

Haw
ricla?

long

s About two years .

	

Bs Yes, sort of . And there are a lot
B
MRRs And what is the music scan =

	

of Portuguese who fled Angola and
MRR
like there?

	

Mozambique when those governments
changed.

It's really closed . I can pla
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you a song that speaks out agains

	

the whites there are a lot of
the police, but South African recor•

	

segregated groups . . . the youth are
companies

	

will

	

not

	

produce it,

	

not united, they fight a lot amongst
because it is not in their interest	 °

	

themselves . When you go to parties
The media is tightly controlled . . .

	

fights break out . There's a need to
the TV, the radio, the governmen

	

prove your identity, a need for young
controls

	

them

	

very tightly. Tw•

	

men to be strong and fight . It's
stations operating outside of th=

	

really primitive.
country, in the so-called independen

	

And this is a very important part
areas have been interested in th

	

of the government's policy, divide
records and tapes by bands that woul•

	

and conquer . They've done it with the
normally not get played in Sout

	

blacks as well, because they all come
Africa,

	

playing

	

more

	

political,

	

from

	

different

	

tribes .

	

In

	

the
reggae-oriented 'alternative' music . 'g

	

j

	

e townships
Before that, no bands could make i

	

(where black workers are stored while
by just playing, and those that di •'--'

	

they work in white areas), people
lived on the skids . The political
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a come from all over the country, but
music movement is very small . It' they're st
definitely not featured on the local

	

1941

	

~1981~

	

so it's very
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difficult
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black
radio station .

	

consciousness leaders to get everyone
MRRs Are

	

tapes

	

circulated pain u .

	

to ether.
underground?

	

MAR: Are there changes coming?
Ds There are a few, but the bands D : There are some changes in the f

	

~O
who produce them come from very well music

	

anyway .

	

Clubs

	

open

	

and
to do backgrounds, sort of rebellious flourish, but when they become too
youth .

	

They

	

do

	

have

	

a

	

small Popular the cops jump on them and
following,

	

but

	

they're

	

getting close them down .
~	 w"

	

• '1`# ;t:changed around so much, what with MRR : What kind of clubs? se -
people

	

going

	

into the army and Ds i guess you'd call them decadent

everything . . .

	

night clubs . But they have ate, .s ^
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MRRs It sounds like the army is used following of
people who are more

active,

	

more

	

conscious . . .

	

not
to break up the youth movements . politically active, but trying toBs In a sense, yes . You have to go break the social barriers in the way
in the army for two years right after they live, not getting married, not
school, and they've just upped it so treating blacks like servants.
that you have to go to military camp There are advances on the music
for a certain period every year . level, the pressure is building on
Usually you have to do this on your the government, the tensions

	

are
vacation time. there and people e singing outit
MRRs How do people in South Africa saying there .must

ar
be chang

a
e.
b

It ' s
maintain contact with the outside like anywhere, there are two things
world?

	

happening at the same time :

	

The
Bs You do kind of keep in touch, but government is getting worse and the
it's all very, very far away, and you people

	

are

	

getting

	

better

	

and
are really alienated . There's this stronger.
terrible feeling among South African MRR: But these people can exist only
youth, sort of an inferiority as long as the government allows them
complex . . . that Europe and America to, right?
know better, which is kind of true D: Right . If they get too strong,because there is

	

so much

	

more the government will knock them down.information out here . Censorship Is The

	

music

	

scene

	

is

	

definitely



MRR : The frustrations must really their annual leave from work .

	

construction of nuclear bombs . And
build up .

	

Blacks

	

who

	

sneak

	

into

	

town what's really interesting is that
Bs It's incredible . When you deal illegally live in continual fear, every time there are riots in South
with the government, you are dealing because they have to carry passbooks Africa, they speed up work on the
with very, very, paranoid people . For at all times . A policeman can stop bomb.
one thing, they have no place to go. you at any time and demand your D: It's part of this country ' s Atomic
I mean, their white blood is very passbook . If you don't have it, yod' Weapons Program . Maybe they think
precious to them . They have this go to jail . That's why South Africa South Africa is another nuclear site
genetic thing going just like the has the second highest number of against the Russians.
Nazis .

	

inmates in the world, second only to B : And

	

there are endless lists,.
D: It's

	

very

	

easy

	

to

	

become Russia .

	

something like 600 U .S . companies
intimidated in South Africa. By the

	

Your passbook says who employs you, that invest in South Africa. Every
time I left, I was fearful that and who previously employed you . If company that deals there is aware of
something was going to happen to me you're not employed at the moment, apartheid,

	

but

	

they

	

want their
soon . You live in fear . To stand up you have no right to be there, so factories there because the labor is
and oppose it, to be punk, is to put you're thrown in a police van, taken so

	

cheap, and their profits are
your life on the line. And the more to jail, and shipped back to the higher.
successful

	

you

	

are,

	

the

	

more barren homeland where there is no

	

I was just starting to think . ..
dangerous it will be for you . They work, malnutrition is rife . . . one there is a lot of hope in South
have numerous ways for getting rid of riest termed them 'dumoin

	

rounds .' Africa. And it isn't something I know
you. You can be busted on any charge,

	

INCREASE IN us INVESTMENTS INSOUfHAPRICA

	

much about, but the black movement
terrorism, drugs, anything, and they

	

* * * *

	

has really grown in the last ten
can take you away without formal

	

* * * *

	

siyears. Before, blacks were servile,
charges .

	

There's this fear that

	

* * * *

	

they expected to be inferior . And
people here do not understand. You

	

* * * *

	

that is changing really a lot.
can ask a friend about so and so who * * * *

	

There's not the acceptance any more.
died in prison, and it may be a close

	

There ' s a strong resentment, and a
friend, but they won't want to talk

	

working toward solidarity.
about it . It's nullifying . You don't

	

s286^,, .0

	

On that, it's really positive.
act under fear .

	

Ds It

	

requires that people here
MRR : Can you explain the government's

	

1960	 1975 become aware of what is happening,
homeland strategy?

	

"The United States is South Africa' s Inrysst

	

and make a stand to effect change.
Bs

	

About

	

six

	

years

	

ago,

	

the

	

trading partner, its second largest eswmmis

	

Accept responsibility not only for
government established the Transkei

	

investor,andthesupplierofnearlyoae-iikde(W

	

South Africa, but also for Central
and Bophutatswana which

	

is

	

near

	

overseas credit ." Dick Clark, Chairperson of See-

	

America, and almost every war on the
Johannesburg as black homelands . They

	

committee on African Affairs, Smelt Fore* planet.
did this so they could control the

	

RelatioasCom

	

w

	

sa

	

Bs What a big load!
number of blacks who live near urban	 '9I1i~f~ Ne 1

	

Ds It is, but at least it's acting
white areas. Every black person has a MRR: What can people in the U.S . do semi-appropriately.
homeland, and each of the homelands to support the movement in South MRR : . Do you really see the U.S.
is a

	

barren,

	

infertile,

	

pretty Africa?

	

government doing this?
useless place . If blacks transgress B: First, they must become aware of D: They do seem to be accepting
in any way, they're sent back to the how much your government is involved certain responsibilities, but
homelands . Usually, the women and in dealing with South Africa . America unfortunately it's a responsibility
children live there, and the men under Reagan is now supplying a new for profits, and therefore they send
return three weeks out of the year on com .uter

	

to

	

help

	

th-m

	

in th- arms and ammunition.
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Interviewed Nov . 20th at CBCB by Lyle Hyson

with assistance of ` Paul Prayer & Carly

Sommerstein

Dave Insurgant - Vocals

Al Pike - Baas

Paul - Guitar
Steve W . - Drums

reason ro ro roar:

n ave :

	

It is about how kids are being

brainwashed, from birth on .

	

A reality is

being created, it's brainwash, and that is

what is happening here . You are conditioned

from day one for hot dogs, America, this is
our country, freedom, kill communists.

MRR : Do you think anyone really understood
that?

Dave : I don't think so.

MRR : You help put out "Vegetahle Digest",

and the Anarchy paper, what was your purpose
in doing that?
Pave : To educate . It's geared towards punks
who run around with circled A's and have no
Idea what it is about.

'!RR : What is the anarchistic message that

you are trying to put across?
Pave :

	

It's really hard to define, everyone

has their own personal interpretations, hut
the thing that hol d s it together 1s that

everyone holds onto similar ideas and charac -

teristics and beliefs . It just comes down to
showing no authority over other people.
"!RP : Pn authority? The authority? !'on and
dad authority?
Pave :

	

lust no aut hority, like government,

like presidents, the church.

MRR : Po social system whatsoever?

Dave : Whatever develops.
MRR : Start over all over again and see what

happens?
nave :

	

Start over in your lifetime .

	

Live
your life the way you want to live it.

Al : Anarchy as in self anarchy, no one tell -

ing you what to do.
'fRR : Does that apply to everything else?

Pave : It's just recognizing bullshit.
Al : Realizing it is bullshit.

Dave : Live the way you want to live, recog -

nize the bullshit, and do what you want about
it . I know we are also saying people should
unite, and live peacefully and get together

and not fight.

REAGAN
YOUTH

Obey the truth ...
MRR :

	

Anarchy,
simultaneously.

Dave :

	

Right, and its not a contradiction
like some people think . It's just people
doing what they want to do, and living with

other people who live the same way . Start a

commune if you want, start a revolution if
you want, even though I don't think personal-

ly revolutions are going to be successful he-

cause you are just going to have another
authority taking over.

',PR :

	

Do you associate yourself with any

political groups or organizations?

Dave : Well [here is Afront, which isn't

really an organization, it is a sort of label

in which we can centralize . We are using it,
I don't like using labels, it's a social
group or people who get together and

communicate, through music, literature, art,
anyway they want.

Al : Just for the record, we are not an anar-

people let each ot her do what they want to

en, that is great.
How come you are one of the few hands

that can draw from different cliques?

nave : It is an attitude, not us vs . them.

All these hands with cliques have this big
separatist thing . This hand Is against that
hand, that band against this hand . I might

not like a lot of hands' music, I hate a lot
of hands' music, but I'll still support them

because that Is what they like to do, except
if they're nazis . I'm only going to

criticize a hand, if they say they wanna kick

someone's ass . Music is music, hut hands are

like, we rule, NY rules, Roston rules, DC

rules and this hand rules, that hand rules

-that really pisses me off .

	

What we are

saying is unite, maybe that Is why . It is

not like you should limit yourself, but of

course you have your best friends, the people
you feel close to . If that is a clique, that

is nx, as long as you are not exclusive or

elitists . Elitist in the sense that you are

better than someone else . It is stupid to

think I'm not eonna talk to him, because

they're hard, they're too hard, they're soft,

I'm not going to talk to skinheads, I'm not
gonna hangout with hardcores, mods, or punks,

all t h ese words are stupid, they lust divide

instead of uniting .

	

The people are being

deceived, the kids are being deceived about

the whole theory of divide and conquer.

Because they have you against everyone,

a gainst each other, against women, whites

against blacks, freedom against democracy,

it's all bullshit.
"'.RR : What do you think the difference het -

ween punks and hippies is?

Dave :

	

I'm not really all that sure .

	

I sup

nose it's a di fferent type of music and

hairstyle.

Al : A lot of people like to go against

hippies : "Look at that longhair, let 's beat

the shit out of them!" but those peoplle
never really knew what the hippies were for.
The hippies were for the peace, they were for

that, and people wanna go and hash thier

Fear's in.

rave : You can consider us a hippy hand or a

hardcore hand or a punk hand; labels don't

matter . You have to treat everyone on an in
-div+ dual mdssaee - "RACAr Y"UTI? says this or

REA"AP Y^UT!! says th at - p,n, someone said

snrething specific about something, everyone
is treated individually, it's not dogmatic or

an"thing like that . That is what we are

against.

MRR : What's the deal with your record?

Al : It should he coming out within the next

month or two, possibly before next year.

Paul : it's going to contain "Degenerated",

"Co Nowhere", "Reagan Youth", "Brave New

World" It should he out on Rat Cage.

•!RR : What would you feel if there was a to -

tal commercialization of REAGAN YOUTH with

tee-shirts, buttons, arm-hands, posters,

etc .?
Al : I'd he very upset ; T don't want to see

that.

Paul : I don't know what I'd think.

Al ; I don't want to he a superstar, I just

wanna pet our message across, that's it.

*RR: Is this an anarchy band?

Paul: No, this isn't an anarchy hand . We're

just a rock and roll hand with a political

message.
Al : We don't preach political anarchy, just

self anarchy . We use the political message
just so people (will) keep aware about what

the government is doing.

Paul : We 're just trying to arouse reaction;

we are not tellini anyone what to do . Just chy hand.
trying to keep people aware, through our Dave : We aren't, and then we are . It
sorts . We write our own melodies and the depends on how you term an anarchistic band.

lyrics contain the problems of society and You can term PIL an anarchistic hand, you can
how to cope with it . We are not telling term C°ASS an anarchistic hand, but they

people to do it, hut we just want people toydiffer . They are both anarchistic hands in

listen and to he aware .

	

one way . It is better if you don't label,
1IRR : Al, when you dance, why do you dance and take it for what it is, REAGAN YOUTH . We

against the circle?

	

got a lot of ideas, everyone in the hand has

Al :

	

Because everyone is going around just ideas, these are just my ideas.

like sheep in one direction, and if they see !RP :

	

What do you think of NY and it's

one poor soul really enjoying the hand and "scene?"

then all of a sudden the arm comes out of Al : We are here, we can't go anywhere.

nowhere-ham!-the guy goes 4ogm. Not cool .

	

Dave : I think it is full of shit . I think

IP.'.R : Dave, at the Mudd 8%;04' gig you read a it is cool when you go out and no one fights

assa,,e from "Brave New World", what was your

unity

	

and peace, all



Carly : What happened to your old drummer?
)eter : You can take the boy out of Brooklyn,
ut you can't take the Brooklyn out of the

goy . He didn't want to travel . He's a great
musician hut he wants to fool around, whereas
we have vision and a direction we want to go
in. Patrick is sitting in with us and were
going with Natz (both of the UNDEAD) which we
respect.
Stephan :Unless we slip into his apartment one
nintlt and stick the electrodes on- "You want
to be a FALSE PROPHET, you want to be a FALSE
P ROPHET . . . "
arly : What's it like living on Avenue B?

Steve :

	

(sings) Broken glass everywhere
People pissing on the stairs like they

just don't care
acs in the front room, roaches in the hack

Junkies in the alley with a baseball bat
Peter, Stephan : That's it
Carly : Some of the lyrics to "Good Clean
Fun" are- "Anarchy is not no Rollerderby" How
do you feel when you're playing that and
eople are slamming around?

Stephan : I get a kick out of it, it's funny.
The words "kill kill kill" and "main main
main " are so pronounced you dont hear "brain "
It's not an anti-slam dancin g song, it ' s
anti-mindless violence . A rollerderby is a
niece of entertainment, a put on show . If
the violence is g oing to happen, make it be
real . Something that stirs you.
Steve : Sometimes it really depresses me to
play to people knockino the shit out of each
other, but like today dozens of people were
diving of the stage and that was great . I
love the chaos.
Peter : The thing about violence is,
everybody knows that New York is a violent
place, and living on Ave . B we see it, and we
experience it . When I'm having a fight with
some dru g crazed Sid-clone and then i go in

NEW YORK SCENE REPORTS
^ey, whats going on here-

yeah here's a report of a so-called scene,
'me York Sure we have hands, people, more
or less of a club, may b e even a hanoou t . But

there's no 1minent scene! Well ahvway I hope
you print this . The hest hands (in my
opinion , are THE NI!IILISTICS ( even though
t h ey to from Long Island) and THE lllSr.UIDED.
e nAUT Flow for all I'm concerned . Vinyl has
been coming from N .Y . lately, the hest being
(who else) THE. NTHILISTICS and MISCUIPED.
ADP""ALIN Q .D . are cool, they're from New
Jersey but who cares . So far 2 compillations
have come from N .Y ., "The Pip Anple, Rotten
to the Core" and New York Thrash" cassette
and they both suck! Jav1 Savage from the now
defunct SAVACE CTPCLE Is going to put out a
7" comp . on his own Big City label .

	

This
'ust misfit he it . I think TI!E NIHILISTICS,

P F ACAN YOUTH, UP"A't WASTE are going to he on
it . FAT H EAD SUPUR r IA (the hand I used to he

io a cluo ann a oane s playlno and all these
kids are slamming, it looks like child's
play.
Stephan : We live w/ too much real violence.
This studio was baptized the first night
playin g here by a euv across the street blown
away with twelve of thirteen shots riddled
into his body.
Carly : How do you think the false violence,
the negative violence could be changed?
Peter : Change the pace of the music.
Stephan : The messa ge has to get that it's
for each person to get their own agression
out and gettin g beat up just 'lets you more
frustrated.
Carly : How did you find the Marat/Sade opera
you did today?
Peter :

	

Um, when I was younger, I used to
listen to a lot of different kinds of music
and that was on a Judy Collins record.
Stephan : Oh, you blew it!
Peter : The play is really great, it's about
the Marquis de Sade in a mental asylum with
Jean-Paul Marat (the 16th Century French
revolutionist), I really like the music and
the spirit of it.
Stephan :

	

We want to be the Channel 13 of,
hardcore . (local educational/arts channel)
Peter : The music doesn ' matter, where it ' s
from, as long as it expresses what we want it
to.
Stephan : There will always be people down,
revolution is timeless . I think the feelings
behind it could be easily translated into
something like "Rise Above".
Carly :

	

I like the lines "Were poor . And the
poor stay poor "
Stephan : It could be the bands and the
clubowners . We will never make a dime off
this unless I dye my hair blond and join
MISSING PERSONS . It's just that feeling of
being out down all the time, because punk is
a minority.
Carly : What are some of the things you like
and don't like about punk today?
Steve : There ' s a lot of great hands coming
ut .

	

I think BLACK FLAG and HEART ATTACK

in) might and should pet together for one
last "Till we pet a new bass player " gip sin -
ce Tucky (bass , is going hack to school in
January . Recently the C .K . SUBS played
C .P .-C .P .'s with Tlir `iISCI ' Irvr and were real -
ly mood . Rut of rourse, the N .Y .ers showed
how Anplophilie they are . By crowdine up to
t h e stave for the S!'ES and either going out-
side or In the dressing room with the Limeys.
If the SUBS weren't playing and it was only
THE HTSCUIDFD they would've all been crowded
up front . But since it was a hand from
Enplane, or anywhere other than N .Y ., they
had to show'em how hardcore they are . Well,
as Mike from THE NIHILISTICS put it "The Beat
goes on" . If anyone knows about whats going
on in this beautiful (sic) world it ' s Mike.
''ell, It ' s a short report, hut it says it.

Thanx-
Raw Heartless
(Ex-Fathead Suburbia)

were the first two . Also, kids, fuckups, and
misfits all together, 15 years old or 30, all

of them gettino together toward a common
thin g , to knock down the faceless monster
that ' s trying to squash us . Things I don't
like are the bands with ten songs that sound
the same. A lot of times it's an all-male
thing which I don't like, when you're playing
to fifty guys dancing.
Car l y : There's a lot of sexism.
Stephan : We like girls . We want to be the
Alan Aida of hardcore.
Peter : Put is it really sexism? Is it
anymore sexist than the desire to no play
football, which isn't completely anti-woman,
just pro-male . I don't think it's on a con-
scious level.
Stephan : It's ignorance. What I like is the
enthusiasm. I like it that anyone can be a
star, you ' re only about a foot higher than
everyone else when you play and then after
you're down with everyone. I don't like the
bands that shove a philosophy down peo p le's
throats . Rastafarianism is sexist and racist
and to preach (it) and also preach unity is
as good as having a swastika and an anarchy
symbol next to each other, which gets back to
ignorance.
Peter : I like boom bam boom; you can take
all the philosophy in the world but we all
respond to the enerny and power of the music.
Patrick :

	

The thing that's good is unity.
The thing that's had is labelling.
Carly : What kind of music do you listen to?
Stephan : I listen to anything with words,
with subtle messages . IAN HUNTER, MOTT THE
HOOPLE, PATTI SMITH, LOU REED . To me it's
poetry because it's realistic, somebody cut-
ting through the bullshit . BIAFRA's got some-
thin g to say . Jessie Malin (of HEART ATTACK)
has something to say . Ian Curtis had great
things to say . I also like listening to hor-
ror movie soundtracks- the Exorcist, the
Shining, anything that can creep me out and
get rle in the right mood to write a son g .
Steve :

	

(a la Oscar the Grouch) "I love
trash . .

	

I listen to a lot more rap,
reggae, and funk than everyone else in the
band . JOY DIVISION, PATTI SMITH, SEX
PISTOLS, DOLLS, BLACK FLAG's album is great.
The first side is all anthems and the second
side is really disturbed . You play it when
you're over your friend's house the morning
after and his roomate is passed out on the
floor turning blue . Early STONES, oirlgroup
rock, SAVAGE REPUBLIC, FLIPPER

Peter : I've been listening to THEATRE OF
HATE, WIPERS, BLACK FLAG's "Damage " , BEASTIE
BOYS !
Carly : Any final comments?
Steve : Don ' t take us too seriously.
Stephan : Don ' t listen to a god damn word we
say cause we're . . . FALSE PROPHETS

(sin g s) Sometimes we lie
sometimes we tell the truth.
Most of the time we verbally

masturbate everywhere!

RAT CAGE RECORDS
PR.ES :.NTS

•SAT.NOV20•
MATINEE STARTS ATS'%

BEASTIE BOYS
REAGAN YOUTH
THE YoUN G AND1HE U5ELE55

•SUNNOV2I•
MATINEE STARTS AT ; 30 PM

114W M Otr.,a

MEATPUPPET5
BLO OD CLOT!

V rRONTLINE
CBGB

BOWERY AT ELEECIcE , 	 •N{'

-f;'V Pq'(>P
Prophets reveal all
--MY—Car y —

BAND : Stephan - vocals
Peter - quitar

Patrick - drums
Steve - bass

The FALSE PROPHETS are a New York band with a
istinctive sound and approach . Seeing a

LALSE PROPHETS show is really seeing one -
they emnloy all types of entertaining stage
antics and theatrics, and an intelligence
that elevates them above labels . We did this
interview after an early Dec . matinee at
'BGB's .



NEW YORK - NEW YORK

Yawn. The past couple of months have been

pretty slow. As quickly as the club doors

open to "hardcore" they shut down because of

(heard this before?) violence, or lack of

draw.

CLUB 57, NY's best club, re-opened temporari-

ly with ADRENALIN OD, KRAUT, and EVEN WORSE

now featuring Tim Sommers on bass . The club

then featured a great show with MINOR
THREATS/SS DECONTROL and MDC . MDC shows are

planned, BUT there are rumors about the

clubs' current state of existence (or lack

of).

MY FATHER'S PLACE is not really a "home of
hardcore", but did feature shows irregularly.

The CIRCLE JERKS are playing there soon, but

the club is closing at the end of Dec.

T!1E FILMORE, which featured DISCHARGE,

EFFIGIES, closed for renovations, but will be

reopening . Supposedly it will he turned into

a "major" club . CBGB is still having
matinees on a regular basis . FALSE PROPHETS,

A .O .D ., REAGAN YOUTH have all played.

They're having 3 nights (3 NIGHTS!) of the UK

SUBS in Dec . The BAD BRAINS just played with

DOUBLE-0, and SCREAM. This is supposedly

Darryl's last show.

.FALSE PROPHETS have lost their drummer, MATTY

SUPPERTY to love and Long Island . PATRICK

(ex-UNDEAD)is filling in temporarily.

Well that's that!

	

Lyle

'ew Jersey's theme is to have as much fun as

ossible and to kill the monotony of
uhurbia . This theme is reflected in New

ersev's hands.

he proun I drum for is called ADRENALTN O .D.

'e rive new meaning to the words obnoxious
Ise asses . Our smart mouth sense of humor

hines through songs like " We're Gonna Hijack
he Senior Citizen's Rue", and 'Old People

all Loud". (We have nothing against old
eople, we think everyone should bury one .)

really don't have any strong political

heroes . Besides, when you live in New
ersey, what is there to complain about ex-

ert the smell? We have 2 cuts on the upcom -

np BAD BRAINS compilation, and a 6-song EP
ailed "Let's Barheque with ADRENALIN O .D .",

hich should be out by Christmas '82. lv>

MOURNING NOISE Is a four-piece band from the

Eeltor,

I'm writine to you guys hoping that you 'l l

print this letter, 'cause it's real imnortrnt
to me an d a lot of nv close friends whn gust
hnrnnen to he in ''ew York hardcore h ands.
First off : I want to say that A I.n T of us
kids who are In the New York hardcore scene

are fuc'1ne fed up wit h al l the assholes who

keep on saying how forked the scene is in New
York . There's a couple of us hands here who

are hreaklne our halls - really trying to
make the scene Netter and unite both pun' s
annd skins . Whenever hands or neonle cone in

from out o f state we always try an d make them
feel welcomed . Ye, that's not always the
case though when we go to other scenes . I
just hone that someday instead of all the
different scenes talking a b out how leech that
particular state or scene rules, all t he hids

will just he friends and u nited, instead of
fighting and nutting eac h other down . For
instance on Nov . 2n, I OR2 the BY° In Philly

organized their first pig which took place in
Carden "1 with : WI"oP THPFA' (DC', S .S.
r r rc .'Tn OL (Feston), ACN^STI0 FPn^T ("'1", CnIP
nrATr ( Rh illv', FLAG OF Dc `enCRACY ( rhillv'.
There wasn ' t one fight . Everyone ha d a great
tire, ap d kids from 4 different scenes pot
alone real pool.

MISFITS town of Lodi .

	

They are great

musicians and real cool guys. Mike their

singer is the four time winner of the

Meatloaf look-alike contest . They have only

played twice and have already been gaining

reco gnition .

	

They have a song called

"I'nderpround

	

Zero"

	

onthe

	

Meathouse

coronation.

SUFURBICIDE has a mean thrash and skank

sound . Their lead singer RAVFNK is a maniac

and their newest line-up includes MISFITS

photographer Eerie Von Stelman on drums.

They, too, have a cut on the "eathouse cas -

sette called "Fugitive".

Other great N .J . hands include THY, D('O'^

PATROL, SAND TN FACE, THE FARTHEAnS, AUTISTIC
BE'IAVIOP, and the now defunct NO DRmnCRACY.

Due to the depressing club scene we have at

the time, an organization called the nu
JERSEY ALTFR*ATIVF M1'STC SOCIETY has been

formed . It includes members of AID and CRTP
Dr.STH . They have rented out a big theater in
Newark and are putting on their own shows, in

the vein of E .Y .I.

ore there that makes New Jersey outstanding

is its radio stations . There are many

hardcore and underground college stations

across the state . The hest by far is Unsala

Colleges, WF)IU. Every Thursday night you can

tune Into Pat Duncan's show . Not only is the

maximum Rock-n-Roll show played, hut once a

month Pat has live on the air concerts with

local and nut-of-state hands plavirr in the

studio .

	

-~ --

	

-

The PYn in Philly is t he hest thing that ever

happened to the east coast, and the kids who
are part of it should really he congratulated

for what they are doing.

Another very important point I want to bring
up is this thins about how HARD you can he.

Very recently I told this girl who I was
going with that she wasn't HARD enough to

bane out in the scene . Yo, when I calmed

down an hour later and thought about what I

had said, I felt like such an asshole . The
next day I lost a real cool girlfriend

(Wednesday, AKA Emily), hut gained a lot of

fucking sense . So all you kids out there,

before you go tel l ing someone how HARD they

are or aren't, remember all that really mat -

ters is your attitude and how much you

believe in yourself and the scene.
one last thing : more and more I have seen

girls at hardcore pigs dancing an d even

diving off the stage, side by side with the
guys. That's fuckin great . So, you guys
when you're out there on the floor threshtne

and there's girls out there with you, rive

then sore roar an d let them partici pate too.
And when anybody dives off the stare, yo,

don't he an assholle and move out of the way,

because hitting that floor really S'TCKS.

And one thinr, I 've noticed Is that when

anybody dees hit the floor the kids are help -

ing them up and that's so fuckin cool.

Roston - Hey York - Philly - DC : let's he

friends and cut all the bulls h it, because "NO

0NR PULPS".

-Fay (drummer) AGNOSTIC FRONT, N .Y .C.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THL\G TO MT NEW JERSEY
SL\CE THE DISCOVERY OF BAD ODOR

THE NEW JERSEY
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC SOCIETY

New Jersey hasn't really fallen into the

ranks of the violent scene which is destroy-
Ins many good places . This hopefully will
enable the state to prosper In a healthy way.

As of now, the only violence in the scene are

old ladles chasing us around with brooms.

For more Info on NJ or AnD wrilte:

Dave

	

Scott
25

	

Grant

	

Ave.
Clifton,

	

NJ

	

O7 n ll

Also hands dould send me their tapes and
records for airplay on Pat Duncen's show or

review In ASSASSIN OF YOUTH magazine.

Proudly Presents
A

Hardcore Holiday
Bash

With

THE FL"Sfine osrce
ADRENALIN O.D.

CRIB DEATH & GUESTS

Seas., D. c WO

At The
N .I .V.P. Theater

t3 Elizabeth Ave.
Newark, N.J.

SHOW STARTS AT
&00 P.M.

ardcore has spread like the plague in the

nited States during that past two years, and CLIP OF/TV adds a chance of musical pace.

he greatest thing about it is watch ng a They are the world's first psychedelic,
cene prow . who ever thought that in a state hardcore, heavy metal, surf, srt damage hand.
hat boasts beauty nageants, harheques, and Some of their Bones actually make your ears

horning malls, an innortant scene would he bleed.
rente d .
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Philly rigs), and put on its first show:

rovemher 2O- Puff '?all (Camden, NJ - right

next to Philly).

AGNOSTIC FPn'1T, from NYC, opened and went
through an excellent set, showing much im-

provement and a positive/united attitude.
Their energy and dedication suggest that this

band will he around for a long time.

1'opefully, they will .

end of SSD's van and caused leg and head in -

iurles to Ian (who was walking to SSD's van).
Ian was in pain, but was quickly released

fron the nearby hospital . Their set was

still fantastic and included some very im -
pressive new material.

The next two sets were from local hands who
have renently formed . It was FLAG OF

DR'OCPJICY's first pip, and one of the ear-

liest pigs with CRIB PEAT!! . They were well

recieved and 'both show potential . CRIB DEATH

has recently been responding to a hit of con-

Philly BYO - 11/70/82 - Camden, NJ : MINnR

THREAT/ SS PFC,m1TROL/AGNOSTIC FRONT/CRIB

DEATH/FLAG OF PFMOnRACY

Since the two Punk Festivals that were or -

ganized by SADISTIC F.yPLOITS in late '81,

Philadelphia has had an alternative scene,
completely independant of the big money

clubs . There have been hard times and lost

venues (some due to stupid trashing inside
the halls), but the energy is always there.
Some big shots attempted to monopolize the

alternative gips, which did not help the

scene at all, hut their names mean nothing
around here any more .

MINOR THREAT AT PHILLY BYO GIG
It wAs really sad that Ian and SSD had to go

through all of that shit. There were a few
other incidents in this generally rough and

junkie-plagued area . Fortunately a hiker
group, The Ghetto Riders, were on the same

block, and were not only friendly, but had

done a lot to keep things cooler than it

would have been without t hem. They also got

into the thrashing, in a positive way, and

loved it . The local cops were well-behaved ,,

unlike the notorious Philly cops.

After a rough summer that included a big bust

at an outdoor pip (with AI_'TISTIC BEHAVIOR),
an intense violent attack in a white ghetto

(the DE gig), and confrontations with Jah's

soldiers in BAP BRAINS, a small group of ac -

tive locals had a meeting to begin a Philly

chapter of BYO . In the spirit of unity, we

formed with the hope of finding a permanent

hall, promoting the local scene and hands,

doing rigs with hands from elsewhere, and to
form networks with other punk organizations,

e .g. PYO people to California, REAGAN YOUTH ' s

prolects, and w hoever else Is similarly

active . Philly BYO Is non-profit,

non-hierarchical (yes, organization is pos -
sible without power) and has a variety of
participating members. This includes people

from local zines (Savage Pink, Dle Young,

Anarchy for Punks), and TIC radio (MU - Riot
Show - soon to host Maximum Rock'n'Poll).
Philly BYO recently had a Video Party (of

CRIB DEATH

troversy over a song entitled "I !late Girls".
They feel misinterpreted and have since

clarified that they "do not hate women, just

girls ." You can decide your own conclusion.

It was predictably wild when Boston's SS

PECONTPOL roared through their highly ener -

getic set . They were both positive and sup -

portive when speaking between songs and had

left an unforgettable mark with their first

pip in this area . One of the highlights was
when they were impersonating cops, complete

with flashing lights .

It seems like a consensus that this gig was a

true uplift . The punks from the four cities

rot along fine, as well as punks from the

Albany, North Jersey and other regional

scenes . A hip thank-you is due to the hands
and to everyone who came to the gig and made

it what It was . This marked a turning point
towards a new, forward beginning . Stay tuned
- we'll keep you posted.

-Ronald Thatcher
DC's MINOR THREAT played last and, needless

	

Philly BYO

to say, kept the energy up with their intense

	

P .n .Pox 40101

ultra-thrash set . This was in spite of some

	

Philadelp hla,Pa . 1 0 106

moron who drove high speed on the street, P .S. There is at least one other band also

which the hall was on, and barely missed hit -
ting a skatehoarder, crashed into the front

using the name of CRIB nEAT1I

live reviews, interviews, and pica . A really

good fanzine 75c at

1005StMarysStreetRaleighNC27605 . New Breed;

a big zine from Charlotte . Lots of original
art and pica + reviews . New Breed editor,
Jeff Clayton, is the singer for WORTHLESS
CREED. Haven't heard them yet but I'd like

to . New Breed c/o Jeff Clayton,3135-I

CentralAve .ChaNC 28205 75c . Now I get to

plug my zine Death Skate, art, interviews and

of

	

course

	

skating

	

w/

	

pica,

	

too701

E .WhitakerMillRd . Ra1NC27608 50c oat .

the locals just get organized and put on a
show at the infamous Turner St Party Grounds.

Where many a great party has been had . And

when the local kids ain't on the stage,

they're on the street pulling out their
boards and hitting the many banks, ramps, and

parkinglots . So buy the tape, buy the tines,

and everything will he cool . The END

Errol EngelBrecht
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NO LABELS SINGER WAYNE KERR
The NC scene has definitely picked up over

the summer with lots of new kids and stuff.

As far as clubs go, the Pier sometimes hooks
the local hands but most of the time it's
either schlock rock or arty pop muzak. (Out

of towners visiting call LEE(019)R320R09 for
info on hooking NC) Instead of complainingwe have Southern Lifestyle, lots of record +

	

' -

So here it is, the "N .C . Scene Report " . Wow.

First the Bands ; NO LABELS ; started this sum-

mer with several personnel changes in the

beginning . Hard b fast 6 iota of great

songs . I like 'em. CORROSION OF CONFORMITY;

also started this summer . Great thrash band.

You can tell the DISCHARGE influence, but

lyrics somewhat lack . COLCOR; First lineup

were really, good- great songs + lyrics . New

lineup will have new name . Haven't heard

them lately, but I hear they've improved

alot. NO ROCK STARS broke up; but were a

really good band when they weren't doing

covers . They plan on getting back together

for the No Core Tour at Christmastime. These

four bands are all on the N.C . hardcore com-

pilation tape "No Core " It's $4 pp . Get it

from 1005 St Marys Street, Raleigh, NC27605.

Buy it or else . For you fanzine collectors,



FLORIDA: KEY WEST

ry name is Toledo and I came to R .W . when the

scene was starting . I was hired by VETPO a

power pop hand, as manager in '79. (I for-
merly jammed w/"F.CROS as a guest nuisance and

played in another Ohio hand - DANGLING
APSTRACTIONS) . A K.N . club, Capt . Tony's,
was receptive to new music so METRO became

the house hand and started playing, less pop,
more punk . T quit "F.TRO to start my own band
in 'R1 . Slamfests occurred with alarming
re gularity at Tony's until last month when
the management announced that the only
non- gay/non-Jimmy Buffet club in town didn't

want to scare off tourists . Bands were told
to tone down or play elsewhere . The scene is
small but tight . THE METFROS, my hand, have

a lnval following and although slamming is
har p ed at Fars (and T'!R '!^T°"09 can't play at

the Keys Ccllepe, the Sands, or Capt . Tony's

anymore) there are alot of parties to play.
RNWF had an alternative hour which was run by

?race Youngblood. All of the local punks pot

to guest host the show until the station
fired Pruce and went hip hand format(?!).

Next

	

to go was a local fag mag which

7 received a copy of your first Max R 'n P
zine from Bill who runs Toxic Shock record

store in Pomona with whom I correspond

irregularly,

	

exchanging

	

views,

	

records,
tares, etc .

	

(Quick plug for Bill there!).

Anyway, I was so imnresssed by the quality of

your zine that I just had to write . In
particular, the letters you published showed

that your readers seer to have a very high
level of awareness of what exactly con-

stitutes the "punk" scene, its limitations,

its goals, and especially its political
values . This is in stark contrast to the

naior t ty of "punx " of ry acquaintance here in

Pnrland--most of whom are only interested in

when, say, the next EYPOLITFII (sir` e .p. is

due nut or where the next tin of glue is com-
inp from. There are, of course, some punks

(usually CRASS-influenced , who treat the
whole scene as something more than an excuse

to lump-ue-an?-down and act o bnoxiously, hut
these are, sadly, in the minority . It's fair

to say that, in my exnerience, nrcha'ly 70 -
POP of morn at soy particular pig have never
read a fanzine!

	

An d the 20 -30+ who have

read zines probably do their own anyway!

.Another thing whic h innressed was your ex-

haustive reviews of the British new releases.

The reviewers` showed ^neat insi g ht into the
current !' . 5' . punk scene, as evidenced by the
amount of very incisive remarks made about

suc h lame-brain acts as the EytOLITEO (sic)

named Jon Lutes . Apparently the articles pot

a little too H-C for the magazine who in-

formed us that our column was pre-empted for

advertising. Currently Uncool Wendell

(PPTRROS sax player) is working on a fanzine.

In "iami H-C hands (THE ESSF"TIALS, ABUSERS -

who opened for BLACK FLAG, and assorted

others fluctuating between defunct and active

phases) can he heard at Finders lounge where

a sympathetic owner states, "You punks are

weird hut fun to watch . " The New Wave Lounge

no longer hires hands and bouncers prevent

any enthusiastic dancing . 27 Birds still

hires hards but frowns on slamming . Open

records is now recording local hands and has

a hotline for info on acts at local clubs.

Underground radio is alive in Miami on Monday

nights in a show caled "Radio Free Living

Room" which airs from 12-2 A .M. open records

supports local hands at little or no profit
and they publish a fanzine, Suburban Relapse.

l'ndcrpround press/vinyl is available is Key

West at Car-tunes . (1510 Bertha St)

Later,

scene. Ir your introduction to the U .K.

reviews in R 1 you accuse big of being

"uncritical ". I would go further than

that—1r my estimation, he has totally abused
his privileped position as being the U .K .'s

most widely-read " punt" Journalist by being

downright biase d against some records (CRASS

and their ilk` while being unduly sychoantic

toward any hand featuring a skinhead singer.
For instance, the whole "O1!" category

(formerly "01! 01!"
, was nothin g but a fig-

ment of his own imagination--at least in the

early days (I .e ., lPR0) . Bands which barely

existed, let alone played any pigs, were men -

tioned for months in Snor es on the strength

of a few pips in the East End of London.

This was nothing, short of downright

M1,"IP1'LATION of the power of the press which

he possessed . It was his ver y own Pock an d

Rol l Swindle, and the mass o f new perky

recruits (there being a punk resurgence at

that time` fel l for it immediately--purely
because they did not know any better . Panes

such as the EXPLOITED, 4 SKINS, INFRA-RIO T ,
PnhIs*rq c C0?'A^ g (!'a' Ha! "any people

haven't pot t he iole vet--T 'l l exp l ain l ater'

secured record contracts on the strengt h or a
clutch of music-paper front napes, and so

pained a certain amount of resrecta hility.

Pv sheer "co-incidence " all these hands

signed to SEC"FT Recor ds, a- newly-formed

"independent" financed by a millionaire

bacl-er, and without fail their records were

sure-fire "singles of the week" in Bushell's
columns .

	

In fact it soon hecare pairfelly

obvious that 5FCPFT and Pusbell were somehow

connected--even

	

such ridiculous acts as

P .S . Write the HETEROS (the only hand that
doesn't matter) at P .O . Box 2888, Key West,
1704 0

P .P .S. A new punk record shop, R .P.M., is

opening, soon! It is located at Petronia &
"hitehead in K .W . Open Records address is 401

Progresso "r .,Ft . Lauderdale,Fl 11304 They

have details on punk press/radio in Miami!

T1'TSTFD SI_'TFR received the Pushell

front-page-treatment when they recently had
an L .P. out on--yes . You guessed It, SECRF°
Records . The final straw was the GONADS

episode . The CnNA nt' F .P . "Pure Punk for Row

People " was reviewed in your S l with the

words " VERY clever and VERY funny" . True to
fort", it was released on SECRPT Records.

What your reviewer neglected to mention was

that the GONADS do not exist, have never

playe d a pip . They are, or rather were,
Carry Push ell's 0'." hand--no wonder he men-

tioned them in a lmost every article he wrote

in the preceedtnp 6 months of its release!
Conveniently,

	

and most disturbingly, be

neglected to mention THAT fact in his
articles, though . of course, he adds weight
to the widely-held theory that all music

journalists are frustrated front-men, but I

wonder how many people, after buying that

E .P . in good faith after his countless

recommendations, felt completely let down and

shit-on once they foun d out they were not a

hona-fide group at all . The hapless punks

were the losers in a cruel Sl'IN^LE, HOAX,
i"'Pr of immense proportions perpetuated by

Bushell with the help of SECRFT Records . It

seems to me that Bushell fancied himself as a

Malcolm NcLaren of the RD's but whereas

Mcl.aren ripped off Record Companies (A b M,

F."2, etc . , in a spate of enterprising zeal,

Bushell ripped off the pun ts with the help of

a record company .

	

A subtle and despicable

difference . Yes, the Great Rock and Roll

Swindle continues, and I fee] your readers
ought to know about it.

Anyway', that's enough about 01 , cran . . .now

onto other matters . The PEAT' KFNNFDYS are

nidway thru their U .K . tour as I write this.

I saw them on their second date of the tour

at Sheffield, 50 ri l es away frog ry home

city. Tf von are interested here are my

irnressinrs . ..

Three Hounds to get in was excessive, by com-

parison to usual pip prices here (1 .50 -

.noxv e

	

ennessee	
Home of the 1982

dgrld's Fair, T.V.A ., Clinch River Breeder

, eactor and in the heart of the "Bible Belt"
. Knoxville has a thriving yet totally ig-

ored punk scene centered around a dingy
iker bar called BUNDULLEE'S . Local H .C.

avorites S .T .D . to release a 6 song 12" E .P.

n January. ANGRY YOUTH, Knoxville's first
.C. hand broken up after 1 1/2 years of

eadhanging . Art damage favorites TURBINE 44
.layed their first out-of-town show Oct 22 in'

ashville to a crown of 15 . Remnants of

NCR? YOUTH form different hands - ABSENTEES

F RIGHT GUARD, the 1st H .C . band w/a sax

player . Look for S .T .D ., RIGHT GUARD tour in

Atlanta, Nashville, Akron, Cleveland . and

possibly N .Y . b N .J .

	

n ANGRY YOUTH

i .e ., "U .K . version of the P1.ASNATICS --

Hello, and Greetings from En land! First of(exactly

	

tole! ,	or

	

the BUSINESS

	

i .e .,

all, let me introduce mysetf . .
.my name 1s "Generic ni with a five-year old theme" --

'Dip', and I'm a 22 year old punk living in (spot or again I'd he interested to know

Nottingham, in the Midlands area of England
. how vpr vet your information on the U .K.

I run a fanzine (the only "punk" tine in my scene? Presuna'ly from t h
e capitalist-owned

city) called "The Dawning of a New Error" and music weeklies--' ." .F. and Sounds? In my

have been involved in putting on shows in the opJninn, the writin gs of Carry Pus hell in

city for the bands which I like, and also Sounds have been very damarine to the punk

happen to know personally--like FLUX OF PI NK

INDIANS, RUPINENTAP.Y PENI, and the S1'PHUKANS,

to name a few .

s

't TAL ,y
ein>

(tut sru:es) v.
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2 .5 n ) but having come quite a distance I Daid

up unquestionieply, and besides, the O .K .'s
RAO come a LONG DAY for this tour . The "lace
was already pretty packed with nitre's, an' a
high proportion of "normal" people were in
attendance too--a sure sign that the O .K .'s

had transcended their rrevious "cu l t "
notoriety and now appealed to the average
"Bock/ Kew •¶'ave" fan as well . Naturally these
latter persons kept well away from the stage

front area where a gaggle of young punks and
skins had assembled in expectation.

First un were the MAC MA'JF, a local hand
whose "Sncietv's Reiects" F .P . you've nrohah-
Iv all heard by now . Their stare per formance
was quite frenetic, the singer rushing around

the stage in time honored style ; unfortunate -
ly t1 :e sound was a dirge to my ears--more Oi'
than thrash but neither one nor the other;

they sounded like I,D om 's of other punk hands

In this country--very unimaginative, very

average.
Next up were M .D .C . who I had especially
wanted to see after hearing their mini L .P .,

and liking It a lot . The stunid punks

(average see 13 or so) at the front gave the

hand a hard time at first by spitting at
them, especially the bearded bass player;

(it's kind of like an initiation ceremony

reserved for "foreign" bands, I think, cos
its diced out completely at usual gips).

Anyway, the hand sensibly didn't let it 'af -

fect their excellent rapport with the rest of

the audience and after about 4 or 5 of their
super-fast thrash songs a section of the

stage-front audience were converted, and

started to pogo wildly and a couple of young

skins attempted a few mild stage dives . By

the end of their set the whole of the stage

front crowd were really getting into it,

after taking a while to wake up to the fact
that this was a GOOD "AND they were looking

at . M .D .C. came hack for a couple of

encores, and more people entered the chaos at
the front . Afterwords, people were queing up

to Mw their L . P . from the makeshift

record shop someone had set up in the hal t ,

s" a lot of people must have liken' ' en.

PFTFP, AND TUF TEST TUFF BABTFS were the next

hand . This "funnnv-punk" hand seemed like a
strange addition to the tour because, unlike
the P . v .'s or I .D .C ., they are ANYT1!IN' PVT a

po litical hand--maybe it was planned that

way . Se as to add a hit of humour to an es-
sentially very serious and committed line-up

of hands . Un fortunately, the type of punx
who buy t he T^_ST *CUES' records are not, it

seems, the type who buy O .K .'s records . And
so they were disanpointinr, because with

trite and contrived songs like "loped Lads",

"Pp Yer Rum " , etc ., they are not even funny,

especially when you're sober, and the venue

had no bar . Pest forgotten about.

Finally the DEAD KF.'9'.FDYS took the stage, and
all of a sud den the volume of sound seemed to
surge to twice its former level —it was LOUD!
Total mayhem ensued for t he next 60 or so
minutes, as they raced thru stuff from their
imminently-released new album as we l l as
older materia l . Jelin was his usual
self--making short s peeches on the evils of
Reaeantsm, Facisr, etc ., before the relevant
songs, then launching himself headlerg Into
the stage-front crowd . Towards the end of

their set, Jello became increasinely agitated

about the presence of the police outside the
pis . He seered to he under the impression

that the cons were about to burst Into the

Venue and breakup the pig or something . This
may he something that happens regularly in

San Francisco, etc ., hut here in England it

lust doesn't happen, and they never did, but
it added to the excitement of the final mo -
ments of the gip. A great gip by a great
hand. Come hack soon, D .E .'s'

are called ANTISECT an d I'm sure in about f
months time or so everyone will he saying how
great thes are! I recently organized a rip
for them in my city.

DTSCHAPGF will love ANTISFCT, cos they are

musically in the same high speed thrash
genre, although I believe ANTTSF.CT are more
politically minded than DT .7C'IA"GF because

the' sin e a b out ot her things apart from t h e
horrors of nuclear war, such as the abuse o f

the animals In vivisection experiments, etc.

If any of your readers want a cop" of their

tape they should write to me -PIC/42

Hazelwood Poad/Yottinrham/ N07 5LB/En gland.

I'd be willing to trade the tape for other

(good quality only) live tapes especially

DTSC!IAR'F live In U.S .A . topes o f their

recent tour . So is anyhodv willing to take

me up on this? Also if any hands reading

this want a Fit of publicity In my tine
please write to the some address, and I'd al-

so like to correspon d with any bo d y who can he

bothered to nut pen to paper because i f anyt-

bier is ever coin' to change, we've pot to

communicate!

Thanx for reading this,

Now I'd like to take this opportunity to tell
you about a great new English ban d who not Fesist and Exist!

many people have heard of in the U .K ., and
have no records or anything out yet . They -Dig

T

R

LIVE COMPILATION

PRODUCED BY PAUL RAT

R

OUT MARCH 1-THE GREAT LOST AVENGERS ALBUM,

WHICH INCLUDES THEIR FIRST IMPOSSIBLE-TO-

FIND EP, PLUS UNRELEASED STUDIO AND LIVE

TRACKS .

THE DEFINITIVE HARDCORE COMPILATION

AVAILABLE THROUGH :
IMPORTANT; JEM,
ROUGH TRADE,CITY. HALL

SEND FOR

COMPLETE CATALOGUE
1230 Grant Avenue #110

SAN FRANCIS00. CALIFORNIA 94133
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A TASTE OF STARK REALITY
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Oh Canada / What's wrong with you

You better wake up / now what you gonna do

The big companies / are milking us dry

Our corporation nation / is soon gonna die
And in the capital / they sip on their tea

They care about their paychecks

but not 'bout you and me

Oh Canada / What's wrong with you

You better wake up / now what you conna do

You spent all your money

on a lot of useless toys

You're so fuckin' dumb, you stupid cowboys
You ain't got no jobs / can't pay your rent

And now we're paying interest
on the money we've been lent

Oh Canada / what's wrong with you

You better wake up / now what you gonna do

Subhumans

Canada, the third largest country in the

worl d , has long been overlooked, taken for

granted, and economically, and culturally
dominated by its smaller neighbor, the good

of USA. We thought it was about time to
check out what is happening across that broad
stretch of land, in its punk scenes . In the

early daze of punk, Vancouver came on strong

with D.O .A . and the SUBHUMANS, Toronto had
the VILETONES, but little else was known.

Since many touring bands from the U .S . have

come hack with reports of many up-and-coming

bands and scenes there, we felt it was update

time . What follows is an interview with the

perennial D .O .A ., their asaociate i ex-manager

Ken Lester, an article by Pushead on

Victoria's NEOS, and a scene by scene report
complied by Lisa Smith of Toronto's Rip the

System fanzine . Hopefully, more hands will
consider adding our northern punk brethern to

their tour itineraries . For other info on
where to play there, please see the Tour

On Lake Ontario is situated one of the

largest cities in Canada, Toronto . The scene

in Toronto has been happening for quite a few

years now, so there are mmany established and

new hands expanding their energy across the

city . Most of the hands from '77 and '7R,
such as the VILETONES and the DEMICS have

broken up but there are many hands that have
taken over . YOUTH YOUTH YOUTH is one of my

personal favourites . Their music comes
straight from their heart and into your
bloodstream . Y .Y .Y . (why, why, why) has been
together for a year and a half, supporting

and strengthening the scene . People are at -
tracted by the intense, emotional punch of

the sound and held in mid-thrash by the
lyrics . Brian Taylor discharges the bands

ideas concerning personal hypocrisy, police
domination and basic human emotions .

	

But

they are not a preeaching hand, shoving

political theories down our throats.

Instead, they express their opinions to
digest instead of forcing them only to be

regurgitated. Politically, Y .Y .Y . has formed
ideas towards freedom from the masses, and

personal "anarchism" (in the true sense of

the word - not violence and pillaging).

These ideas are explained in greatter detail
on the pages of Civil Disobedience, a rag put

out by Rob Mallion (the boss of Y .Y .Y .), with

inspiration from the hand and people involved
in the scene . Hopefully, Y .Y .Y . will he

recording their frenzied, but controlled

(most of the time)_sound on vinyl and then
touring soon . Until then you can listen to

them on tape (see review section).

Now, here is some in o on Toronto s of er

worthwhile bands . When you feel it's time to
forget the world and it's problems, when you

need a rite of energized sweat and tension
release, CRONIC SUBMISSION is the band to

see. They have been together for a couple of

months and their music is simple but more
energized than a cockroach after eating

sugar .

	

Most of C .S .'s answer to peoples
ideos ncracies

	

are

	

expressed

	

in

	

their

Canaduh
Every new day / the dollar goes down

The sea's getting blacker
the sky's turning brown

You ain't got no jobs / can't pay your rent

And now we're paying interest
on the money we've been lent

JPTIIN(GORD KEALE,

	

TUART)

Schrik

34 Lonford Cres .

	

i

Agincourt, Ontario N

Bomb Factory

	

E
c/o Scott Tremaine S
167 Blair Road
Cambrid•e, Ont NIS 2J5

Guide in Max .R'n'R #3 . We would also like to

thank neanna of Shrik fanzine for photos, and

Tim of Youth Plague zine for graphics .



extremely hard for C .S . to get gigs as they

are all under sixteen and the drinking age is

nineteen (there are no minor shows except for

the big name hands) . Thanx to the business
minded people in the scene, underage hands

can play and supporters can hangout at an in-
dependant after houts warehouse that doubles

as rehersal space . Out of town hands also

seem to enjoy an underground gig much more

than a constricted club show. From outside
Toronto, loud enough to be heard in the city

is ZERO OPTION. In retrospect to CRONIC
SUBMISSION they present solutions to problems

with a fast grinding, hardcore beat . One of
the older, underground bands still around are

the YOUNG LIONS. Their style is rebel

rock'n'roll with a meaningful, positive

message. The YOUNG LIONS also have a tape
out and contribute to a rag called Rebel

Rock . Oh, yes, also from Ontario are the
FOPCOTTEV REBELS, a satirical punk rock group

with two good albums to their credit.

Montreal

In the French-English metropolis of Montreal

the scene is strong. All of the hands'
lyrics are in English but it is helpful to

know French to communicate with the punx
there, comprende! One hardcore band worth

checking out in Montreal is SCUM . Let me ex-

plain their name, in Montreal the police logo

is the same as SCUM's

C.U .M . are the initials for the police

department, put an "S" in front and you have

SCUM
. No Hope Religion -

Scum
You are loved so they say

	

'̂ C
Rex Humhart you ' re a cunt,

that's what i say
Christian slaves, send me all your money

And you'll he freed until next Sunday

No hope religion, nobody's there

No hope religion, ain't that a scare

Pay and pray to the holy bible

Better buy a gun to

get rid of your troubles
611th raunchy vocals and a screaming guitar,

these guys kill . SCUM are in the process of

recording a single now . Montreal has a great
club called The Hardcore Club, they play good
recorded music throughout the week and live

hands on the weekend . One of the bands I've

seen there are the DISCORDS . They are an

English influenced Of hand with a single out
on their own label . Many of the punx in

Montreal still prefer English music but North
American hardcore is breaking through with

such hands as ALLERGIC . One of the fastest

hardcore bands around and with two guitars,

ALLERGIC wails .

The youthful scene in Winnipeg is like a

breath of fresh air to me . The general atmo -
sphere is positive with many kickass hands
for city of its size . Showing the way

there 1s PERSONALITY CRISIS . After returning
from San Francisco, they broke up for a while

hut are again blasting out noise . Richard

P .C .'s original bass player hack playing

guitar this time . I've heard that they will
soon he going to Vancouver to record . Hope

to hear something from them in the new year.

Another together, aware, band from Winnipeg
is SUDDEN DEATH. With three new members, I

feel they might benefit from a vocalist al-

though their music is powerful and intense as
is . I lust received their new tape which

they recorded live in their basement . Loud

and aggressive are LAST GASP, a fairly new

hand in Winnipeg . Although they are young

(15 through 17) they are tight musically.

With a touch of heavy metal, they screech out
their songs amongst an active stage . LAST

GASP is getting real hot . Also kicking ass

are the STRETCH MARKS, MANIC DEPRESSORS, and

THE UNWANTED . Although I haven't seen them,
the STRETCHERS are supposed to be a

thrashing, trashing, fun hand to see . Also

new are YOUTH WAR (rumored to he the rawest
hand in existence) and SOCIETY'S GRUDGE . The

manager of SUDDEN DEATH, Mike Lambert, also
hooks and helps out of town bands . A really
honest promoter .

	

You can contact him at

(204)943-9276
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Calgary

Amongst he rough rednecks of Calgary, the

punx prove their dedication just by existing.
The city of Calgary is new and modernized but

the general population are extremely old
fashioned with their ideas . Protesting
against these ideas is VILE. A newly formed
all-female band, who break the norm from the

male dominated scene, they are mesmerizing.

VICTIMS, all from different former bands,
have united to form VICTIMS OF A NATION with
Terry Cox from CRUCIAL STEPPERS on drums,
Lillie from STINGGZILLDA on guitar, Scurvy

from the same hand on guitar and Yoda from
SOFUCK YOU on bass . Vocals from the whole
hand knocks down the walls . Fast songs with
great stage moves . With a single out RIOT

303 are the most established band from
Calgary .

	

Although their music is fairly
good, the lyrics tend to confuse me.

JL.

Don't have any first-hand knowledge of the

scene in Vancouver or Victoria, but here ' s

what we've gathered. Vancouver doesn't have

too much in the way of new H .C . hands, but

from Victoria and the interior, there's alot

happening . The NEOS (see separate article)

are young, inventive, and rip . They have I

E .P. out and, another on the way . Also,

SUBURBAN MENACE have great tracks on the
Chainsaw magazine "Annoy your neighbor" com-

pilation cassette . GENTLEMEN OF HORROR,

later becoming DOGS OP WAR, are in limbo, but

have a good E .P . to their credit . NO MEANS

NO, who are more experimental, have 1 45 out,

and more on the way . NO EXIT, one of the
early Vancouver hands, are still around in

some form (JJ of TOXIC REASONS used to drum
for them), and will have a new record too.

o Other hands we've heard of are NEW SOCIETY

o and 134 . Also, methinks the DAYCLOW
ABORTIONS are from Victoria, and their first

• L .P . is a must classic, in the mold of the
ANGRY SAMOANS .
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saints . . .Steve and Savage, through numerous
member charges, Steve's destination was to he

the fastest hand in the world until May 19RI
when a secure line up of Steve-guitar,

Kee-bass, A .C.-drums, started straining the
decibels and hashed out the excitement . In

Feh 1092 the NEOS "End All Discrimination"
F .P . came out, 11 songs of burly electric

skull crushing exhilaration. Through the

help of Tim Y ., Jello, and Rough Trade, the

`TOS were exposed and the first pressing of

the EP quickly sold out. A second pressing
was made . Now work is being done on the NEOS

second FP "Ilaisha Cets The Martian Brain

Squeeze" which is fourteen (count 'em) cuts
of unbelievable speed, faster than the first

FP, should he out sometime in early 1983.

NEOS

	

beliefs

	

range

	

from

	

anti-poison,

anti-racist, anti-war, anti-boredom,

anti-government to think for yourself, he

Yourself . live and in practice sessions, the

^' :OS strength goes into their music . Young
to 18 who live in

	

J--

	

-

	

~~~

	

and vivacious, they take a stand, say their
Victoria, British

	

thoughts, express their aggressions, and
Columbia, Canada, make up what is perhaps the

	

deliver it to the extreme end . So, in the
fastest, most exuberant, teeth gritting out-

	

finale, all energy is drain and the NEOS col-
fit

	

of

	

unhesitant accelleratlon that NEOS RECORDING THEIR GREAT N EW EP lapse to the sweating pavement . A definitely

persists. Welcome to the NEOS, who punch out rlalmtnp to he not new wave, punk or dedicated trio.

tremendous doses of manifesting opinions hardcore, not a label . . .refer to us by our
written ohstrperously vital and exploding in- name, THE NEOS release unrelenting energy,

to invincible statements crashing down on so- sometimes uncontrollable, always frantic,

cial pillories! manic thrusts of clamorous fury and power.

Split second velocity flails to the boiling
point abrasive lashings that bulldoze insis -
tent ebullition upon the cranium . The songs

are sung and written by each member of the

hand, doubling occasionally in a florid fren -
zy of chaotic mayhem.

******skfifislc*
N E 0 :. ..I'm sick of this plastic youth rebellion

crap . . .Ah yes youth rebellion, hey I mean

everyone knows that that means getting wasted

every weekend, fucking anything that moves

for the wild thrills, and listening to the

wild 1960's-70's Geritol bands that constant-

ly fill the top ten (obvious proof that
they're still the hest hands on earth)
right? . . .Fuck no! Fools . . . You're everything

your parents, peers and media friends want
you to he . How different are they from those
they rebel against? No different . Everyone

grows up to live for themselves, a nice job,
a nice wife, (hut she's gotta he stupid
enough so that she'll believe you and

wouldn't ever believe those nasty rumors

about you) . . . Fuck off!" -Steve/June 1082

ce is ignorant/and you're the only

cause ./ y ou ' ve got a fist, you've got a

i'nife/nn a Saturday night you've got to
fight/you want the power, you've got the

cock/90 glory in pain, but you're too weak to

stop./You've got the power, you've got a

bomb/and a world full of innocents to drop it

on ./ Blood splattered brains, death screams,

burning flesh, stink/tf you've got a mind,

then use it and think!"

Three young mates ages 16

the sheltered town of

DESTRUCT : "You've got a mouth, you've got a
heart/using no reason to reason a reason to

start/if you've got a label, or if you've got

a name/you'll use it to give the innocent
hlame ./Blind

	

ignorance,

	

breed

	

blind

OUTFRWORLD : "Went hack; nothing

changed/everyone looked and acted the same/I
don't care; I never did care/I don't want

that other world/ just keep it off my
mind/it's lust a dead loss ."

L
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y through the radio an concerts,

	

a . w t>_.. rL ... __come to lis-

ten to ideas and participate in a certain way
of viewing the world . I feel pretty strongly

about that and that's why I have always been

interested in D .O .A . Like when D .O .A . first

started, I guess it was late '77 and it
wasn't called D .O .A . it was called the SKULLS

at the time, and it was almost the band that
it is now. It was Wimpy, Dimwit, and Joe

playing all the same instruments, the only
addition is Dave who's an extra guitar . The

original guitarist is playing with some hands

in England . So it's almost like old times

again, with everybody playing together . When

I first saw them I was just totally knocked

out . Here were some people with energy and

something to say and doing shows all be
themselves, they used to put on their own

gigs, that ofcourse was the only thing they

could do at the time . It seemed as if there

was no room for this kind of music, everyth -

ing had been homogenized and sanitized, all

neatly packaged. It was the "ME" generation.

People's attitudes were like "Oh, look at all

the trouble we had in the sixties, it's all

over how and we have a new understanding " .

Alot of people ofcourse knew that this was

all bullshit, and all of a sudden here were
some young people who just came out and

called bullshit "bullshit" . I was really ex-

cited and I just got involved from that point

on . I got directly involved with D .O .A.

throgh Rock Against Racism. I had gone to

the very first R .A .R . concert that was held

in Chicago and D.O .A . had played that and I

just sort of met them there and we went up to

New York together to terrorize the people
there . It was real fun, at the time the DEAD
KE`INEDYS were on tour there, as were the

DILS, and they all played there at the same

time, N.Y. didn't know what hit them . It was

really an interesting confluence of people d

we had a really good time . I think that it

really helped solidify the relationships bet -

ween west coast bands . Since then it seems

that west couast bands help each other out

more and there is a little more of a coopera -

tive spirit, whereas if you go elsewhere it

appears as if there is slot more rivalry
amongst different hands in a sort of tradi -

tional music sense.

days of the Punk scene haven't you?

KL: Well, yeah, I guess you can say that . I

can actually claim to have seen the SEX
PISTOLS I suppose a lot of people in San

Francisco probably can too, but in other

areas people were not as fortunate . . I
remember coming into S .F . just to see that

show. I was really happy when they broke up,
cause they really made a point about

everything.

MRR : You were living in Vancouver when the

scene there gave birth, right?

KL: Yeah, I've always been into this kind of
music . I mean, I remember listening to the

MC5 when they were around. In fact, I ac-

tually had seen them play in S .F . at the
Straight Theater when they were playing gigs.
Then in the late seventies I got into the

RAMONES and slot of the New York bands, the
DOLLS and stuff like that . Soon after that I

began to hear about all the British bands,

through the music press and just the general
publicity that the PISTOLS and bands like

them were generating . As soon as their

records were available I just picked them up.

MRR: So, you have always been into politi-

cally oriented kind of music?

KL : I guess you can say that . I don't know,

I just liked the music . I've always thought
that music is a way to communicate ideas, and

in the sixties I saw how music from fairly

straight sources like the BEATLES and the

STONES could actually get a message across to

people and directly relate to their lives.

Through the San Francisco late sixties scene,

like COUNTRY JOE AND THE FISH, BIG BROTHER

AND THE HOLDING CO ., you could gee how it had
a social significance . It had a way of join -

ing people together and helping them express

the ideas of their culture . I have always

seen music in that sort of way . It's one may
in which you can communicate directly with

people . It's not like handing out a leaflet

to them, or creating something on television.
People on a day to day or week to week basis,

MRR :

	

Do you still think that

right now?

KL : It's hard to say. There are two levels

of things happening from my point of view.

You have your headline bands who have been
around for a while & they have to look at the

economic and business aspects of what they

doing and are they have to be kind of careful

of what they are doing . I think people are

'not too had when it comes to support . We are

in a specialized situation. I don't know

what the support is like for younger bands.

D .O .A . always tries to play with hands from

the local community where we are playing . If

a hand comes up to us and says they are real-

ly good or just says " give us a chance " , you

know we'll try to put on as many people as we

possibly can . At the same time, though one

has to realize that many bands really aren't
very good and everybody wants to get on, so

h_ .e rn balance it out and fimure out how.

holds true

I



its going to be a good show from the
standpoint of business, as well as an enter -

tainment point of view . When you start get-
ting up into DK's, BLACK FLAG, sort of

strata, at a point where people are paying
them lots of money, plus ticket prices are

going way up, the bands have to put on a cer-

tain kind of show, otherwise people are going
to feel cheated. And in fact they are if a

performer just gets up there and wanks off
for an hour, not really giving people their

moneys worth . We have found ourselves in

that position alot of times, most recently
when we had played in southern California and

we found that the promoters down there are

alot more crooked than the promoters up here.

I'm sure that everybody hates the promoters

up here pretty much but by and large we find

that they are better than promoters in slot

of other places, like the east coast and

southern California . We had gotten into a

situation where we were added on to a bill
and the ticket price was like 6 .50 and there

were 150 people who we believe came explicit -
ly to see us and there were only about 250

people there so the promoter said well you

guys just shouldn't play and I wont pay you.
This was because the guy, after he had
finished paying all of his expenses, didn't

have any money left . So we found ourselves

playing for nothing, since these people had

already payed to see us and we felt if we did
otherwise we would be cheating them.

MRR : There is a delicate balance between

ethics and business sense . D .O .A . has been

known for its support of local scenes but

there was one incident about a year ago which

some people view as a transgression . That
was when D .O .A . played for Bill Graham at

the Old Waldorf . Do you view that act as a

mistake, or was that part of this balancing
act?

KL: We talked about this a great deal . We

felt that we wanted to play for the people
who would come to see us in that type of a
venue . We don't just want to play for one
type of people who are already in agreement

with us, so to speak . We wanted to take what

we were doing out to that kind of an

audience . It was quite a different audience
from the kind we would get at the On Broadway

or Elite Club . Actually, we got ourselves in-

to more trouble because of that Graham gig,
because we also played a gig at the Sound of

Music the night after and the people over at
Graham's organization got quite freaked out

about this since they wanted to make as such

money as they could off of us and they felt

it cut into their draw the night before . I
think -lust because you play a place like that

doesn't mean that you abandon all hope and

all principles .

MRR : You don't feel it 'a a contradiction'

KL : I mean, it would be a contradiction if

alot of these hands that have become
successful, only played to thousands of

people at a time, like the audience at a show
D .O .A . played at California Hall with
Siouxsie and the Banshies, also a Bill Graham

deal . What happens is that alot of these

hands have abandoned their roots, so to
speak . All of the sudden, they are going
"Holy fuck, we can play to a few thousand

people " and then they go "Well, we were Punk

Rockers once and that was because we couldn't

play our instruments but now we are actually

quite good and want this refined audience, we

don't

	

want

	

people

	

spitting

	

on

us	 hla,hla,hla . . ." It seems like there

is a real trend in that, I read all these in -

terviews and all these people wouldn't even

he around to be playing the music if it
wasn't for all the stuff that happened to

them through the Punk era . Instead of just

saying that they are doing something dif-

.erent now, that they are trying to push cer -

tain different ideas, they seem like they
have to totally abandon or contradict what

they were doing In the past . In my opinion,

you have got to play for people and you have

got to play where it is possible to play . In

alot of communities the only clubs that are

available to play in are the ones that are

controlled basically by the local music mafia

or whatever .

	

So you have to decide, "o .k.

are we or are we not :•in

	

to ' la

	

in

Philadelphia?" If you decide you are not

going to play there because the promoter

there is a rip-off artist and they control

the music scene, then all that means is that

you are just not going to play to any people

in that area . You're not doing any harm to

the promoter, you're only not making yourself
accessable . Vancouver is kind of like that

to a certain degree . Every band that comes

into town plays a place called the Commodore

Ballroom, which is controlled by Peri-Scope,
the Bill Graham-like organization in
Vancouver . It is the best place up there to

play, and the wouldn't let Punks play there

for the longest time, huteventually we got
them to put us and the OK's on . It was a

really good show, totally sold ' out, and it
shot the shit out of the opinions that no one

wanted to see Punk music . That changed

things in Vancouver a bit . It made it pos -

sible for hands to play a lot more places,
since the place didn't get destroyed, it was

just a really good show . I think its really
strange that a lot of people are down on the

likes of folks like Dirk Dirksen at the On

Broadway. I mean, he has always given us a

place to play . I'm sure all promoters have

their little scams going but the place is

here and the people running it are human

DIOTA. TRADMoN

beings and they have always treated us like

human beings, so we always try to give places

like this a certain amount of gigs to support

them. I mean like Reno, we always play there
and we always lose money when we play there

(especially when we hit the casinos), but

there is a really cool scene there and the
people are really fun to be with, so that's

why we do it.

MRR: What's the song "Kenny Blister" about?

KL: Uh,oh. Actually there is a much longer

version of that song that, for the record, I

can't say I condone . I think it's a funny

song, the song is a joke on my name

obviously, and the band was fooling around in

the studio they started thinking of what the
vilest stuff they sing about would be, and

that's how that came about . I thought it was

rather tasteless and really didn't seem to
make any kind of a point and I really didn't
want to see anything like go down just for

the sake of posterity . If people want to
hear the whole song, they shoiuld demand it
at

	

concerts .

	

Actually,

	

it

	

is

	

a bit
humourous.

MRR : There have been personnel changes in
D .O .A ., and the last time I had seen the band
it seemed as if it had lost some of its

original intensity or power. Do you share

the view or do you think that's a temporary
thing until each of the band members gets
used to the set-up?

KL : Well, the gig that you saw was the first

time the hand had played like that in that
form . I think they have improved a whole lot

since then . There were like ten shows bet -

ween that first time we played around here

and the most recent show which I felt was

really hot, the one with BLACK FLAG. It

feels like things are coming together really

well . The way I look at it is you are either
D .O .A . or you are somebody else . The thing

is all of the people who are in the band now

are different kinds of people but they share

the same kind of intensity . I believe that
comes through most the the time-things change

I suppose, Bisquits was a really important
aspect of the band . He was pretty powerful
but Dimwit is his brother who's now drumming

for the hand, and he taught Chuck how to
play . D.O .A . has been fortunate to find some
pretty good musicians . For example, I think
the hand has really expanded its songwriting

capabilities with Wimpy joining the band.

They are much more interested in putting out
newer stuff because D .O .A., with, say Randy
and Chuck in the band, was really only Chuck

maybe writing one or two songs and mostly

Joey handling the rest . Plus the band hardly

ever practiced then, whereas, now they are

more interested in a lot of different
aspects. We will probably get criticized for
that to a certain degree but I think if

people examine it they will notice it's still

pretty strong music.

MRP : Are you still optimistic about the pos -

sibilities of Punk music? Do you still think
there is a force behind it?

KL: I dont see how there couldn't be . I
mean, I can't see what the alternative is.

Everywhere we have gone things ebb and flow.

Like right now it's a little hit of a

depressing time for people playiing intense

kind of music like we are, but I have already

been through that two or three times already
in the last 3 1/2 years . Wherever you go it

goes up and down like that, at one point

people may go, "Ah, nobody wants to hear this

shit anymore!" and then six months later,

you've got a couple thousand people coming to

your shows .



TV
rult)f10PM ® ® ® NEWS

0 QUINCY
After a boy is murdered at a nightclub,
Quincy (Jack Klugman) claims punk
rock was a contributing factor . Emily:
Anita Gillette. Asten : John S. Ragin.
Monahan : Garry Walberg . (60 min .)

Guest Cast
Abbey	 Melora Hardin
Mrs. Gavin	 Barbara Cason
Molly	 Karlene Crockett
Kip	 Kelly Ward
Fly Fester	 Richard Dano
Zach	 Dennis Madalone

" GUNS DON ' T KILL PEOPLE,

SONGS DO" by Tim Tonooka

You may remember hack on December 1st the
"Quincy" TV show had their punk episode . By

now we have come to expect very little from
TV coverage of punk, and this show provided

no surprises .

lates a stage dive and knocks themself uncon-

scious on the floor, several people always

come to help . And the idea of somebody going

to a punk show and getting completely spaced
out by the music so thay lose all control and
kill someone in a homicidal frenzy, is just

too ridiculous to take seriously.

-killing in part to punk rock: "All I know is

that whoever killed that boy was listening to

words that LITERALLY cried out for murder . "

The next morning the city is shocked by the

newspaper article "Coroner Quincy Says Punk

Rock Contributed To Teen's Death ."

The controversial topic is picked up by the

local TV talk show, where Quincy, Dr.
Hanover, and a hunch of "punkers " appear in a

sort of reenactment of the Donahue show on

punk. Dr. Hanover presents the Serena Dank
viewpoint of how punk is a danger to today's

youth because of its "relentless negativity "

with no positive asnect . Then they let the

kids reply with the punk viewpoint, hut
they're presented in such a way that it's ob-

vious to the viewer that they're irrational.
Their punk characters appear to have been

patterned after the kids interviewed in the
"Decline" movie, there's the same air-headed

lack of intelligence .

Maybe if that Quincy episode was being made
about 13 years ago, it could have been a
dramatization of the rock'n'roll stabbing
death at Altamont . Put I thought Quincy said

that those young people hack then took a con -

structive approach . Somehow that's not the

way the establishment saw it in the heyday of

the sixties when drugs, riots and bombings
were making the headlines . I guess now that

the sixties rebels have melloed out and as -

similated into the middle class life we can

look back on it all with rose colored

palsses.

To summarize it briefly, the program opens up

at the punk club, where a hand called Mayhem

is playing . The singer looks something like

the misfits, the rest of the hand looks like

Fear. And the music sounds maybe like Fear,

but more like Rocky Horror . Out on the dan -

cefloor a bunch of Rocky Horror rejects are
colliding with each other in a human demoli -

tion derby .

But the talk show host is still shocked by

Ouincv ' s analysis of the murder : "Now you're

not really saying that music can KILL are

you?" nuincy replies, "Yes, I am . I believe

that the music I heard is a killer . It's a

killer of hope . It's a killer of s p irit.

The music I heard said that life was cheap,

Too had they couldn't use some of that

perspective to see the positive side of punk.

Like in Minneapolis, hardcore punk hands are

doing a series of benefits for senior

citizens, at a club called the Upper Deck.

As Fred Gartder, who hooks the shows, says,

"The stereotype, created by the media, of the

punks is that they are wild, vicious, and

destructive . The fact that they are

thoughtful, intelligent, caring people is
never presented ."

The viewer's attention is focused on a hunch
of kids sitting off to the side . This one

guy Bets up after awhile and heads out for
the dancefloor, announcing to his friends,

"Patch This, you're gonna see some REAL

slameancing . "

and that murder and suicide was okay ." And

Quincy goes on to chastise the "punkers " for

their negativity : "You know, not so many

years ago, there was a generation of young
people, who were as mad as you are about the

world, only they WORKED their tails off to
change it . Trying ro end a war they didn't

believe in . Trying to correct the injustices

they saw . Rut all you do is gripe . Has it
ever occurred to you to do something else
with your anger besides venting It?"

But he doesn't make out very well . He gets

kic t ed and tossed around, eventually winding

up lying on the floor where he gets trampled

on by all the violence-crazed "punkers . " The

camera angles swirl around into a chaotic
nightmare that gets worse and worse until we

fade out to the office of coroner Quincy,

where the young punk lies dead on the autopsy

table, the victim of an icepick In the neck .

The Quincy episode and other recent anti-punk

media coverage has reinforced the public's
hostility towards punk . Not only that, but
they suggest ways of dealing with the
" problem" . like in nuincv, to track down a

suspect, the police force the owner of the
punk club to fingerprint the kids by

threatening to close down his club if he

doesn't cooperate . In less than one minute

of dialogue, any ethical questions are quick-

ly dismissed, and a tactic for police control

is offered.

The show goes on to a predictable TV story

ending, with the girl reunited with her

mother for "a fresh new start ." But what we

have to deal with Is the way that punks are
portrayed to the general public . And that is

as insecure, confused young kids caught up In

a movement that , is completely nihilistic,

with no hope or positive way of dealing with
the world .

	

They say that punk encourages

mind l ess violence . They say that punks

engage in se'f-mutilation carving R's in

their arms and things like that, and are on a
road that leads only to self destruction.
The songs that they presented on the show as

being typical punk anthems have lyrics like

"So cut your wrists and let your li c e go down

the drain ."

Put as ouincy says, "Why would anybody want

to listen to music that makes you hate when

you could listen to music that makes you

love . " And he cites as examples Tommy

Dorsey, Benny Goodman, and Glen Miller . Too

had their hip hand music couldn ' t generate

enough love to keep Glen Miller from being

killed in World War II.
The rest of the story revolves around whether

or not the girlfriend of the dead punk will

have her life ruined as well by this punk

rock menace . Nine minutes into the show we

meet a glamorized version of Serena Dank : a

psychologist named Dr . Emily Hanover who

counsels the parents of these "punkers". She

describes the problem facing this girl's
mother with melodramatic seriousness :

One thing that hugs me is the fact that some

people within the L .A . punk scene knew about

the Quincy episode before it even went Into

production . Considering our experience with

the "CHiPs " show, some concern was in order,

and if enough of it had been expressed to NBC
before the show was produced, maybe the out-

come would have been different . But in het-

ween all the punk caricatures, it was ap -

parent that part of the crowd in the show

consisted of people from within the actual

nunk scene who were paid as extras . I would

like to believe that at least the people who

read this nag would have more strength of

conviction than to sell out their scene for a

few quick bucks . It's easy to talk about

taking a stand about the system . I'd like to

see more people actually live up to those
ideals when confronted with a situation like

this.

We've seen punk depicted on TV like this

before, as on "CHiPs, " hut what makes the
Quincy episode different Is that this Is a

show which has a reputation within the enter -

tainment industry for technical accuracy.
The show is praised for its attention to
detail . One prime time variety program

showed how the coroner's lab In Quincy has

all the latest medical equipment and how they

consult medical experts to insure accuracy.
Examples are cited like how after one Quincy

show about Tourette's Syndrome, three people

watching it recognized the symptoms as
previously unidentified problems they'd been

having, and were able to go and seek

treatment . So the program has much more

credibility than most shows, and the general
public watching the punk episode would be

very inclined to believe it was factual.

i'A"OVER : She comes home, and she finds her

daughter burning cigarette holes in her arm,
shredding her clothes to BITS, taking PILLS,
and locking herself in her room listening to
that VTOLR!TC° oriented punk rock music that

does nothing but reinforce all those had

feelings.

oUINCY : Emily, you're not blaming what hap -

pened to that girl on `+USIC?

HANOVER : Don't underestimate this particular

kind of music, Quince! You tell a kid, a
vulnerable kid, OVER and OVER again that LIFE

isn't worth living, that VTOLPNCE is Its own
reward, and you add to it the kind of inten-

sity that this music has, and you just might

convince her.

OUINCY: Sometimes I see these kids on the
street, I never give them a second thought.
I thought it was just another silly fad,
something that would be blown away by the
next wind . I never thought it went DEEPER.

HANOVER: Silly fad, huh? Let me take you
down to one of t hese clubs . YOU'VE got to
see it with your OWN eyes to believe it,
Quince . r i ve seen children some off that

dancefloor with CRUSHED ribs, and BLOODY

faces, like soldiers fighting some kind of

T`TSANE war .

They don't realize how twisted and slanted

the media coverage of punk has been . For
example, just the word "punkers" that they're
always using, it's equivalent to calling

black people " niggers . " Which just goes to

show how the newsmedia can bias the public
against something while passing it off as ob -

jective journalism.

Convinced by his friend Dr . Hanover, Quincy

files h is coroner's report . attributing the

To us, the distortion is obvious. Nobody

ever gets trampled on t he floor at a punk

show. Once in awhile when someone miscalcu -
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Peter Urban

TOIJR`EAPON
The change of leadership in the Soviet Union

has been a puzzle since the first ¢rasping to

replace Lenin . There is no formula, no es-

tahlis h ed pattern for succession, and secrecy

around the internal political workings of the

Soviets has left Westerners anxiously noting
who sat next to whom at the opera to try and

figure out who is on top at any given time.

In the early b o's, the term "U .S .S .R ., Inc ."

was coined to demonstrate that this chaotic

Dower struggle most closely resembled the in-
ternal workings, not of countries, but of

corporations . What could he more perfect to

describe a "State-capitalist " country?

Forget what You've been told all your life,
there is no communism, socialism, or workers'

control in the Soviet Union . What there Is

is capialism, without capitalists . Yes, for-

Pet all about the "new bourgeoisie " of the

Soviet leadership too . They don't own a

thing, no farms, no factories, and not a

share- of stock .

	

They are the well-paid

managers of a compeny whose total assets are

owned by the state .

	

As is the case with

other corporate officers, the struggle is for

power and the perks that come with it.

Leonid Rreshnev is dead, and Andropov is now

the head of the Secretariat of the Party, the

most powerful position in the Soviet Union,

but the story oesn't end there. If Andropov
wants to keep his position, he has to fend

off a number of enemies in the leadership,
fill key positions with his supporters and
clients, etc . In the Soviet Union, getting
to the top is only part of the battle ; stay-
ing there can he much harder.

Andropov Is being heralded in the West as a
"liberal" . Seemingly the only reason for

this is that he voted in the Politburo

against the invasion of Afghanistan . The
rest of his record makes him look like a very

hard-liner indeed. In the 50's, he personal -

ly oversaw the crushing of the Hungarian

revolt, which might give some idea of where

he stands on Poland today . He was the head

of the R .C .B ., and understands very well the

crushing of dissent in the Soviet Union . In

brief, the Urban analysis says no major chan -

ge in Soviet policy, save possibly a speedy
end to overt action in Afghanistan . The

Soviets always prefer detente to fold War,

always prefer covert to overt actions, and
always move to protect their national
interests, crushing international socialism

underfoot.

This Issue I'm taking more space, because I
want to do a lon g overdue tribute to a fallen
and too-often forgotten comrade . Recently, I

went to see the film "Marianne and Juliane",
which is a bout the life of Ulrike Meinhof.

Ulrike was one of the leaders of, and the

chief theorist for, the so-called
"Raader-Mainho t Canis", properly known as the

Red Army Faction (Rote Armee Fraktion , . In
the early 70's, Ulrike was one of my big

heroines, despite the fact that I was in al-

most complete disagreement with the politics
	 of	 the P .A	

The anarc sFi is often like to claim the R .A .F.

as their own, though there is no basis for

this . The politics of the R .A .F . were not

unlike those of the Weather Underground —"New

Left" third-worldism, with strains of Che,

Mao and Ho . They trained in the guerilla

camps of Al-Fatah in Lehannon, staged a
series of dramatic bombings, shootings, and

highjackings, and finally were smashed by the

state.

Meinhof, along with other leaders of the

R.A .F ., was imprisoned in isolation, in sen-
sory deprivation cells, designed to break the

prisoners mentally, and render them harmless

to the state . Meinhof could not be broken,

so shortly before her trial, she was murdered

in her cell, and suicide was claimed.

Evidence is now available to prove that it

was not suicide, but murder, and there is a

suggestion that Ulrike was raped and beaten

prior to her murder.

"hen they killed Ulrike Meinhof, they killed

something in me as well, something soft, and
weak, and afraid . The case is not unusual,

for shortly before his death, Pnhby San d s
said, "They may kill the revolutionary, but

never the revolution, " and of Joe Pill, it

was said, "What they coul d never kill went on

to organize ." When they killed Meinhof, in me
was horn a hate which is unquenchable . The
cause o f socialism has produced martyrs for

each eenerarion, and from these we gain

strength. Our victory will he testimony that

the lives of these revolutionaries were not

given in vain . For all of Meinhof's politi -

cal and tactical plunders, she remains an
inspiration . Her blood joins with that of

all those who have made our flag a crimson

red.

Featuring 17 original HARD-HITTING songs
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ecentiv_, a local hand RL my H1'NOR (since
broken up' put out a record that caused some
intense reactions, - some labeled their
statements as racists or cruel . One sang
" Aufweidersehn Juder", was done because it
was the "nest dis gusting song I ever
earl"said one hand member . He went on today

that if they disfusted or turned-off people,
that 's fine. ' Everyone's running around
trying to make a point, so we made a point
hat we could make songs that were totally

nihilistic" . So what is this nihilism
anyway? Jero ; Poor has done some research on
t h is suhiect which has, in some form or

nother, found its way into much of hunk
rock, since its inception . Here are his
findines.

n a nation whose population was enslaved by
poverty and ignorance, whose government was
opt to power by a brutal police force, whose
eaders were Interested only in personal

pain, and whose church was a center of wealth
and power, there was formed an extremely
aeical

	

philosophy of

	

individualism and
skepticism . The adherents of this belief
ave been described as dtshelved, untidy, and

unruly people who rebelled against tradition
and social order, and whose movement was
derided by the media as wholly negative,
destructive, and a social menace . Nihilism
in 1 0 th-century Russia was constantly getting
the short end of the stick. Prince
Kronotkin, in his Memoires, defined nihilism
as the symbol of struggle against all forms
of tyranny, hypocracy, and artificiality, and

fight for Individual freedom . He saw a
restless adolescent generation that cherished
infinite faith in scientific truth . Everyone
Ise saw nihilists as demented terrorists
mployed by some secret society to assas-
inate the royal family and destroy moral

principles.

Fundamentally there Is little difference het-
ween anarchism and nihilism . Nihilism is far
more individualistic, and to hell with
society1 than anarchism . As well as being a
philnsnnhy

	

and

	

socio-political

	

ideology,
nihilism is, most importantly, a
sychological state, the achievement of which

frees the individual from the formless mass
of society and social struucture.

Politically and

	

philosophically, nihilism
epresented a negation of aestheticism, the

science

	

of

	

beauty,

	

and

	

advocated
utilitarianism and scientific rationality.
Tn ot herwords, destroying whatever was

Iseless, primarily traditional values and
conditions within the social organization.
The social sciences and classical philosophi -
cal systems were rejected entirely . Nihilism
represented atheism and a revolt against the
established

	

social

	

order,

	

negating

	

all
authority exercised by the state, the church,
or the F amily . Tts beliefs were hasp,' on
nothing but scientific truth ; science became

the cure-all for social problems . All evils
derived from ignorance, which science alone
ould overcome .

by Jeroe Poor

as Darwin and Herbert Spencer, their thinking
was formed hy . the existential foundations of
Socrates, Soren Kierkegaard, and later by
Frederick Nietzsche ; all of whom agreed that
thnueht was the most important aspect of
nihilism and humanity.

While the politics of nihilism are harsh (I
have a regard for aestheticism and some use-
less things like art), the psychology is
harsher . Psychologists even have a special
niche for "nihilistic delusions", a peculiar
form of insanity where the patient believes
he is insane and that everything around is
purely halluctnattons . This malady is none
too far from the truth for the tenets of
nsvchogical nihilism border on madness, and
of ten come from the exhaustion of spirit that
cores from seeking for a "meaning" . This ex-
haustion is accompanied by terror, and the
feeling is a kind of death or paralysis.
The thresholds of rare, suicide and murder
are low, for if hothine exists, does death
eotter? The stark fronds of society become
crystal clear, and every conmittrent seems a
lie .

	

It is no wonder that the nihilism of
Russia eventually devolved from faith in
science to a justification of terror and
destruct! on.

Nietsche, in his 'The Will to Power', eistin-
rutsbed three phases in the experience of
nothingness . First, when a "meaning" has

been sought in all events that is not there,
and one recognizes the waste of strength, and
the deception of the search . Secondly, when
one assumes there is some totality, such as
Cod or a governmental system, infinitely su-
perior to him and upon which he may he
dependent, then realizes that there is no
such universal and is able to believe in his
own value . Thirdly, upon realization of the
first two Insights, there is an

	

escape : to
pass

	

sentence

	

on

	

this

	

world

	

of
socloeconomical, racial, and sexual roles in
which one's percentions have been
pre–arranged and one ' s life predestined, and
to invent a true world beyond, and within
one's self.

-Granted, this borders on insanity ; that there
is no "real" world out there", and the true
world is created by the individual . However,
under the exam nation of Quantum Mechanics,
that is the exact nature of the universe.
Niels Rohr's t h eories on the smallest of par-
ticles boll down to : Atoms don't exist until
you look for them, reality is what we are
taught it is . The Copenhagen Interpretation
of Quantum Mechanics was known as Dada
Physics, now it is called Taoist Physics.
When the boys at Lawrence Livermore aren ' t
bui l ding a better it-honk, t hey're proving
Rohr is right .

th- end o

	

' e world ; one third of the wate
becnning poisoned, one third of all life
dylnr,

	

plagues,

	

volcanic eruptions

	

and
. . .men were scorched with great heat . ..

Pev . 16 :9 .

	

Sounds like the symptoms o
nuclear h olocaust . The Rorn-Again Christiana
believe

	

this

	

will

	

happen

	

within

	

our
lifetimes . Famous Born-Apatns include
President Reagan and lots of congressmen.
''ith one button Reagan could fulfill th
prop h esies and the Will of Cod . Who could
mass on such a chance?

AND MEN WERE
SCORCHED WITH
GREAT HEAT, AND
BLASPHEMED THE
NAME OF GOD,
WHICH HATH POWER
OVER THESE
PLAGUES : Rev 16 :9

Now there is reason for one to get upse
enough to kill . Violence is a common gu
reaction to the experience of nothingness ; a
well as the reaction to repressed creativity
and the antidote for suicidal depression.
The nihilists deteriorated to violence, hu
if violence to a natural reaction t
enlightment, could it he their regressed nee
for violence exploded years later in the for
of senseless terrorism? Is there a huma
need for violence? Perhaps . Have you eve
experienced the serenity one feels when prac
tieing the martial arts? I h ave,for the oast
six mont h s, and I am never calmer than afte
T have crippled non –existant opponents for an
h our and a half . Other students have tes
titled to similar feelings . There's one per

son in an advanced class who is on parole;
he's yet to pet in a fight since he's started
''crate .

	

Consider thrashing, slamming, etc.
once you start, how can you stop? Or th
foot ball 'ockos and their fans .

	

The fans

AFTER ARMAGEDDON—a

marvelous new order of,
peace and security

tare the enphorla of violence and go out fo
a little of their own, killing themselves an
ethers on the highways, abnsinp their wives
and k ids . meanwhile, the players are rela-
tively calm off-field, during the season
anyway .

	

DeSade said eventually we will
able to kill thousands at one time, but it 1
Fetter to kill one with passion.

"low we come to Nihilism today, in a societ
su h tlev similar to 1 0 th – century Russia, ius
rn into a "oolworth's and you'll see th
modern Amrican serfs . Today's moral prin

clple is suicide, he it by drugs, represse
violence, or nuclear war, and the only way t
survive is to isolate one's self from th
Faceless mob of a society eager to kil
itself . Once You realize there is n
"meaning" to life, and that Cod or th
government is not going to take care of y
from cradle to grave, you can laugh at th
world when they're in Raptures, and live you
own life.

Bibliography, and other Suggested Readings:

Dada Physics applies not only to the in-
dividualistic nihilist, hut to the deadly
realities of Christianity . Consider, for a
moment, t he bi b lical prophesies concerning

BRAIN DAMAGED GIRL'S HAPPY MOOD CHANGED TO ANGER (CENTER) & VIOLENCE (RIGHT) BY ELECTRIC PULSES

Ti'E Pv PrPIPNCF OF NOTASNCHFSS, Michael Novak
YTp n y^rAARD'E EY ISTENTIAT, ETHICS, George J.

Stack
TA"I"'C T"F ('UANTI'M LEAP, Fred Alan Wolfe
FATHERS AND SONS, 1 .7 S .T . Turpenev, just t

see how the Nthilists were panned by th
media in the 1R6O 's•
EITHPR(OR and THE CONCEPT OF IRONY, Sore
v ierkeraard



THIS IS THE LATEST IN OUR SERIES ON ALTERNATIVES. WE THOUGHT THIS TIME WE
WOULD PRESENT SOME BACKGROUND IN HISTORY, PROM A WORKING CLASS PERSPECTIVE.
THE UNDERHANDED HISTORY, WHICH WILL BE SERIALIZED OVER THE NEXT SEVERAL
ISSUES, FIRST APPEARED IN RADICAL AMERICA MAGAZINE IN THE EARLY 1970 ' S, AND

S DOME BY NICK THORZELSON AND JIM O'BRIEN. THIS SOCIALIST VIEWPOINT CER-
TAINLY WILL BE DIFFERENT PROM THE BOURGEOISE ONE GIVEN IN SCHOOL . OK, THE
PROFESSOR IS WATTLE TO HAND OUT HIS JIVE-TIME BULLSHIT, BUT THE REAL TRUTH
CAN'T BE HELD DOWN FOREVER . LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK OP THESE CARTOONS.
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	 VERSION SOUND
NO. BOX 174*"XENIA OHIO 45385

version sound flyer #3

Version Sound (re : alternative music and film organization) is an outlet/outpost for striving/
starving musicians and artists . it is our hope to make available all sorts of new and unus 1
music, films and publications that would go ignored by previously established mass media outlets.
this new year promises to be an especially creative, productive and tumultuous one, with a good
deal of new releases and publications in the works and lots of big-time plans . we are also

attempting to (still) get a steadfast distribution network in order (sub-underground) . if you
would like to be placed on our mailing list, it is as easy as a self-addressed,stamped envelope.
we are not a hardcore label . that would be f,1& way too limiting. we are a label dedicated to
American roots music. this include almost every concievable form/combination of American music:
hardcore punk, jazz, blues, surf, country & western, the list goes on. Music is music is music i
s music	 While we may be working with a lot of genres and sub-genres, it is our hope to
bring out only the best, the most radical, the most dangerous, the most creative of these groups.
this is a goal that still has to be realized. (patience, please) . we are a music label, to align
ourselves with any specific musical trend would be way too boring.

"Try A Dull Knife" C60 cassette-only Riverside compilation 	 $5.00
featuring : NO-Y-Z, White Flag, Cahuenga, Test Pattern, Death Patrol,

Stranger Technologies, Royal Blue, Window Pain, Sins, Sadist
Faction, Lliblletrab, Singing Sledge
(a mixed bag of hardcore, heavy metal, electronic, experimental
and good of rocknroll music, all from Riverside CA)

I believe in music as a positive life-force, it is usually the key to solving a lot of my hangup
s and problems . when i am working with music and feel i am contributing to some "artistic" move-
ment, i am happy . we are at an extremely exciting period of American music . all the major labels
are stagnating/stewing in their own chit and are at a complete loss to figure out why people are
no longer purchasing their Muzak drivel . Meanwhile, the independant record labels are thriving.
Good honest, exciting music is being churned out by the truckload. Hundreds of bands are
surfacing with every type of music imaginable . And it is only the tip of the iceberg . And H.C.
punk is only a portion & of that tip . & Hardcore has been very dissapointing to me of late. A
lot of bands have lost their soul and are playing their version of generic political thrash.
Only the truly original/creative/intelligent bands will survive.

Die Kreuzen "Cows and Beer" 6-song 7-inch e.p

	

	 $2.50
featuring : "hate me", "pain", "in school", "don't say please",

"think for me" and "enemies".

As a label, we are open to all sorts of music . Demo tapes are welcomed from all ends of the
country. We are especially interested in music that defies categoriztion and labels, that goes
way beyond the norm of accepted musical styles/trends, music that has relevancy at any time,not
just while Reagan is president (chortle) . I don't really know what I am trying to say with this
"editorializing between advertisements" business . I suppose I just want te bands to think a bit
more for themselves and b§& be as creative as possible . break new ground. i would also like to
offer my energy and effort to the bands that are really struggling to do something different and
not just the same old song . thanks for listening. -r.moore 1/83

Version Two fanzine

	

	 $1 .50
featuring interviews with the Leaving Trains, Savage Republic, Henry Rollins(?),
Attrition, Rank and File (there is no denial), B-People, Meat Puppets plus
stuff on Minimal Man, Nocturnal E mnissions, Borbetomagus, alternative music,
plus commentary on music by Larry C., James Moreland, Shredder, r .moore and
the lovely Charlotte Presslar . not for the narrow-minded of heart.

coming in '83 : Negative Element 8-song "yes, we have no bananas" e .p.
Jody Foster's Array "surfin' J .F.A ." e .p.
CHOKE RAVEN KILL PUPPY compilation LP (double maybe)
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If you want your stuff review-
ed, please send all records and
tapes to JEFF BALE, MAXIMUM ROCK
REVIEW EDITOR, Box 9760, Berkeley
CA 94709 . Note the new address!
If you want it reviewed And gi-
ven airplay on the radio show,

send two copies to that address
or to TIM Y., Box 288, Berkeley
CA 94 01.

KNOWLEDGE O POWER
BY JEFF BALE

REVIE .1ER 3:

(JB JEFF BALE

	

(JS JOHN SILVA

(RF RAY FARRELL

	

(SS STEVE SPINALI

RS RUTH SCHWARTZ

	

(TY TIM YOHANNAN

I ' d like to begin by thanking Tim Y . for

filling in while I was on vacation in Chicago
by writing more than his usual share of record

reviews . Next issue things should be back to

normal if I don ' t pass out or flake out.

Next up on the agenda is the answer to an

important query . J . Lindley of Bellingham, WA
asked how to get those great Finnish punk re-

cords we raved about . Well, now there ' s two
ways,

1) You can order some of them from Rough

Trade (see ad for address) . Call them
to find out exactly which records they

have before ordering.

2) You can order all of them from P. Tuo-

tanto--c/o Voitto Vasko--76780 Lammin-
pKki--FINLANDi you can order the BAS-

TARDS EP, the Propaganda compilation
LP, and upcoming RIISPETYT and APPEN-

DIX LPs from Propaganda--Box 393--
00101 Helsinki 10--FINLAND. LPs are

$9, 12" EPs are $6, 7 " are $3. For
postage, check the add in our Finnish

scene report in MRR #3.
If you want great non-stop thrash, don't miss
out. By the way, James, I ' m glad they sing in

Finnish--I hate it when people from other coun-
tries try to copy English punk bands . India

probably will be the next hardcore paradise!

Finally, I mentioned in MRR #1 that we 'd be
including some reviews of books and movies in
our review section . Unfortunately, nobody 's

bothered to write any . Don't you punks read?

We just don't have the time to do it ourselves .

We ' d appreciate any intelligent reviews of
books about countercultures, rock music, poli-

tics, economics, or social movements . Please
keep them short 2x make them highly sophisti -

cated analyses . We're not printing any long
reviews that just blather on about nothing.

For the proper format, consult any scholarly

journal. Movie reviews should be short and

to the point, unless they deal with extreme-

ly complex issues that demand lots of consi-
deration . Please note . we reserve the right

to refuse or respond to any material submit-

ted for publication . Also, send us a copy of

what you write and keep the original, because

we can ' t afford to return things we don ' t use.

Thanks.

That ' s all for now_ fodke,

U.J .
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AMPS - "Wall of Flowers/Suicide Note"

Are the AMPS one of the missing links between the 60s and

the 80s? Perhaps . " Flowers " is 60s-style garage rock with

overlong guitar leads and anti-censorship lyrics . But buzzsaw

guitars, a gradually accelerating tempo, and one of those

goofy axe solos that only untutored musicians can produce

make the flip a stronger and more modern song . Pretty cool

record . (JB)

(}aster Fidelity--P .O. Box 326--Millwood, M .Y 10546)

AUTHORITIES - "Soundtrack for Trouble" EP

Musically, this is aorta like early T.S .O.L._or B►D'RELI-
GION, which is nothing to complain about . Lyrically, it has
your basic punk themes, but there are a few lines which al-
most negate the sentiments because of the ignorance dis-

played. For example, on "Achtung," a don't-drop-the-bomb
song, they say, "The Russians say they don't want war, but
that ' s because they ' re on top . " They then go on to say that
you can ' t believe anything the government says, so why do
you believe the Russians have military superiority, which

most experts deny. Also, in the anti-police song ( "I Hate
Cops " ), the line "cops are all niggers comes up . Huh? Then

how come they ' re always busting and hassling Blacks? Wise

up, guys) A little knowledge is dangerous, but the record
atilt sounds good . (TY)

(Selectra--216 Patricia Ave.--Stockton, CA 95210)



CRUCIFIX - " 1984 " EP

An unexpectedly strong release . CRUCIFIX may look like
English punks, but they definitely have that American inten-
sity . " Prejudice " and "Rise and Fall " are two songs played
at thrash speed that are both powerful gnd. distinctive . Real
great stuff! "Steelcase Enclosure " is far less interesting,
and Sothira ' s wonderfully raspy vocals are mixed a bit too
low, but this 7" stands spikes and shoulders above their
12 " debut . (JB)
(Freak--P .O . Box 331--S .F., CA 94101)

CRAMPS - TransylvanianTapes LP
"

	

- Talesfrom the Cramps LP

These are two separate "disques especiale," as they say
in the biz . They're made up of demos from the real early days,
as well as comical Chris Spedding sessions and the wild Chil-
ton tapes . There ' s live versions of obscurities and B-sides
of singles . This should satisfy you while Lux stays nailed to
the parlor T .V . (RF)
(bootlegs)

CRIB DEATH - "Spoil Your Party " cassette EP

A young band hailing from the illy area . Thetr sound
falls somewhere between some generic English punk bands
and 7 SECONDS . As they ' re retty new, I'm sure they ' ll be
refining that shortly . (TY)
(903 South Park Ave.--Audubon, PA 19470)

DEAD KENNEDYS - "Halloween/Saturday Night Holocaust "

Not one of the DK's finer moments . " Halloween " is too
rock-oriented and makes me long for the MISFITS' song of
the same name . " Holocaust " starts out like an art-damaged
neo-psychedelic track on the WITCH TRIALS EP, then merci-
fully snaps into a fine older-type DK's punk song . Good
lyrics as usual, but . . . (JB)
(Alternative Tentacles/Faulty--633 N . La Brea, Ste . A--
Hollywood, CA 90028)

DEAD KENNEDYS - Plastic Surgery Disasters LP

The Ms are the only group around whose new releases I
approach with the same expectation, apprehension, and criti-
cal ear that I did for each new STONES record 16 years ago.
You just know slot of thought, work, and possible innovation
will be invested in the grooves . Whether a self-appointed or
media-chosen representative of " punk, " Biafra must be carrying
alot of weight on his shoulders . As for the record, side 1 is
more like their live selves and more like their earlier re-
cordings. No real let-down, though there are no immediate
"classics, " either. Side 2 contains longer, more dramatic,
and varied pieces which, while bravely breaking the norm',
can be very trying . I ' ll try more later . Meanwhile, the DKs
keep subverting middle America . Keep it up . (TY)
(Faulty)

DESCENDENTS - Milo Goes to College LP

This L .A . garage punk group bids farewell to vocalist
Milo . Well-produced and snappy-fast, they are as tight and
fun as they come, somewhat reminiscent of the DICKIES . The
songs cover teenage problems like conformity, parents,
drugs, and suburban life . One disturbing note--in " I'm Not
a Loser, " they resort to the all-too-prevalent "you fucking
homo" name-calling . Maybe these teenage insecurities will
ease up after graduation . (TY)
(New Alliance--P .O. Box 21--San Pedro, CA 90733)

DOUBLE CROSS - "Here to Stay " cassette EP

A 15-song demo from a wine country band whose influences
are M .A .D. and CODE OF HONOR, among others . They ' ve got
a real tight, thrash-oriented attack . It ' s not too distinc-
tive yet, but I wouldn't be surprised to see them develop
into something special as time goes on . (TY)
(657 Denmark St .--Sonoma, CA 95476)

END RESULT - " The Seven Year Locust Returns " cassette EP

Minimalist art-noise meet hardcore attitudes, with some
Japanese musical influences . Huh? They sound a bit like
early TUXEDOMOON, the SCREAMERS, or maybe a rawer UNITS
with intense lyrics . (TY)
(S. Smith--4558 S . Paulin--Chicago, IL 60609)

EVEN WORSE - "Mouse or Rat/I984 "

These two live songs by New York's EVEN WORSE are a bit
sloppy and incorporate some HM guitar damage, but the band'%
sheer exuberance and chutzpah easily manage to overcome
such piddley faults . They ' ve got a chaotic, amateur charm
all their own, and the singer ' s sarcastic onstage raps sound
frighteningly like mine. Yeah, I like this record, espe-
cially "Mouse or Rat . " (JB)
(Worse than You—c/o Corradi--249 Eldridge St .--Box 14--NYC,
NY 10002)

ESSENTIALS - " Fast Music in a Slow Town" EP

Cool pop-punk, maybe the closest thing to hardcore that
can be found in south Florida . All the songs except "Johnny"
are real nippy and guitar-heavy, so if you're looking for
basic rock and roll fun, this is for you . (JB)
(Safety Net--P .O . Box 4546--Fort Lauderdale, FL 33338 )

EXECUTIONER - "1-9-8-4 " cassette EP

A strong, driving thrash sound with interesting
twists and great lyrics . Another fine young band emerges
from the South Bay, which was the home of punk rock in
the 60s . Tim Tanooka said they were excellent{ he's right . (TY)
(lave Burks--1929 Fillmore St .--Santa Clara, CA 95050)

FANG - "Land Shark " 12 " EP

Eight-song release that captures their older sound
(somewhere between FLIPPER and CRUCIFIX) and a faster-
paced raging style . Very tight, with lots of distortion,
lyrics of a vague, cryptic, humorous, and sometimes dubious
nature . (TY)
(c/o Tom Flynn--2146 Sonar—Berkeley, CA 94702)

FLIPPER - "Get Away/The Old lady that Swallowed the Fly "
ah

Even though I think that everyone in FLIPPER isregotis-
tical, self-indulgent asshole (except the ever-cool Ted),
I ' ve got to admit that they ' ve put out some truly great sin-
gles . "Get Away" is no exception, with its powerful driving
beat, noise guitar, and clever, venomous lyrics . The 33 1/3
rpm flip is another humorous, annoying novelty, but "Get
Away " makes this one a must . Amazing cover, too . (JB)
(Subterranean--577 Valencia--S .F., CA 94110)

FAME - "World Full of Hate " 12 " EP

Not quite up to the standard set by their debut EP, but
still excellent . Some of the threshers run together indis-
tinguishably, and slower fetal songs like " Hero ' s" and BLACK
SABBATH ' s " Children of the Grave " don ' t cut it, but in gene -

ral, the same qualities that made their 7" so great--sneering
vocals that could strip the paint off walls, raging instru -
mental power, and perceptive lyrics--are well in evidence on
this 12 " . If you play it loud enough, you can a) make the'
Silent Majority wilt with "Battle Hymn of Ronnie Reagan, "

I do agit-prop work on the R.C.P. with "Don ' t pant no Gun, "
put fascists on the run with my fave fake a Stand

(Against the Klan) ; d) drive your nosey neighbors crazy
with my of these 16 tracks, or e) manage all of the above.
This record's an all-purpose ass-kicker, so use it . (JB)

(Faulty)

FASTBACKS - Play Five of their Favorites " 12 " EP

This refreshing, bouyant platter of pop-punk would have
been highly recommendable even if it didn't have one of the
best songs of ' 82 ( "In America ") on it . Seattle ' s FASTBACKS
rely on amphetamine velocity and memorable songwriting to
fuel their better compositions ("No lethal Hope" and "Wait"),
and on ingenious changes of pace for the stunning "In America . "
Enormous fun! (SS)
(No Threes/Safety First--P .O . Box 5940--University Station--
Seattle WA 9810 )

FATALITIES - " Yeah, Right" cassette EP

Medium-fast punk, FLIPPERish drone, sharp lyrics
( " Reaganomics"), funny lyrics ("Gotta Piss"), and really
dumb lyrics (especially in the xenophobic " It ' s Time for
the Bomb Again " ) . They also throw in the kitchen sink,
and have a 'sine called Corrugated What . (TY)
(c/o Lopsided--5 DeForest Dane--Box 171--Lagrangeville, NY
12540)

FEAR - "Fuck Christmas/Bleep Christmas "

A 44-second ditty that sums up my feeling about the de-
pressing "holiday " season . The B-side is for the radio . (TY)

(Slash--P .O. Box 48888--L .A ., CA 90048)

5 . 0 . 5 . 1 . - "El Salvador" EP

A very hard-to-come-by EP by this San Diego group . The

music is medium-paced punk With occasional rapid-fire u,out-

bursts . The production is very powerful and Engl
f

and the words are really good, covering cliquishness, reli
ion, paranoia, and intervention in Central America . (TY)

out of print)

FREEZE - "Guilty Face " EP

More "Boston-paced " music from this Cape Cod outfit, no
letdown from their previous material . The playing is solid,
tight, and inspired, with good hooks all around . As the liner
notes say, " this record has been inspired by warmongers, so-
cial pressures, police oppression, and rednecks . . . .their
necks are getting redder . (TY)
(Modern Method--268 Newbury St .--Boston, MA 02116)

1



OVERKILL - "Hell's Getting Hotter" RP

The long-awaited debut of this medium-fast metal punk
band . The songs are positive, spirited, and catchy, with
lots of power to 'em. (TY)
(SST--Box 1--Lawndale, CA 90260)

PANTHER BURNS - " Blow your Top " 12 " EP
Not as hot as before . In fact, this is contentabilly, or

even "whichwayyougoinbilly ." Still, the PANTHER BURNS have
that certain--dim the lights--"mysterious" edge . "Panther
Man" makes the STRAY CATS sound like a showbiz snowjob . Keep
cool, fans, 'cause 61' Gustavd is already lookin' for a
hotter band . (RF)
(Animal, dist . by Chrysalis)

POLICE STATE - " Police State/Rich Punks " cassette
A new East Bay tend, including ex-INTENSIFIED CHAOS per-

son Brad, Jake, and Jake ' s mom on guitar . This is real good
bone-crushing hardcore with a British feel . I'm looking for-
ward to seeing them live . (TY)
(Jake Saith--3024 Wheeler--Berkeley, CA 94705)

RDSKER DU - Everythin g Falls Apart LP

This is it! The Hl1SKERs have finally come up with a great
studio album, and if it doesn ' t put them right up there with
the top bands, then everyone's lost their hearing listening
to too such FLIPPER . The LP has got the power of their live
performances, combined with a clean, crisp recording quality
Even if they can't play Risk too well, they sure can play
music . (TY)
(Reflex--731 Pontiac Pl .--Mendota Hgts, MN 55120 )

J.I .A . - "Corporate Interest" cassette EP
From the foothills of northern Oalifornia's Sierras

come JUSTICE IN AMERICA, blazing a trail with great
thrashing lyrical assaults on the contradictions of life
in the U .S .A . today . Very tight, very powerful, and the
Sentiments are right on the money . (TY)
(Sandy--324 Jan Rd .--Grass Valley, CA 95945)

LAST - "Up in the Air " EP
Wow! The LAST have finally reverted to their earlier fast

and raw form on 2/3 of this EP . "Up in the Air" is a super
cut with great 60s organ swills and a short but sweet psy-
chedelic guitar break . "Wrong Turn" is almost as good, but
"Leper Colony" has an awful, pretentious chorus . Still, it's
good to see the LAST get back a bit closer to the roots . (JB)
(Warfrat--P .O . Box 25A39--L .A ., CA 90025)

LAST GENERATION - " Never Work " EP

The A-side has a very long slower punk song that rags on
working! the B-side has three thrashers, the best being a
great anti-drug song called "Mind Control ." They also do
a breakneck speed version of "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds ."
But guys, why "just another bitch?" Are you just another
bunch of "punkersZ" (TY)
(Incas--272 Benham Ave .--Bridgeport, CT 06604)

MINUTEMEN - What Makes a Man Start Fires? LP
Do I really have to describe them after they've put out

so such vinyl? No radical departures here, as their whole
ptole is a continuing radical departure . You'll kn6w if you
like them by now--I sure do . jTY)
(SST--Box 1--Lawndale, CA 90260)

MUTANTS - Fun Terminal LP
A good pop album that could have been a great pop album.

The songs still have a thousand hummable hooks and the back-
ground vocals are as coy as ever, but what the fuck happened
to the heavy dual guitars that feature so prominently in the
MUTANTS' live shows? Unfortunately, they ' ve been almost obliter-
ated in a mix which overemphasizes Fritz ' s weird voice . The
same "wimpifying" technique turned the GO-GO'S into stars, but
I wish someone would make a bootleg out of the MUTANTS ' ear-
lier demo tape to provide a contrast and illustrate their
real potential . (JB)
(Quality--380 Birchmont Rd .--Scarborough, Ontario MIK 1M7--CAN)

MISSION OF BURMA - VS . LP

Boston really loves its rock ' n ' roll . MISSION OF BURMAaren ' t hardcore or the typical Boston bar band . This first
album is faster and louder than their other stuff, at least
most of the time . The almost accidental meshing of the gui-
tars is better than ever . (RF)
(Ace of Hearts--P .O . Box 579--Kenmore Stn .--Boston, MA 02215)

NEGATIVE APPROACH - " Can ' t Tell No One " EP ,
Another Touch and Go midwest classic along the lines of

the FIX and the NECROS . All ten songs are manic, even when
they aren't totally fast, but, uh, . .the lyrics will make you
understand their name, because they're sick sick sick of all
this pressure pressure pressure or something something some-
thing . (TY)
(Touch & Go--P .O . Box 716--Maumee, OH 4 3537)

OCTOBER DAYS - " Do the Right Thing" 12 " EP
This group from Connecticut decided to move to the sunny

climes of SoCal, with it's recording advantages . Their new
release is a 5-song effort that with a sound somewhere be-
tween early SHATTERED FAITH and the DREAM SYNDICATE . It has
the edge of punk, the vocals of pop, and the structure of
more melodic rock . A good effort . (TY)

A im--6733 Greenleaf--Whittier, CA 90601)

POP-O-PIES - "The White " 12 " EP

Perfect! Captured on record before. they become a "good
New Wave " band . Anybody that ' s from New Jersey, has
worked in a bakery, thinks California is funny, and will
play one chord for an entire song, is O .K . with me . (RF)
(415--P .O . Box 14563--S .F., CA 94114)

7 - "Fall In" 12" EP
Musically, I like it better than their LP, but the words

are, uh, confused, to say the least . They put it best in
one of their own songs, where it's admitted that they
"haven ' t the faintest idea what [they ' re] trying to say . "
And they prove it--"666 Head" contains some retarded ra-
cist shits "Revolutionary Worker" attacks the R .C .P. for
all of the !mg reasons ; "Vampire Lady(Coke Whore) is just
plain stupid . I could go On, but it might be contagious . (TY)
(Smoke Seven--7230 De Soto Ave .--Suite 104--Canoga It, CA
91303)

RIK L . RIK - " Dominique/Soul Power"
Remember NEGATIVE TREND as they appeared on the old

Tooth and Nail compilation? Well, Rik L. Rik was a member
of that seminal outfit, and now he ' s back with a new single.
The A-side is an overproduced, almost syrupy psychedelic
number . The B-side is better though, sounding like a cross
between the early SLEEPERS and late IGGY . (Ti

2 Rite--P .O . Box 3911--Hollywood, CA 90023))

RANK AND FILE - Sundown LP
The Kinman brothers could pull any sound off . The WHO,

the VELVET UNDERGROUND, any real rock ' n ' roll . I ' m biased.
If I didn ' t think the DILS were better, I ' d really like this
record . But there was something about the way the DILS could
play " Mr . Big " right before the EVERLY BROTHERS ' " Cathy ' s
Clown " and be more energetic and original than RANK AND FILE
will probably ever be . But Chip and Tony are different now.
They ' re friendly!

	

it, they ' re almost as warm as Spring-
steen . (RF)
(Slash--P .O . Box 4888--L .A ., CA 90048)

REAL KIDS - " Outta Style " 12 " EP

Alright! The REAL KIDS have been resurrected for the
benefit of all . Their forte--6Os pop-punk ; their trade-
marks--heavy guitars, sizable hooks, and the plaintive
voice of John Felice . Here the combination works best on
the seductive "No Place Fast," the driving "Senseless," and
the rock 'n' rollin' "It's Been Real ." The production could
be dirtier, but this is still super bad Bosstown bop . (JB)
(Star Rh

	

--P .O . Box --Malden, MA 02148)

SEISMIC WAVES - " Fucking Fashions " cassette EP

A spirited young band from outside Chimeo . the
They I

pplay iah
variety of styles on this tape, ranging
" Fucking Fashions " to the thrashed-out " I .R .S . " to the

funnypunk classic, " Burn, Jane Byrne . " The lyrics to " Mor-

ton Grove " are a bit muddled, but SEISMIC WAVES have poten-

tial . I just hope they get some gigs . (JB)

(lost the address--we ' ll print it next time)

SUBURBAN MUTILATION - " Daddy was a Nazi " cassette LP

These guys get " worse " all the time . They even make DE-
MENTED YOUTH and ISNNONBURGER look good . If you don ' t love
the thrashed-out noise these jokers make, then you better
go back to '77 . Armed with psychotic stuff like this, I'm
ready for the future . (TY)
(c/o Norb--708 St . Joseph St .--Green Bay, WI 54301)

MASSACRE GUYS - "Devil ' s Slide " cassette RP
The Mormons must be shitting! This young band combines

thrash pacing with elements of jazz, pop sensibilities, and
intelligent lyrics to produce a clean (too clean?), distinct
sound that you'll hopefully soon find on vinyl . (TY)
(6/o H-Block--1588 Princeton Ave .--Salt Lake City, UT 84105)

RF



VARIOUS ARTISTS - AnnoY Your Neighbor rite this -~ cassette
From Chainsaw fanzine, this collection ranges from hard-

core to hard noise . On the noise side, we have SMERSH -lot like the SCREAMERS), SENSELESS HATE, BLIGHT, and ATaRI
TION . There ' s slower punk by ROACH MOTEL and the BAD SEEDS,
and a few cuts that have already been out on record ( CRAC-
EED ACTOR, ANGRY SAMOANS), but the hit for me was Canada 's

SUBURBAN MENACE, a totally

	

(
TY)

(__Box 5356--

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Amuck LP
A compilation of Arizona bands . One side is arty/experi-

mental, which I ' m not competent

	

co~ntnon. Theexperimental.side is a mix of thrash, punk, New
Probably an up-to-date anthology of Phoenix today . Faves are
JODY FOSTER ' S ARMY, SOYIENT GREEN . and the MEAT PUPPETS. (TY)

Placebo--': 20 W . Virginia--Phoenix, AZ 85035)

SILLY KILLERS - " Not that Time Again " EP
Musically, this is a neat garagy record with both punk

and rock overtones . In the midst of all the new political
thrash bands, the SILLY KILLERS actually sound somewhat re-
freshing, even though they employ Older stylistic devices.
But the lyrics--yecchh! I'm getting pal sick of all this
sc ::ist and homophobic shit coming out now . Just because you
guys are insecure about your own sexuality, you don't have
to foist it on others . (JB)
(Mc Threes--5940 U-Station--Seattle, WA 98105)

SHATTERED FAITH - LP
A really unpleasant surprise . Musically, it's more of the

standard SHATTERED FAITH sound--mid-tempo punk with melodic
choruses and occasional heavy metal guitar frills--but the
production is too restrained and their newer material is
less engaging . Worse, the live side is filled with standard
rock and roll bullshit (Don Kirschner-like intros, artifi-
cially heightened applause, inane raps like "God bless you"),
and the lyrics are unbelievably stupid . The cliched songs
about girls are tad enough, but "U .S .A . " plumbs the depths
of ultra-patriotic retardation and makes it clear that ear-
lier cuts like "Reagan Country" should be taken a face value
rather than as satires . If this is L.A ., give me Boston . (JB)
(Prophet, diet . by Thunderbolt)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Mindrocker LP (volumes 1,2, and 3)
Three new releases of 60s punk re-issues, a la Pebbles.

Volume 1 focusses on California bands like the BROGUES and
the OTHER HALF1 #2 has mostly Chicago-area bands, including
the DEL-VETTS and the great SHADY DAZE, #3 is a potpourri
and includes the NYDDLE CLASS and the classic BALLOON FARM
cut, "A question of Temperature ." These are the lesser-knowns,the equivalents of 90% of today ' s punk bands, who managed
to put out that one great single before fading into obscurity
in one flash of purple Owsley . The sound quality on these
records is stupendous, somehow enhanced to today's standards.
Now you can compare these old gems to today ' s neo-psychedelicLands, and guess who pales in the comparison? Rave on! (TY)
(Line--16 Pa . nhuder Strasse 16--D-2000--Hamburg 76--W . GER .)

SUPER HEROINES - Cryfor Help LP
Help! The SUPER HEROINES fancy themselves the cutting

edge of the oh-so-trendy "horror rock" now emanating from
L .A ., but despite their pretentious, this LP showcases
little more than regurgitated Heavy Metal . In s word, awful.

Bemisbrain should concentrate on releasing more MODERN WAR-
FARE material . (JB)
(Bemisbrain--200 Terminal Ave .--Long Beach, CA 90803)

THROBBERS - "Unrequited Harlon/Dear One "
A neat little garage pop record by some clever Chicago

teens . Acoustic-type guitars create a bouncy background
for the hilarious lyrics and catchy chorus in " Harlon, "
which describes an all-too-typical situation facing males.
" Dear One " has more of a 60s pop feel . Not bad for a first
effort . (JB)
(no label name, no address)

TOXIC REASONS - Independence LP
The TOXIC REASONS finally have their own LP after two

7" EPs and cuts on various compilations . Here, they re-do
their first single, cover MAX FROST & THE TROOPERS' " Shape
of Things to Come, " and rip through the whole gamut of their
live set--punky reggae, punk, and thrash . The liner notes
are great and there ' s a glossy magazine included . A must . (TV)
(Risky--1280 2nd Ave .--S .F ., CA 94122)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - No Core cassette LP
Four groups--COLCOR, NO LABELS, NO ROCK STARS, and COR-

ROSION OF CONFORMITY--share this effort to show the world
that hardcore lives in the American Routh . Well, if this is
reprentative, it not only lives, it thrives! The cassette's
cover auks it up; it shows a Rebel flag being burned . (TY)
$4 to 1005 St . Mary's St .--Raleigh, NC 27605)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Rodney on the ROq-3
Like the earlier volumes, one side is punk and one side

is pop . Lots of the bands are new to vinyl, including KENT
STATE, ILL REPUTE, CATCH 22, and RED SCARE . The vets are CH 3,

J .F.A ., NO CRISIS, PARIAH, and AUDI fro

	

Most
the flipSide 1 is anthemic, melodic punk . I fro

except to say that the BANGLES track is such rawer than their
EP . (TY)
(Poshboy--P.O . Box 38861--L .A ., CA 90038)

T .S .O .L . - Beneath the Shadows LP
From their inception, T .S .O .L .'s finest efforts used both

hardcore energy and a fiery dramatic tension to fuel their
compositions . Sadly, there's surprisingly little excitement
or drama on their latest LP ; instead, they ' ve opted for a
heavily atmospheric approach to hold together a set of weak
post-punk songs . I will always admire T .S .O .L .'s contribu-
tions to the California punk scene, but I cannot recommend
this record . (SS)
(Faulty) VARIOUS ARTISTS - Valle', Fever cassette LP

This compilation from Tuscon is an admirable effort . Thetape features good production and wide variety of bands.
There are punk bands like CONFLICT, who have a strong thrash
attack, and the URBAN GUERRILLAS, who have a garage tinge
like the CHURCH POLICE--grinding, profound, and original.
The defunct SELDOMS do a JAD FAIR imitation, GREEN ON RED
have a live track that's not as good as the stuff on their
12", and the PHANTOM LIMBS have a track that sounds like
Jello Biafra playing with the PANTHER BURNS. There's otherpop, electronic, and psychedelic cuts that have a certainspark . Something for everybody, and a chronic-is of Arizona ' smusical history in one package, let's have some more, lee . (RS)( Iconoclast--4447 E Eastland--Tucson, AZ 85711)

TAR BABIES MECHT MENSCH - cassette EP
Two absolutely great bands from Madison who have had

cuts on the Meathousg compilation . Both tends are recording
with Bob of Hl7SKER DU, and hopefully will have some vinyl
out soon . If it ' s half as good as this tape, we ' re in for
a treat . (TY)
(Robin Levies--311 S . Few--Madison, WI 537 04 )

U-BOATS - " Government Ripoff/Breakout Tonite "

This sounds like U .K .- ' 78, not FLA- ' 82--you know, that
s: .ow-paced 01 sound . The best part is the totally fuzzed-out
guitar . (TY)
(lrow--3126 E . 54th--Zephyrhills, FLA 33599)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Sudden Death 0'

Yet another L .A . compilation, and like most of the others,
this is well worth the cash . The sound quality is mostly
good, and it features well-knowns like RED KROSS .and JODLFOS-
TER'S ARMY, barely knowns like the SINS, YOUTH GONE MAD, and
SIN 34, and unknowns like MORAL DECAY, CRANKSHAFT, SADIST
FACTION, the DEMENTED, the NAUGHTY WOMEN, and DEAD YOUTH . My
faves are J .F .A ., SIN 34, and RED KROSS . (TY)
(Smoke 7--7230 De Soto Ave . ,#104--Canoga Park, CA 9130 3)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Rat Music for Rat People LP
Live recordings, ostensibly taken from various shows pro-

duced by Paul Rat around the Bay Area over the last six years.
This contains cuts by the DKs, FLIPPER, D .O .A ., CIRCLE JERKS,
BLACK FLAG, T .S .O .L ., BAD BRAINS, CRUCIFIX, and the late,
great DILS and AVENGERS (though the latter two's cuts are
from past their prime) . Most tracks are good quality, so this
album should do well . (TY)
(Go!--1230 Grant Ave .--S .F., CA 94133)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Kitten Kompilation cassette LP
A potpourri of Minneapolis-St . Paul bands, all on the

punk side to varying degrees . My faves are GROUND ZERO
and WILLFUL NEGLECT . Thank HUSKER DU, who also appear here,
for this project . Unfortunately, the tape is already out-
of-print . (TY)
(Reflex--731 Pontiac Place--Mendota Heights, MN 55120)



VARIOUS ARTISTS - There is More cassette LP

A follow-up to Is That AllthereIs? , and from start
to finish, it ' s a blitz . Made up mostly of Ohio bands like
ZERO DEFER, the AGITATED, STARVATION ARMY, the URBAN MUTANTS,
the OFFBEATS, the DARK, and the IDIO: SAVANTS, it ' s a total
Joy. For only $2, you ' re really a jerk if you don ' t send
away for it . (TY)
(Jiai--c/o Slat--P .O. Box F-68--Akron, OH 44308)

VARVE - "Bamboo Curtain " EP

San Francisco's most provocative all-girl outfit have pre-

served much of their garagy charm on this debut single . " Bam-

boo Curtain " and "The Plan " retain too such artiness to con-

nect as good pop songs, but " Erotic Fridgidaire " has a pleasant
melody and a bouncy guitar riff to recommend it . Above aver-

age. (SS)
(Risky--1280 2nd Ave .--S .F., CA 94122)

WASTED TALENT - "Self-Rule " cassette EP

I think this will be out on an album soon . It's very

sparse and bass-heavy thrash . I ' m not sure I like the sing -

ing that such, but the words are all great,and, given time,
I'm sure their sound will become more cohesive . (TY)

(Greta--402 S. Burrower St .--State College, PA 16801)

WILLFUL NEGLECT - LP

Too bad--the music is really tight and furious, and
some of the songs are well taken, but this young band is
plagued by the same lyrical problems that many other hard-
core groups have in the area of regressive sexual attitudes.
Punka have gotta get beyond stupid sexual stereotyping and
homophobia . Those are the predominate values of the society
we supposedly despise, so why carry them into our own?
Fortunately, there are some positive ideas expressed here,
especially in "Abort the Mission . " (TY)
(Neglected--49 Battle Creek Pl .--St . Paul, MN 55119)

WHAT - "Gloria/Time Won't Let Me "

The WHAT are an all-female group from the Midwest, and
they ' ve made one of those records that ' s so bad it ' s good.
You know, the SHAGGS syndrome . " Gloria " is an amateur but
straightforward cover of the PATTI SMITH version (!) ; the
B-side cetai,u a complete hatchet job of the OUTSIDERS' old
classic, replete with out-of-tune guitars, off-key harmo-
nies, and imprecise instrumentation . Yuk it up! (JB)
(no label name, no address)

U.K.U.K . U.K.U.K . U.K.U.K.U.K . U.K . U.K.

ABRASIVE WHEELS - " Burn ' em Down/Urban Rebel "

More urgent and exciting than their debut 7", this single
boasts two vibrant street anthems which update the ' 77-punk
style into the 80s . A powerful guitar mix combined with a
slashing vocal attack merge especially well on " . . .Rebel,"
even though the flip is almost as good. ABRASIVE WHEELS
have become a definite contender . (SS)
(Riot Cit , diet . by Rough Trade)

ADICTS - "Chinese Takeaway " EP

A letdown . The ADICTS ' newest funnypunk release is nei-
ther as funny nor as punky as their earlier efforts . The
band is clearly capable of making entertaining music, but
on this EP inferior material and overly clean production
result in yawns rather than laughs . That doesn ' t bode wel
for their new album . (JB)
(Razor, dirt . py Rough Trade)

AFTERMATH U.K. - "Freedom Fighters " EP

This is a fine record . It ' s very slow amateur punk, but
it ' s got haunting pop vocals and other distinctive qualities
that make it stand out . For example, " Freedom Fighters " has
a reggaefied structure and twin guitars, one sparse and one
ultra dense, which complement each other perfectly . Way cool
(JB)
(Red Star, no address)

ANTI-NOWHERE LEAGUE - "For You/Ballad of J .J . Decay"

God, a real disorienting week . First, an intelligent re-
cord from the EXPLOITED, and now this--a strong pop-punk
single with halfway decent lyrics from the biggest geeks
around. Both sides benefit from good English production,
have good hooks, and stick with you . I give up . (TY)
(WXYZ, diet . by Rough Trade)

BLITZ - Voice of a Generation LP

A 50-50 proposition . The strongest tracks are the ones
with the cool back-up soccer chants--really powerful punk.
And then there ' s the others, either too sparse, over-produced,
or lust plain lame (like their cover of LOU REED ' s "Vicious").
(TY
No Future diet . by Rough Trade)

BORN B.C. - " Power and the Privilege " EP

On one hand, it's slow, repetitive U.K . punk . On the
other, it's so raw and weird that the instruments seem
to turn into vacuum cleaners and electric saws,while the
vocals become eerie PIL-t drones . Definitely odd . It
might even grow on me . (TY)
(Xcentric Noise--17 West End Rd.--Cottingham--No . Humberside
HU16 5PL--ENGLAND)

CHELSEA - "Stand Out/Last Drink"

CHELSEA seem to have fallen into a stylistic rut in their
latest single . While the production factors are raw (a wel-
come change), CHELSEA have galvanized the hooks and choruses
from their Last two singles and album into an effective but
unoriginal package . The lyrics, too, tend to degenerate into
the predictable . (SS)
(Ste . Forward, diet . by Rough Trade)

CHRON GEN - "Outlaw " EP

CHRON GEN'e polished ' 77-style pop-punk may not be very
exciting to listen to, but their emphasis on accessability
and politically astute lyrics make this EP an above-average
one . "Outlaw" draws an especially convincing point on fashion
vs. content in contemporary punk, while "Behind Closed Doors"
addresses the subject of abortion somewhat ambiguously.
Catchy and enjoyable . (SS)
(Secret, diet . by Ro . Trade)

COCK SPARRER - "England Belongs to Me Argy Bargy "

Long lost proto-Oi band COCK SPARRER have unexpectedly
returned. This new release showcases their peculiarly melo-
dic, buzzing guitars, and high-pitched vocals which sound
like a cross between soccer choruses and the singing of cer-
tain glom-rock bands from the ' 72- ' 74 era (SWEET, SLADE, etc .)

Though "England . . . " is avowedly an attempt to take the Union
Jack back from the extreme right and make it a symbol for all
Englishmen, it still reflects a reactionary world-view where
petty nationalism is glorified . (JB)
(Comore, diet . by Rough Trade)

DESTRUCTORS - "Jailbait " EP

A fairly unremarkable follow-up to their pretty decent
first LP. It would help a lot to have a lyric sheet, espe-
cially since a couple of songs ( " Sewage Worker " and "Jail
Bait") are not even clear enough to tell whether they're
serious or not . If they are serious--note the sexy/sexist
cover--it would contradict their otherwise progressive
views . (TY)
(Illuminated, diet . by Rough Trade)

CRIMINAL CLASS - "Fighting the System/Soldier "

This one ' s got little to offer except very nasty 01 vo-

cals. "Fighting . . . " is a reggae-influenced number that doesn ' t
really go anywhere, and "Soldier" is tedious Britpunk that
wouldn ' t even disturb your grandmother . (JB)

(Inferno, diet .

	

Ro

	

_•e)

CRASH "Fight for your Life/CRUX - "Keep on Running " 12 " EP

One record with a separate band on each side . In the No
Future world, this is an appropriate move, because one side
is punk, the other 0i. CRASN is the punk band, and they ' re
similar to many of the bands on that label--anthemic songs p
I& BLITZ . CRUX are more like the EXPLOITED or the 4 SKINS,
only aorta low-key . "I'll Die with my Boots On" is the epi-
tome of 0i topics, but "Streets at Night" is the better song
Nothing exceptional here . (RS)
(No Future, diet . by Rough Trade)

DAMNED - "Dozen Girls " EP

More snappy pop-punk from the DAMNED, complete with organ,
synthesized marimbas, and music hall singing . This may be a
far cry from "Neat Neat Neat, " but it ' s got an undeniable

charm of its own . There are even--dare I say it?--some tasteful

Puitar licks amid the overall silliness . (JB)
(Bronze, diet . by EmL Trade)



DIRT - Never Mind Dirt, Here's the Bollocks LP

This live LP (EP?) by DIRT captures all of the raw inten-
sity of their exemplary debut, and fuses it with a punky ve-
nom that's quite irresistable . Admittedly, the songs on this
record vary considerably in quality, but their fiery version
of "House of the Rising Sun " is alone worth the price . (SS)

{Crass, diet . by Rough Trade)

EXPELD - "Government Policy/Make it Alone "

This sounds like the better side of VICE SQUAD . I ' ll just
leave it at that . (TY)
(Riot City, diet . by Rough Trade)

EXPLOITED - "Computers Don ' t Blunder/Addiction "

A lot ' s been said about this band being a bunch of moronic
yahoos, such of it probably justified, but on this record
there ' s evidence to the contrary . " Computers . . . " is a great
anti-militarist song about the possibility of technology-in-
duced holocaust. The B-side is as strong an anti-drug song
as you'll find . The music is fast and powerful. (TY)
(Secret, diet . by Rough Trade)

FITS - "Last Laugh" EP

The title song shows lots of promise on this, their third
7" . Pretty s- unky stuff, but the B-side cuts are pretty un-
exciting . (TI)
(Rondelet, diet . by Rough Trade)

C .B .H . - "Give me Fire/Man-Trap "

The A-side is a standout powerhouse punk song, instru-
mentally. I can ' t say such about the lyrics (as with many
of their songs) because I have no idea what they ' re singing
about, even after reading them printed . (TY)
(Clay, diet . by Rough Lads)

PKTER & THS TEST TUBE BABIES - Pissed and Proud LP

Well, they ' ve finally put an album out . The sound qua -
lity is so good that you ' d never know it was live except
for the crowd noise and interaction between the band and
audience . These guys produce powerful 0i music, but their
themes are questionable, as with most such groups . They
have all sorts of songs about "birda "--the English equiva-
lent of "chicks"--and not being able to get off . Then we
have the familiar ode to fighting, getting beat up, and
the wimps that won't fight in "Moped Lads . " Socially
relevant themes in "Keep England Untidy" tell us to lit-
ter, and " Shitstirrer " is where they explain that when
things are bad they will make them worse . Their song
" Elvis is Dead " is a classic, though, and "Maniac " is a
great pun . But who knows at this point if they're ser-
ious? Fun band to listen to but not to contemplate.
They are thugs and proud of it . (RS)
(No Future, diet . by Rough Trade)

- "Bloody Road to Glory" EP

Typical medium-to-slow Britpunk . RABID have a nice raun -

chy guitar tone, but it doesn ' t compensate for the generally

listless material . "Police Victim" sounds like the DAMNED's

" New Rose " at times, and " Glory of War" has some energy, but

not enough . Notes label is incorrect . (JB)

(Fallout, diet . by Rough Trade)

SECTION A - Time Stands Still EP

One wore plodding Britpunk record that makes me wonder how
I got into punk in the first place . The title song has a
passable poppy chorus, but the others are big zeros--no tunes,
no intensity, no originality, no nothing. How such more of

this shit do we have to hear? (JB)
(Subversive--6 Dawnay Ave .--King ' s Lynn--Norfolk--ENGLAND)

SERIOUS DRINKING - "Love on the Terraces " EP

The A-side sounds too much like IAN DREARY to me, but
the three cuts on the flip are great funnypunk, combining
01 with some innovative vocal and guitar interruptions . (TY

(Upright--49-53 Kensington Gardens Sq .--London W11--ENGLA N D

STRAPS - LP

I've always wondered if these guys were punks . They've
put out two singles, both great in their own right, but you
couldn't quite classify the music as punk . Now here's their
LP, and both the sleeve pictures and the lyrics demonstrate
that they are indeed punks . Some of the tracks axe good and
punked-outh others are ripping garage numbers that sound sort
of German . The singer has a very distinctive voice, and the
band reminds me of U .K. DECAY or the ABWXRTS in that they
have a ost-punk tinge . All in all, a fine band and a decent
LP. (RS)
(Cyclops, diet . by Rough Trade)

SKEPrIX - " Routine Machine/Curfew "

Totally great, both sides . Truly energetic, exciting
thrash with cool guitar punctuation . It's nice to see this
kind of attack spreading in England . (TY)
(Zenon, diet . by Rough 'hide)

4 SKINS - "Low Life/Bread or Blood"

Surprisingly good for these normally boring Oi-sters.
"Low Life " is twice as powerful as anything on their awful
LP, and damn catchy to boot . Louder guitars and soccer cho-
ruses pull this one up by its braces . (JB)
(Secret)

ONE WAY SYSTEM - "Jerusalem/Jackie was a Junkie "

The best release yet by this 0i group . Both sides are
faster than their norm, and the record is well-produced with
a really FULL sound . This is British punk at close to its
best. (TY)
(Anagram, diet. by Rough Trade)

RUBELLA BALLET - "Ballet Dance" EP

This intriguing 4-track EP contains music reminiscent of
early KLEENEX, with an added sophistication of production
values . "The Ballet Dance" and "Unemployed " are recommendable

kinetic rockers, but the catchy "Something to Give " gets
added points for interesting lyrics and a strong melodic
sense . (SS)
-(Intrix, dint . by Rough Trade)

RESISTANCE 77 - "Nowhere to Play " EP

This band ' s name must refer to resistance to the '77 spi-

rit of creativity and original thinking . Actually, that ' s not

entirely fair, because this EP is better than such of this
month ' s English crop . " Nottingham Problem " and "Nuclear At-

tack " have a bit of raw, foot-tapping spunk . (JB)"

Riot Cit diet. b Rough Trade)

REALITY - "Blind to the Truth" EP

I can ' t believe this is a new band, and not some undis-
covered reject from 1977 that someone decided to put out now.
Actually, the lyrics are politically strong (anti-NATO, etc .),
but the music makes the first MEKONS single look real pro-
fessional . (TY)
(Subversive, dint . by Rough Trade)



SHOCKABILLY - "The Dawn of Shockabilly" 12" EP
Also known as EUGENE CHADBOURNE'S CHADBOURNES, SHOCKA -

BILLY cover 50s and 60s hits . It's like when you sit in the
bathtub and sing "96 Tears" by recall . . . .you sing the organ
intro, what you remember of the lyrics, and your own trans-
cendental version of a guitar solo . You follow that with a
quick trip through the funhouse and out comes "shockabilly . "
Same ballpark as PANTHER BURNS, but outfield . (RF)
(Rough Trade)

THREATS - "Politicians and Ministers " 12 " EP
Standard 80s Britpunk . Some of these songs stand out by

virtue of their higher speed and/or catchy choruses (espe-
cially the title cut and " Dead End Depression but most
lack any distinguishing features . The 12 " contains three
more tracks than the 7" version . (JB)
(Rondelet, diet . by Rough Trade)

TOY DOLLS - "Nellie the Elephant/Dig that Groove, Baby"
Ahother great funnypunk release from the TOY IX)LLS . " Nel-

lie " is a disposable novelty song, but " Dig " finds the band
in their real groove, baby--fast, guitar-heavy punk-pop with
hilarious lyrics . It's almost as neat as "Tommy Kowey's Car,"
and that ' s saying slot . (JB
(Volume, dist . by Rg,¢ Rhino

VICTIM - "The Teen Age" EP
Northern Ireland ' s VICTIM return with a bang on this won-

derful punky-pop EP . The title song is the best track, with
its heavily-reverbed double guitars, BUZZCOCKian vocals, and
strong hooks . It ' s a classic cut that ' s not matched on the
flip, though " Junior Criminals " has its merits . If only the
UNDRRTONES and RUDI still used this style! (JB)
(Illuminated--120 Kings Rd .--Fleet, Hants .--EFGIAND)

VIBRATORS " Baby, Baby/Dragnet"

This must be reunion season or something . The VIBES have

returned to their original form after several years of wan-

king off . The re-recorded version of " Baby . ., " one of their
early hits, is inferior and thus totally unneces ssaardy

.s
On the

ong-

writing,
hand, the flip has traces of their classy may song-

writing, and suggests that their upcoming
be worth waiting for . ( JB )
(Anagram, dist . by Rough Trade)

	

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Total

	

LP
Well, I didn't know that "total anarchy" was a marketablecommodity, but here it is . And the usual slow, tedious punk-by-numbers in the grooves exudes the safe, commercializedform of anarchy " that punk is increasingly coming to repre-

sent--all stylised form and no real content, all superficialslogans and no real ideas or action . The only cuts with anpunch are the two by DEATH SENTENCE (both already released,
one by CHAOTIC YOUTH ("Don't Take their Shit " ), and one by
one want some cheap offeetableanarchy e (JB)

Otherwise, yecchhf Any-
(Beat the System, dist . by Rough Trade)

VIOLATORS - " Summer of ' 81/Live Fast Die Young"

This single seems more ordinary in comparison with their
debut single and their work on the A Countr y Fit for Heroes

compilation LP. In addition, the VIOLATORS ' compulsion with

violence makes this release disturbing . "Summer of '81" re-
mains the poppier of the tracks here, though some might find
favor with the sheer velocity of the flip . Better than most
of the Oi currently available . (SS)

	

(No Future, dist . by Rough

	

de

WALL - "Day Tripper " 12" EP
Scene veterans the WALL were always somewhat inconsis-

tent, even as a fledgeling punk band, but this tendency be-
came more pronounced as they entered their post-punk phase.
Now, they are consistent--consistently bad, if this 12 " is
representative . Only "When I ' m Dancing " has a semblance of
a hook) the rest are just ponderous, boring dirges . (4 )
(No Future, diet . by Rough Trade)

SUBHUMANS - The Day the Country Died LP
After three great singles, the SUBHUMANS have relea-

Old an album which is equally great . They are part of the
k ASS family, so if you don't like your opinions strong,
too bad . This LP has non-stop power, thanks to the absence
')f breaks between songs, and it has some great anthems
like " Minority" and " Black and White . " Their themes are
always handled skillfully, the music shifts from thrash to
more typical English punk, and the sleeve is a lovely gate-
fold job which has the lyrics printed inside over a back-
drop covered with "think ." No question about it, this one's
a must . (RS)
(Spider Leg, diet . by 's :,g . "":T44)

WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD WORLD

B . TRUG - Lieber Schwierig alsSchaier1g LP
As the band themselves say, " Never mind the SEX PISTOLS,

here's B . TRUG," because this is a really superb punk LP
with plenty of garagy raunch . Most of their material consists
of short blasts of buzzing noise that evoke an oncoming loco-
motive ; the rest has a pronounced rockabilly rhythm and
sounds like early demos of the CRAMPS must have once sounded.
The abrasive recording definitely captures the raw power
that B . TRUG must generate live . My fave new German release . (JB
(Rock-O-Rama--Kaiserstrasse 119--5040 Bruhl--W . GERMANY)

CHAOS Z - Ohne Gnade LP
"Ultra Hardcore " is what it says on the cover, and that ' swhat it mostly is--straight ahead thrash, such like DIS-CHARGE, with little variation . The songs have anti-authori-

tarian, anti-war, and apocalyptic themes, except for "Stutt-rt fiber Alles, " modelled after the DK ' s classic . (TY)gock-O-Rama)

COTZBROCKEN - Jeden dasSeine LP

A mediocre, very primitive punk album . In fact, the poor
recording and amateur musicianship are COTZBROCKEN's only
real strong suit . Since most of the material plods along and
lacks any hooks, good production would only make these guys
sound like any run-of-the-mill English band . Aside from the
hoarse vocals and an occasional song with spunk ("KZ" and
" Hey, Punk ") this can ' t be recommended . (JB)
(Rock-o-Kenai

DURSTIGE MANN - "Prost! " EP
Eric Hysteric from the VOMIT VISIONS in a new but equally

abrasive and frantic group . For further info, read the V.
VISIONS review below, but this time the lyrics are in Ger-
man . (TY)
(Wasted Vinyl--D-6239 Lohnberg--Obettorstrasse 6--W . GER)

KOSMONAUTENTRAU M - " Liebesmuhn " EP

If you're lucky enough to find this 7" , grab it. FFst
etyou get the greatest funk bass line waaaaay out

the trashy tin ng
vocals . cIfe thi

in ;
s is

then
what they

,
played y inuider

and
nd screaming

	

loud . (RS)discos, I'd go . Play it often, and play it
(Zickzack, dist . by Rough

	

de

KOHU-63 - Lisaa Verta Historiaan LP
This band's second 12" offering sounds like a cross be-

tween L .A . thrash gj,ggg ' 81 and DISCHARGE . From the glossy 12-
page booklet enclosed, one can surmise that the songs are your
basic anti-war, anti-police themes . (TY)
(Poko, diet . by P . Tuotanto--V . Vasko--76780 lamminsaki--FIN)

LAMA - LP

Another excellent punk album from Finland . As we ' ve al-
ready indicated, LAMA aren ' t one of the young thrash bands,
but an older-style punk group that started in '78- ' 79 . But
that doesn ' t mean that they sound like today ' s boring Eng-
lish clone groups . They have musical muscle, songs with great
dynamics, tightness, and they play pretty damn fast for a
bunch of old-timers . Their new thrashed-out version of "Ta -
vastia" is a classic, the high point of this LP . Rumors has
that they're breaking up . What a shame! (JB)
(Johanna, diet . by P . TRotanto)

NOSTRILS - " Live with the London Symphony Orchestra " cassette

A mixed bag of songs recorded in ' 81 by this now defunct
Canadian outfit . Alot of older-style punk, some with good
hooks, but rendered largely obsolete by recent stylistic
changes . However, one song, " Malcontents, " is as powerful
and driving as anything going and makes me sad that they
decided to call it quits . ("Y)
(Bruce Hallett--469 Gertrude Ave .--Winnepeg--CANADA )



VARIOUS ARTISTS - Die Deutechen Kommen LP

Five groups are featured here . FASAGA and COTZBROCKEN have

a ' 77 sound ; FLUCH have a CRAMPS feel ; O .H.L. are semi-

thrash; and STOSSTRUPP must stand 1 " tall and record in a

matchbox . O .H.L. rule this roost from a musical standpoint.

(" 'Y )
(Rock-O-Rama)

NEOS - "Hasiba Gets the Martian Brainsqueeze HP

An amazing, original, manic, tight, intelligent (and I
could go on and on) release . And I thought their first EP
was great . This one puts that one to shame . There may not
be too many of these, as they're financing it themselves,
so buy as soon as you see it. Oh yeah, it ' s got fourteen
songs . (TY)
(Steve Neo--176 Mortimer St.--Victoria, B.0 V8P 3A8--CAN .)

PUNKENSTEIN - "Oh, du sch"one Maid" EP

Mid-tempo German punk in the increasingly tedious Britpunk
tradition . Still, PUNKENSTEIN are alot more powerful than
most of their cross-channel peers, especially on "No School ."
Nothing exceptional, but loud and not without humor . (JB)
(Konnekschen--Durschnitt 15--2 Hamburg 13--W . GERMANY)

RIOT SQUAD - "Total Onslaught" EP

Radical protest music from the belly of the beast . RIOT

SQUAD are South African punks who play slow, catchy ' 77 stuff,
but their real significance lies in their very existence in
such a repressive country . Vicious anti-apartheid and anti-

government lyrics are featured on this EP, so let ' s hope that

these brave Lads don ' t end up in jail or dead . Incredibly

inspiring . (JB)

(Riot Squad, diet . by Rough Trade)

S.I .B . - TheThirdWorldWar LP

An Italian band that occasionally sounds like the REAC-
TORS or-dare I say it--a smarter VKTMS . A feisty English-
woman belts out some modern rock material--punk, reggae, and
post-punk . With such a wide stylistic approach, it's not too
surprising that S .I .B. don't really excel at anything. The
best songs here are examples of classical punk with real po-
wer, like "My Secret Life," "Listless," and "You ." A few
worthwhile moments, but nothing earth-shattering . (JB)
(L .M .--Viale Petrarca 421--48020 Lido Adriano (RA)--ITALY)

STRESS - LP

	

make
Again, flat production

kn al
and
bum. Thiserecordiis positively n

unsatisfying
laicj back, the worst possible attribute for a hardcore re-

lease. Much of the problem
here is no doubt due to the wimpy

recording, but the songs themselves don't
either. There are rare glimpses

	

(o
potential,

develop into anything
(Rock-O-Ram)

SUDIBN DEATH - "Blood on the Floor" cassette EP

An 8-song effort, sort of metal punk . It reminds me a bit

of PERSONALITY CRISIS and BLACK FLAG . They ' re gonna put out

other bands too, like the MANIC DEPRESSORS and LAST GASP.

Good job, lads . (TY)
(Mike Lambert--130 Fort St .--Winnepeg, Manitoba R3C IC7--CAN )

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Propsganda LP

O.K ., you've been reading in these pages bow great Fin-
nish punk is, so order this compilation of almost all of
the best bands (save RATTUS, LAMA, KOHU-63, and a few others)
That's all the proof you'll need . One band after another
comes charging at you and demonstrates why this relatively
small and out-of-the-way country is the tops in European
thrash . Includes cuts by the BASTARDS, ANTI KEHO, KAAOS,
NATO, TERVEET KM', RIISTET T, 013, MAHO NEITSYT, APPENDIX,
SEKUNDA, and DACHAU . A must . (TY)
($9 to Propaganda--P .O. Box 393--00101 Helsinki 10--FINLAND)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - "Schiavi Nella Citta Piu Libera de Nondo " EP

Four hardcore bands from Bologna share this raw record.
R .A .F . PUNK sounds like a cross between CRASS and DISCHARGE;
STALAG 17 are a bit more primitive, with tremendously course
vocals ; ANNA FALKSS sound more like a typical Britpunk aggre-
gation; BACTERIA make FLIPPER sound wonderfully melodic . A
great EP . (TY)
(Diavlery Prod.--Via Molinelli 19--40100 Bologna--ITALY)

VARIOUS ARTISTS - Underground Hits 1L2

One side is all American bands, including BLACK FLAG
(their first EP), BAD BRAINS and SACCHARINE TRUST (pre-
viously released material), and the ANGRY SAMOANS (one
oldie and two unreleased cuts, including the infamous
"Poshboy's Cock") . The German side contains four strong
hardcore bands, including TOXOPLASMA, RAllIA, CHAOS Z,
and the NEUROTIC ARSEHOIES . This is a great idea for
linking international punk scenes . Bravo! (TY)
(Aggressive Rock, diet . by Systematic)

VOMIT VISIONS - "Shove it Up your Ass" EP

Three songs that are as raw and basic as possible . They
make C .G . ALLIN seem M .O .R ., combining a totally non-commer-
cial sound with equally acidic social satire . They're
German but they sing in English . (TY)
(Wasted Vinyl)

YOUTH YOUTH - "Why Pay More " cassette EP

A really great thrash outfit from the Toronto area . The

instrumentation is more than competent, but the lyrics are

what really stand out--intelligent, committed, positive, and

deliberate . Excellent! (TY)

(3935 Bloor St. West--Islington, Ontario M9B 1L8--CANADA)

SMASH! fanzine, November 1982
Number Two, Page Five

WILL : Fucked . They're fuck
heads . Some of these people
out there are just to make
bucks off of you . On Sub-
terrainean we own everything,
tapes, the music . We pub-
lish the lyrics ourselves .

a I I e n g e

	

t o

	

W i l l

	

S h a t t e r

5) We do make money on our magazine, and
every penny we make is publicly repor-
ted from time to time . Not a cent goes
into our pockets--it all gets put back
into the paper to make it a better bar-
gain (we ' ve expanded from 48 pages to
64 for the same price), to buy typeset-
ting equipment, to hopefully open a
storefront where punks can come in and

follows ;

	

use our facilities, equipment, and art
1) We make no money on the shows we promote .

	

supplies for whatever purpose.
The house and the bands take the whole We challenge you to contradict anything we ' ve
pie . We do the shows at very cheap door stated above . Our whole operation is run as a
prices, which help the fans, club owners,non-profit set-up . You must be confusing us
and bands. with Alternative Tentacles, and if that 's so,
We make no money on our radio show . We then maybe you should take the needle out of
are not paid salaries by the station .

	

your arm and investigate things before you go
We make no money on the radio syndica- around slagging people off . There ml areas
tion. We sell the shows at cost ($5) .

	

where we can be taken to task (where we excer-
and actually lose money sometimes .

	

cise our particular tastes and political pre-
4) We make no money off the Not So Quiet . . Judices), but the statement that we ' re " out

albums . We did all the organization,

	

there to make bucks off of you " is such total
work, etc ., and turned down an offer by bullshit that we had to lower ourselves to
the label (Alternative Tentacles) to

	

your level to respond . Put up or shut up s-and
take a share of the profits .

	

then grow up .
Tim Yoha - & Jeff Bale

Here is our response.

We'll come to the point quickly . Either
you ' re a damned liar, or you ' re an ill-infor-
med and confused person who can ' t even bother
to check the most basic facts . These are as
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